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By Don Dingee
>>foreword       thinking

Digital signage is starting to take on more than just what one 
would expect a sign to do. HD display and graphics? Yawn, 
it’s expected – everybody has that in their house. Networking? 
A given – content comes in from the cloud, maybe even over 
4G wireless. Rugged and maintainable computer and display? 
Again, a given to play the digital signage game. Think bigger. 
Here are three trends coming soon to a digital signage system 
near you.

Touch displays
Applications that used to be just signs are now expected to be 
interactive, more like a kiosk but with the striking, large format 
multimedia content of a digital signage system. The multitouch 
experience has captivated every potential signage consumer, and 
the expectation is for a very similar but scaled-up experience 
with digital signage.

The problem is touch technology hasn’t scaled very well to large 
format displays. Projected capacitive touch is great on a small 
display and highly rugged since it’s behind glass, but how do you 
get it on a large platform? Some of these signage systems have 
52-, 65-, or even 80-inch displays, and some are being projected 
holographically onto a glass panel.

On page 53, you’ll see one of our Editor’s Choice selections tar-
geting this exact problem. Projected capacitance touch and hap-
tic interface technology will soon be a mandatory component of 
digital signage, and the lines between a kiosk and a digital sign 
will quickly blur to immateriality.

Video analytics
A retailer would like to know what content drives what behavior. 
It’s not all that different a problem from measuring Web visitor 
conversion. Content can be varied based on time of day, time-
sensitive offers, or other parameters. Studies say the first 3-7 sec-
onds are critical, but maybe there’s an offer in second 14 that is 
the real objective. What works? How do we do more of that, cap-
turing more impressions and ultimately conversions into sales?

The need for video analytics makes sense – what’s on the sign, 
how many viewers saw it, how long they watched it. The “what’s 
on the sign” part is known, but the viewer behavior parts are just 

entering the picture. Implementing a vision system (similar to 
those we described in our September 2009 issue) and using rec-
ognition techniques, one could detect the presence of viewers, 
record the number of seconds they watch the screen, and maybe 
even indicate if they dwell on a particular part of the screen. 
Certainly, touch interaction would give valuable data.

There have been rumors of video analytics going farther – detect-
ing a viewer’s gender, race, age, and similar characteristics, 
anonymously of course – and then presenting targeted content. 
That is probably a way off, for both legal and behavioral reasons. 
(How good are your Amazon recommendations? Good, but not 
perfect, I’ll bet. We are used to that with Amazon, but not with 
signage.) Digital signage systems need better analytics, requiring 
a substantial amount of integrated vision systems processing.

Augmented reality
This is the Google Maps experience dropped into the retail envi-
ronment, with a bit more information. You see the sign and scan a 
displayed 2D barcode with your phone; it tells you the item is on 
aisle 7 on the third shelf 40 feet from the endcap, then guides you 
with a virtual path, in addition to indicating the number of items 
remaining on the shelf, offering a coupon, and revealing items 
you’ll be passing on your way that might interest you.

Under the strict definition of augmented reality – 3D registered 
data, real-time interaction, real and virtual views – this is a fit. 
The possibilities for enhancing the shopping experience are 
incredible, and it’s all about the intelligence required to plug the 
virtual cloud of information into the shopper’s real world.

Excited yet? Let me know if you see other big picture things 
going on. It’ll be fun to watch.

More than signed up for

@dondingee, @industrial_mag

  ddingee@opensystemsmedia.com
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Digital signs are everywhere – grocery stores, 
gas stations, banks, concert venues, sports 
stadiums, airports, bus stations, and retail 
stores. Digital signage is typically considered 
to be one or two displays in a public place 
that provide highly targeted marketing 
messages. This method of advertising saves 
print advertising costs and has the potential to 
reach a wide and captive audience. 

Digital signage and the electronics that 
power it are growing like gangbusters. The 
digital signage market grew 44 percent  
in 2009, shipping 1.25 million displays 
for public digital signage applications, 
according to DisplaySearch. Rapid 
advancements in LED and LCD displays, 
software, and graphics capability are 
enabling new content with demanding 
audio and video elements.  In step with 
the growing performance requirements is 
the need for extremely low thermal dis-
sipation, as the inner workings of these 
display installations have to be contained 
in very small areas and are usually inte-
grated behind the display.

At the high end of digital signage are 
“video walls,” which are becoming main-
stream. Video walls (shown in Figure 1) 
typically consist of four or more displays 
integrated to provide independent content 
and/or to appear as one very large display. 
Video walls are found in large venues such 
as airports, concert halls, sports stadiums, 
and corporate environments.
[Figure 1 | Video walls require high-performance processing and I/O to handle multiple streams of video content. The video content is available in a number of different formats and compressed based on different industry standards.]

The content to be displayed on a video 
wall consists of multiple streams of video 
content, which is available in a number of 
formats and compressed based on one or 
more industry standards. The computer 
hardware must be able to receive video in 
multiple formats and convert all streams 
to the appropriate format for the display. 
Consequently, the software support to con-
trol the display becomes more complex as 
well, as it needs to determine which video 
streams are displayed where, as well as 

address advanced features such as zoom, 
graphics overlay, or matching colors from 
display to display. Just a few years ago, 
video walls demanded a high-end custom 
system, but now they can use specialized 
servers based on standard products.

RadiSys is seeing an alignment of its 
low-power Pico-ITX and COM Express 
modules for stand-alone or network-
based digital signs and its Embedded 
RMS servers for video wall applications. 
Though both applications are perceived 
by the consumer as “just another sign,” 
each has very diverse requirements.

Suitable for stand-alone digital signs, 
the 95 mm x 110 mm RadiSys COM 
Express CEQM57 module provides low 
power, high performance, and integrated 
graphics for state-of-the-art display sys-
tems. The CEQM57 is based on the lat-
est, smartest, and fastest Intel® Core™ i5 
and i7 processors that deliver intelligent 
performance and energy efficiency for 
graphics-intensive applications. The 
ultra-small 85 mm x 70 mm RadiSys 
COM Express Z500 module and 72 mm 
x 100 mm Pico-ITX PICOZ500 board 
use the low-power, high-performance 
Intel® Atom™ Z500 processor series 
and offer a value option for digital sig-
nage applications. These products pro-
vide digital signage makers the optimal 
solution – they can improve products’ 
thermal characteristics and also enable 
a longer product lifetime while adding 
graphics performance capability in a 
cost-efficient manner.

Ideal for video walls, the RadiSys 
RMS420-5520DT server uses the long-
life, quad-core Intel® Xeon® processor 
E5620 at 2.4 GHz and the six-core Intel® 
Xeon® processor E5645 at 2.4 GHz. This 
product is designed for compute- and 
I/O-intensive applications such as digital 
signage and features high memory band-
width, exceptional I/O capability, and 
multicore processors for significant pro-
cessing and I/O performance increases. 
The RMS42-5520DT supports up to  
48 GB of DDR3 memory; up to 72 lanes 
of PCI Express® 2.0 connectivity; and 
3x16, 2x8, and 2x4 PCI Express 2.0 slots.

As this market continues to grow, expect 
to see fast changes and improvements in 
technology, including intelligent network 
management. It will be an exciting mar-
ket for RadiSys and our customers.     IES

Keate Despain is general 
manager of the Commercial 
Business Unit at RadiSys 
Corporation. Keate joined 
RadiSys in 2007 after a 

12-year career at Intel, where he led 
various groups in the embedded division 
focused on communications, software, 
channel management, and product 
marketing. Keate has a Masters in 
Business Administration (MBA) from 
Arizona State University. RadiSys is a 
Premier Member of the Intel Embedded 
Alliance, a community of embedded 
developers and solution providers.

RadiSys 
503-615-1100  |  Toll-free: 800-950-0044 
info@radisys.com | www.radisys.com

Figure 1 | Video walls require high-performance processing and I/O to handle 
multiple streams of video content. 

Multidisplay technology:  
Not just another sign
By Keate Despain

Computing: Executive Speakout: Digital signage Special Advertising Section
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Computing

Connecting a wide array of automation 
systems to enterprise systems calls for 
a wide-open interface that can handle 
Windows, Linux, and real-time platforms. 
OPC Unified Architecture (UA) is coming out 
of the development lab and into the field, 
with new solutions beginning to appear for 
implementations.

The automation industry is increasingly 
faced with the challenges of tighter inte-
gration, improved security, and higher-
speed interactions. These requirements 
are leading to the development of smart 
grid communications, outsourced ser-
vices, cloud computing, and similar 
distributed applications. With design-
ers swimming in technology offerings, 
specialists can provide a competitive 
edge. Firms need to allow specialists to 
participate in their operations, and more 
and more frequently, these specialists 
are coming in the form of outsourced 
services. 

Today’s market demands greater col-
laboration at every level, both within the 
enterprise and among companies. Thus, 
technology should augment traditional 
Business-to-Business (B2B) communica-
tions by enabling systems to interact in 
real time, providing security appropriate 
for the cyber world we live in, and leverag-
ing the latest standards for data exchange.

OPC UA versus OPC Classic
Enter OPC UA, managed by the OPC 
Foundation. OPC UA has been under 
development for the past six years and 
is a serious contender to meet the chal-
lenges of real-time B2B for automation. 
The technology was first deployed in the 
automation market in 2008 and is gaining 
significant adoption momentum in 2010.

OPC UA is the next generation of OPC 
Classic technology based on Microsoft’s 
COM and DCOM technology, which 

debuted in 1996. Today, OPC Classic is the 
most widely supported open interoperabil-
ity standard in automation, with nearly all 
automation software vendors supporting it 
in their products. Given its pervasiveness, 
why don’t vendors stick with OPC Classic 
instead of switching to OPC UA for new 
applications? OPC Classic is a standard 
managed by the OPC Foundation designed 
for real-time automation connectivity, 
targeting Programmable Logic Control 
(PLC) and Supervisory Control and Data 
Acquisition (SCADA) levels of real time. 
However, during OPC Classic’s definition 
in 1995, its inventors didn’t anticipate the 
future needs of increased security, plat-
form choices (Windows, Linux, VxWorks, 
or others), or complex data.

As a timely evolution building on the OPC 
Classic standard, OPC UA is the result of 
a collaborative industry effort by compa-
nies including Emerson, ABB, Yokogawa, 
Honeywell,  Invensys, Kepware 
Technologies, ICONICS, Wonderware, 
Rockwell Automation, and many oth-
ers. These companies are members of 
the OPC Foundation Technical Advisory 
Committee and have collaborated to 
define and deliver this next generation of 
interoperability specifications, which are 
available at the OPC Foundation website 
(www.opcfoundation.org). Early adopters 
are supplying a range of OPC UA-based 
products today.

OPC UA delivers on all fronts. It offers 
security with RSA encryption and X.509 
certificates for endpoint authentication. It 
provides well-defined interfaces to deliver 
IT and firewall friendliness. It supports 
both simple and complex data to enable 
the transfer of data combined with context, 
not just individual values. OPC UA also 
supports other operating systems besides 
the Microsoft platform, the primary focus 
of OPC Classic technology. Hence, OPC 
UA is a serious candidate for today’s 

OPC UA technology enables  
greater interoperability
By Roy Kok
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Computing
demanding needs in real-time B2B for 
automation.

While the need for real-time B2B for 
automation is obvious, the question 
remains: Should engineers go out and 
buy OPC UA specifically? Probably not. 
Developers can purchase toolkits that 
will enable development of products with 
OPC UA client and server capabilities. 
But more likely, engineers will purchase 
products that already incorporate OPC 
UA capabilities. 

Tunneling and other capabilities 
connect clients
Automation equipment that needs secure 
and distributed connectivity requires 
communication drivers that have an 
OPC UA server interface. If the equip-
ment needs to share information from 
one company to another in real time for 
automation purposes, a tunneling solu-
tion can combine OPC UA servers with 
OPC UA clients between two computers. 
If the equipment needs to interface new 
systems with legacy systems, a gateway 
solution can provide a variety of inter-
faces and convert between them. For 

example, the interfaces can convert OPC 
DA (one of the Classic specifications) to 
OPC UA or the other way around. New 
architectures are delivering all of these 
capabilities in OPC UA systems, such as 
the tunneling solution shown in Figure 1.
[Figure 1 | A tunneling solution combines OPC UA servers with OPC UA clients between two computers.]

Let’s brainstorm on what can be achieved 
with these new capabilities:

■■ B2B hosted services: A customer 
can now engage suppliers in real time 
and actively manage equipment and 
processes, delivering unique services 
previously available only through 
custom designs and costly to maintain 
interfaces. Standard products based 
on OPC UA technology will change 
the game with regard to the cost 
and maintainability of collaborative 
interfaces in scenarios such as the 
illustration shown in Figure 2. 

■■ B2B remote management: Suppliers 
can now offer management services 
to complex equipment installed 
at customer sites. For example, 
manufacturers can monitor printing 
presses to ensure they are properly 
maintained. Manufacturers can also 

monitor expensive equipment such 
as power-generation turbines in real 
time to verify that operations are 
within the warranty guidelines. A 
simple-to-apply yet comprehensive 
solution such as OPC UA will 
enable this business model for 
a wide range of applications.

■■ The smart grid: While many 
protocols will be leveraged for this 
emerging market, OPC UA has 
already been added to the short list of 
technologies to review. It delivers one 
advantage that other options can’t: 
a legacy foundation that has been 
universally accepted throughout all 
industries. OPC UA is an excellent 
protocol to augment installed legacy 
protocols with enhanced security 
and enterprise connectivity.

[Figure 2 | Standard products based on OPC UA allow customers to engage suppliers in real time and actively manage equipment and processes, improving the cost and maintainability of collaborative interfaces.]

Real-time B2B for automation 
scenarios
While many protocols can be applied 
to build real-time B2B for automa-
tion applications, OPC UA delivers 
the broadest range of benefits, from its 
foundation on an industry standard to its 
support by industry vendors with a wide 
array of toolkits and finished products. 
Because OPC UA is based on an indus-
try standard and supported by best-in-
class vendors, OPC UA-based products 
can enable customers to change their 
installations over time, adopting new 
products that will be the right match for 
their particular requirements.     IES

Roy Kok is VP of sales 
and marketing at 
Kepware Technologies. 
Roy has worked in 
manufacturing 
automation for more than 
30 years with leading 

companies such as GE Intelligent 
Platforms (formerly GE Fanuc), 
Intellution, Nematron, and VenturCom. 
He is a member of several organizations 
including the OPC Foundation, OMAC, 
and CSIA. Roy has a Bachelor’s degree 
in Electrical Engineering from 
Northeastern University.

Kepware Technologies
207-775-1660 
roy.kok@kepware.com  
www.kepware.com 

Figure 1 | A tunneling solution combines OPC UA servers with OPC UA 
clients between two computers.

Figure 2 | Standard products based on OPC UA allow customers to engage 
suppliers in real time and actively manage equipment and processes, 

improving the cost and maintainability of collaborative interfaces.
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For more information, contact: techsupport.embeddedpower@emerson.com RSC# 41669 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc

Emerson Network Power
5810 Van Allen Way • Carlsbad, CA 92008
1 888 412 7832 or +1 760 930 4600
Emerson.com/DinRail

The ADN-C Series features a new slim form factor (50 to 
87 mm wide), high operating effi ciency (> 90%) and active 
Power Factor Correction (PFC > 0.92). To ensure high reli-
ability, the ADN-C Series is comprehensively protected 
against continuous short-circuit and overload conditions, 
has a high Demonstrated Mean Time Between Failures 
(DMTBF) of over 450 kHr and offers a wide operating tem-
perature range of -10 °C to +60 °C without derating.

Other attributes include: PowerBoost™ overload capabil-
ity to withstand high inrush loads, such as motors, relays, 
solenoids and DC-DC converters, which can cause ordinary 
power supplies to fold back or shut down; a patented 
DIN rail mounting clip that enables tool-free snap-on 
mounting specially designed for industrial environments; 
three LEDs on the front of the case for status monitoring; 
large accessible screw terminal connections; and a single/
parallel operation toggling switch for enhanced scalability.

Devices and power supplies

ADN-C DIN Rail Mount Industrial Power Supplies

 › Slim form factor (from 50 mm)
 › Highly effi cient > 90% switching technology
 › Meets UL 508, UL 60950-1, IEC 60950, Class I, Div 2 Hazardous 
Locations, EN 61000-3-2 and SEMI F47 Sag Immunity

 › Adjustable voltage and power factor correction
 › Parallel redundant operation
 › High MTBF and reliability with fi ve-year warranty

FEATURES
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For more information, contact: techsupport.embeddedpower@emerson.com RSC# 44589 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc

Emerson Network Power
5810 Van Allen Way • Carlsbad, CA 92008
1 888 412 7832 or +1 760 930 4600
Emerson.com/PowerSupplies

The all-new 40 W DP40 external power adapter series from 
Emerson Network Power provides a very fl exible, pre-
approved power solution for a wide variety of portable 
and desktop applications, including low-power medical, 
instrumentation, telecommunications, networking, imag-
ing, computer peripheral and test and measurement sys-
tems. They are available in both Class I and Class II with a 
2-pin AC or 3-pin AC input connector.

The DP40 series is the fi rst adapter family from Emerson 
to feature both ITE and medical-grade (non-patient con-
tact and non-patient critical) safety approvals. Twelve new 
models in six power ratings are available ranging from 
9-48 Vdc with up to 40 W of fully regulated output power. 
They accept a wide universal input range of 90-264 Vac 
(127-300 Vdc), enabling the products to be used anywhere 
in the world, and are designed to achieve high levels of 
effi ciency and reliability.

Devices and power supplies

DP40 Power Supply Series

 › Universal AC input
 › Fully regulated output
 › EN 61000-3-2 compliant
 › Input power < 49 W
 › Overcurrent and overvoltage protection
 › High effi ciency, high MTBF
 › IEC 320 AC input receptacle
 › 3-pin (type C14) and 2-pin (type C8)
 › Built-in EMI fi lter (CISPR 22 Class B)
 › Meets Energy Star 2.0 and CEC
 › CE Mark EMC and LVD

FEATURES
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For more information, contact: techsupport.embeddedpower@emerson.com RSC# 41670 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc

Emerson Network Power
5810 Van Allen Way • Carlsbad, CA 92008
1 888 412 7832 or +1 760 930 4600
Emerson.com/LGA

Emerson Network Power’s LGA Series is among the latest 
product additions to its non-isolated board-mounted mod-
ule offerings. Available in 3 A, 6 A, 10 A and 20 A modules, 
the LGA Series comes with an adjustable output from 0.59 
to 5.1 Vdc through external resistor trimming. Its Land Grid 
Array (LGA) packaging offers low apparent thermal resis-
tance when mounted on typical circuit boards, making the 
modules attractive for power applications such as regula-
tor circuits that drive ASICs, memory and FPGAs common 
in telecom/computing networking environments. Its low 
profi le also offers less airfl ow disruption; space savings, as 
it can be mounted on either the top or bottom side of the 
board; and compatibility with common automated circuit 
board assembly processes.

Devices and power supplies

LGA Series

 › Wide input range: 3.0-14.0 Vdc (4.5 Vdc minimum input for 20 A 
module)

 › -40 °C to +85 °C operating ambient temperature range
 › Enable pin, power good signal, differential remote sense, 
margin control

 › 16.26 x 16.26 mm Land Grid Array package
 › Low profi le – 3.2 mm typical

FEATURES
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For more information, contact: techsupport.embeddedpower@emerson.com RSC# 44588 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc

Emerson Network Power
5810 Van Allen Way • Carlsbad, CA 92008
1 888 412 7832 or +1 760 930 4600
Emerson.com/PowerSupplies

The all-new NPS40-M Series from Emerson Network Power 
features both Information Technology Equipment (ITE) 
and non-patient contact and non-patient critical medical 
safety approvals. The NPS40-M power supply is a compact 
open-frame design, measuring just 2" x 4" with a height 
of only 1". It has a typical full load effi ciency of 87%. The 
supply is primarily intended for use in ITE and light indus-
trial systems, as well as for equipment intended for non-
patient contact and non-patient critical use in low-power 
medical, dental and laboratory applications.

The NPS40-M Series supports up to 45 W with convection 
cooling and up to 60 W with forced air cooling. Under 
normal operating conditions, they require less than 74 W 
of input power and consume less than 300 mW of power 
under no-load conditions. They meet rigorous effi ciency 
standards, including Energy Star 2.0, California Energy 
Commission (CeC) and International Effi ciency Level V.

Devices and power supplies

NPS40-M Series AC-DC Power Supply

 › Universal input 
 › Remote sense
 › Overload and short-circuit protection
 › Adjustable output voltage
 › High effi ciency, high MTBF
 › Built-in EMI fi lter (CISPR 22 Class B)
 › Less than 300 mW no-load power consumption
 › 0 °C to +80 °C operation
 › Input power < 74 W
 › Complies with EN 61000-3-2; UL Class I approved

FEATURES
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For more information, contact: techsupport.embeddedpower@emerson.com RSC# 41670 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc

Emerson Network Power
5810 Van Allen Way • Carlsbad, CA 92008
1 888 412 7832 or +1 760 930 4600
Emerson.com/LGA

Emerson Network Power’s LGA Series is among the latest 
product additions to its non-isolated board-mounted mod-
ule offerings. Available in 3 A, 6 A, 10 A and 20 A modules, 
the LGA Series comes with an adjustable output from 0.59 
to 5.1 Vdc through external resistor trimming. Its Land Grid 
Array (LGA) packaging offers low apparent thermal resis-
tance when mounted on typical circuit boards, making the 
modules attractive for power applications such as regula-
tor circuits that drive ASICs, memory and FPGAs common 
in telecom/computing networking environments. Its low 
profi le also offers less airfl ow disruption; space savings, as 
it can be mounted on either the top or bottom side of the 
board; and compatibility with common automated circuit 
board assembly processes.

Devices and power supplies

LGA Series

 › Wide input range: 3.0-14.0 Vdc (4.5 Vdc minimum input for 20 A 
module)

 › -40 °C to +85 °C operating ambient temperature range
 › Enable pin, power good signal, differential remote sense, 
margin control

 › 16.26 x 16.26 mm Land Grid Array package
 › Low profi le – 3.2 mm typical

FEATURES
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For more information, contact: techsupport.embeddedpower@emerson.com RSC# 44588 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc

Emerson Network Power
5810 Van Allen Way • Carlsbad, CA 92008
1 888 412 7832 or +1 760 930 4600
Emerson.com/PowerSupplies

The all-new NPS40-M Series from Emerson Network Power 
features both Information Technology Equipment (ITE) 
and non-patient contact and non-patient critical medical 
safety approvals. The NPS40-M power supply is a compact 
open-frame design, measuring just 2" x 4" with a height 
of only 1". It has a typical full load effi ciency of 87%. The 
supply is primarily intended for use in ITE and light indus-
trial systems, as well as for equipment intended for non-
patient contact and non-patient critical use in low-power 
medical, dental and laboratory applications.

The NPS40-M Series supports up to 45 W with convection 
cooling and up to 60 W with forced air cooling. Under 
normal operating conditions, they require less than 74 W 
of input power and consume less than 300 mW of power 
under no-load conditions. They meet rigorous effi ciency 
standards, including Energy Star 2.0, California Energy 
Commission (CeC) and International Effi ciency Level V.

Devices and power supplies

NPS40-M Series AC-DC Power Supply

 › Universal input 
 › Remote sense
 › Overload and short-circuit protection
 › Adjustable output voltage
 › High effi ciency, high MTBF
 › Built-in EMI fi lter (CISPR 22 Class B)
 › Less than 300 mW no-load power consumption
 › 0 °C to +80 °C operation
 › Input power < 74 W
 › Complies with EN 61000-3-2; UL Class I approved

FEATURES
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For more information, contact: info@tri-m.com RSC# 16985 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc

Tri-M Engineering
100-1407 Kebet Way • Port Coquitlam, BC V3C 6L3 Canada
604-945-9565
www.tri-m.com

The HE104+DX is a high effi ciency 108W DC-DC converter 
that can supply +3.3V, +5V, +12V, and -12V DC outputs. 
The HE104+DX is designed for low noise embedded com-
puter systems, has a wide input range of 6V to 40V DC, 
and is ideal for battery or unregulated input applications. 
The HE104+DX is specifi cally designed for vehicular appli-
cations and has heavy-duty transient suppressors (9,000W 
on both main and secondary inputs) that clamp the input 
voltage to safe levels, while maintaining normal power 
supply operation. The HE104+DX is a MOSFET-based 
design that provides outstanding line and load regulation 
with effi ciencies up to 90 percent. Organic Semiconductor 
Capacitors provide fi ltering that reduces ripple noises 
below 20mV. The low noise design makes the HE104+DX 
ideal for use aboard aircraft or military applications or 
wherever EMI or RFI must be minimized.

Devices and power supplies

HE104+DX

 › 108W DC-DC converter 
 › +3.3V, +5V, +12V, and -12V DC output 
 › 6V to 40V DC input range 
 › Extended temperature: -40°C to +85°C 
 › PC/104-Plus compliant 
 › High effi ciency up to 90 percent
 › High transient suppression 
 › Low output ripple 
 › Remote on/off standard 
 › Removable connector blocks

FEATURES

Where to Buy

Connect, Configure, Control Your Serial Devices

www.ingrammicro.com www.lenovo.com www.shi.comwww.buy.comwww.enpointe.comwww.zones.comwww.provantage.com

True Fit & Forget Serial Solutions!

USB to Serial ExpressCard PCI Express uPCI

l	Used in countless Mission Critical Applications
l	Perfect Fit & Forget solutions
l	Range of Ethernet to Serial device servers available
l	Extensive range of products available in RS232, RS422/485, Low Profile, Standard Height & Opto Isolated 

l	Lifetime Warranty & Support
l	Microsoft Windows 7 Signed Drivers  

March Advert 2010 v2.indd   1 26/03/2010   09:57:00
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For more information, contact: wfi nfo@annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems
190 Admiral Cochrane Drive, Suite 130 • Annapolis, MD 21401   
410-841-2514
www.annapmicro.com

Develop your application very quickly and easily with our 
CoreFire™ FPGA Application Builder, which transforms the 
FPGA development process, making it possible for theore-
ticians to easily and quickly build and test their algorithms 
on the real hardware that will be used in the fi eld.

Use CoreFire’s graphical interface to drag and drop library 
elements onto the design window. Modify your input and 
output types, numbers of bits, and other core variables by 
changing module parameters with pull-down menus. The 
modules automatically provide correct timing and clock 
control. Insert debug modules to report actual hardware 
values for hardware-in-the-loop debugging. Hit the Build 
button to check for errors and as-built core sizes and to 
build an encrypted EDIF fi le. Use the Xilinx ISE tool to place 
and route each FPGA design. Modify and use the jar fi le 
or the C program created by the CoreFire Build to load 
your new fi le into your WILDSTAR and I/O card hardware. 
Use the CoreFire Debugger to view and modify register 
and memory contents in the FPGA and to step through 
the data fl ow of your design running in the real physical 
hardware.

Our extensive IP and board support libraries contain more 
than 1,000 proven, reusable, high-performance cores, 
including FIR and CIC fi lters, a channelizer, and the world’s 
fastest FFT. We support conversion between data types: 
bit, signed and unsigned integers, single precision fl oating 
point, integer and fl oating point complex, and arrays. A 
few of the newly added array cores include array composi-
tion and decomposition; slice, parallelize, serialize, repack, 
split, merge, reorder, rotate, and concatenate transforma-
tions; matrix math, sliding windows, and convolutions.

The combination of our COTS hardware and CoreFire 
enables our customers to make massive improvements 
in processing speed while achieving signifi cant savings in 
size, weight, power, person-hours, dollars, and calendar 
time to deployment.

Industrial systems

CoreFire

 › Data fl ow-based – automatically generates intermodule control 
fabric

 › Drag-and-drop graphical interface
 › Work at high conceptual level – concentrate on solving algorithmic 
problems

 › Hardware-in-the-loop debugging
 › More than 1,000 modules incorporate years of application experience
 › Reduce risk with COTS boards and software
 › Save time to market
 › Save development dollars
 › Easily port completed applications to new technology chips and 
boards

 › Training and custom application development available
 › Achieve world-class performance; WILD solutions outperform the 
competition

 › Annual node locked or networked license; includes customer 
support and updates

FEATURES

RSC# 33544 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc
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For more information, contact: wfi nfo@annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems
190 Admiral Cochrane Drive, Suite 130 • Annapolis, MD 21401   
410-841-2514
www.annapmicro.com

Develop your application very quickly and easily with our 
CoreFire™ FPGA Application Builder, which transforms the 
FPGA development process, making it possible for theore-
ticians to easily and quickly build and test their algorithms 
on the real hardware that will be used in the fi eld.

Use CoreFire’s graphical interface to drag and drop library 
elements onto the design window. Modify your input and 
output types, numbers of bits, and other core variables by 
changing module parameters with pull-down menus. The 
modules automatically provide correct timing and clock 
control. Insert debug modules to report actual hardware 
values for hardware-in-the-loop debugging. Hit the Build 
button to check for errors and as-built core sizes and to 
build an encrypted EDIF fi le. Use the Xilinx ISE tool to place 
and route each FPGA design. Modify and use the jar fi le 
or the C program created by the CoreFire Build to load 
your new fi le into your WILDSTAR and I/O card hardware. 
Use the CoreFire Debugger to view and modify register 
and memory contents in the FPGA and to step through 
the data fl ow of your design running in the real physical 
hardware.

Our extensive IP and board support libraries contain more 
than 1,000 proven, reusable, high-performance cores, 
including FIR and CIC fi lters, a channelizer, and the world’s 
fastest FFT. We support conversion between data types: 
bit, signed and unsigned integers, single precision fl oating 
point, integer and fl oating point complex, and arrays. A 
few of the newly added array cores include array composi-
tion and decomposition; slice, parallelize, serialize, repack, 
split, merge, reorder, rotate, and concatenate transforma-
tions; matrix math, sliding windows, and convolutions.

The combination of our COTS hardware and CoreFire 
enables our customers to make massive improvements 
in processing speed while achieving signifi cant savings in 
size, weight, power, person-hours, dollars, and calendar 
time to deployment.

Industrial systems

CoreFire

 › Data fl ow-based – automatically generates intermodule control 
fabric

 › Drag-and-drop graphical interface
 › Work at high conceptual level – concentrate on solving algorithmic 
problems

 › Hardware-in-the-loop debugging
 › More than 1,000 modules incorporate years of application experience
 › Reduce risk with COTS boards and software
 › Save time to market
 › Save development dollars
 › Easily port completed applications to new technology chips and 
boards

 › Training and custom application development available
 › Achieve world-class performance; WILD solutions outperform the 
competition

 › Annual node locked or networked license; includes customer 
support and updates

FEATURES

RSC# 33544 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc
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For more information, contact: wfi nfo@annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems
190 Admiral Cochrane Drive, Suite 130 • Annapolis, MD 21401
410-841-2514
www.annapmicro.com

The Four Channel Clock Synchronization Board distributes 
a common clock and synchronized control signal triggers 
to multiple cards in the system. This 6U VME64x/VXS board 
provides four high-speed, ultra-low jitter, ultra-low skew 
differential bulkhead-mounted clock outputs, two ultra-
low skew differential vertical SMA onboard clock outputs, 
and four ultra-low skew and clock synchronized single- 
ended bulkhead-mounted control signal triggers.

A jumper set at board installation time or via optional 
P2 serial port determines which one of the two installed 
clock sources is active. Manufacturing options for Clock 
Source 0 are single-ended or differential external clock, 
a PLL ranging from 700 MHz to 3 GHz with an onboard 
reference oscillator, or a PLL ranging from 700 MHz to
3 GHz with a 10 MHz external reference. Manufacturing 
options for Clock Source 1 are a PLL ranging from 700 MHz
to 3 GHz with an onboard reference oscillator, a PLL 
ranging from 700 MHz to 3 GHz with a 10 MHz external
reference, or an onboard low-frequency oscillator rang-
ing up to 800 MHz.

The four control trigger outputs can originate from 
a high-precision external source via front panel SMA, 
from a manual push button on the front panel, or 
from software via an optional backplane P2 connector 
serial port. These trigger outputs are synchronized to 
the distributed clock to provide precise output timing
relationships.

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. is a world leader in high-
performance COTS FPGA-based processing for radar, sonar, 
SIGINT, ELINT, Digital Signal Processing, FFTs, communica-
tions, software radio, encryption, image processing, pro-
totyping, text processing, and other processing-intensive 
applications.
 
Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products 
and for our unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the 
customer’s applications succeed. We offer training and 
exceptional special application development support, as 
well as more conventional customer support.

Industrial systems

Four Channel Clock Synchronization Board

 › Four synchronized differential front panel clock outputs up to 
3 GHz with typical skew of 5 ps

 › Ultra-low clock jitter and phase noise – 275 Fs with 1,280 MHz PLL 
and external 10 MHz reference

 › Onboard PLL’s manufacturing options provide fi xed frequencies of 
700 MHz to 3 GHz, locked to internal or external reference

 › Onboard low-frequency oscillator provides fi xed frequencies up to 
approximately 800 MHz

 › Four synchronized trigger outputs, always synchronized with
the output clock, with typical skew of 5 ps

 › Jumper selectable trigger output levels of 3.3 V PECL, 2.5 V PECL, or 
1.65 V PECL

 › Source trigger from front panel SMA, push button, or optional
P2 serial port

 › Cascade boards provide up to 16 sets of outputs
 › Compatible with standard VME64x and VXS 6U backplanes
 › Universal clock input supports wide range of signal options, 
including signal generator sine wave

 › Differential clock input permits multiple standards including: LVDS, 
3.3 V PECL, 2.5 V PECL, and 1.65 V PECL

 › Clock and trigger outputs compatible with all Annapolis Micro 
Systems’ WILDSTAR™ 2 PRO I/O cards and WILDSTAR™ 4/5 
mezzanine cards

FEATURES

RSC# 33661 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc
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For more information, contact: wfi nfo@annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems
190 Admiral Cochrane Drive, Suite 130 • Annapolis, MD 21401
410-841-2514
www.annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems is a world leader in high- 
performance COTS FPGA-based processing for radar, 
sonar, SIGINT, ELINT, DSP, FFTs, communications, Software-
Defi ned Radio, encryption, image processing, prototyping, 
text processing, and other processing-intensive applica-
tions. Our tenth-generation WILDSTAR 4 for VME64x/VXS 
uses Xilinx’s newest Virtex-4 FPGAs for state-of-the-art 
performance. It accepts one or two I/O mezzanine cards in 
one VME64x or VXS slot, including Quad 250 MHz 12-bit 
ADC, Single 2.5 GHz 8-bit ADC, Quad 130 MHz 16-bit 
ADC, Dual 2.3/1.5 GSps 12-bit DAC, Quad 600 MSps 16-bit 
DAC, Universal 3 Gbit Serial I/O (RocketIO, 10 Gb Ether-
net, Infi niBand), and Tri XFP (OC-192, 10G Fibre Channel, 
10 Gb Ethernet). Our boards work on Windows, Linux, 
Solaris, IRIX, ALTIX, VxWorks, and others. We support our 
board products with a standardized set of drivers, APIs, 
and VHDL simulation models.

Develop your application very quickly with our CoreFire™ 
FPGA Application Builder, which transforms the FPGA 
development process, making it possible for theoreticians 
to easily build and test their algorithms on the real hard-
ware that will be used in the fi eld. CoreFire, based on data 
fl ow, automatically generates distributed control fabric 
between cores.

Our extensive IP and board support libraries contain more 
than 1,000 cores, including fl oating point and the world’s 
fastest FFT. With a graphical user interface for design entry, 
hardware-in-the-loop debugging, and proven, reusable, 
high-performance IP modules, WILDSTAR 4 for VME64x/
VXS, with its I/O cards, provides extremely high overall 
throughput and processing performance. The combination 
of our COTS hardware and CoreFire allows our customers 
to make massive improvements in processing speed, while 
achieving signifi cant savings in size, weight, power, person-
hours, dollars, and calendar time to deployment.

Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products 
and for our unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the 
customer’s applications succeed. We offer training and 
exceptional special application development support, as 
well as more conventional customer support.

Industrial systems

WILDSTAR 4 for VXS

 › Four Virtex-4 FPGA processing elements – two XC4VFX100 or 
XC4VFX140, and two XC4VSX55 or XC4VLX40, LX80, LX100, or LX160

 › Up to 6 GB DDR2 DRAM in 12 banks or up to 2 GB DDR2 DRAM and 
up to 64 MB DDRII or QDRII SRAM

 › Available for either VME64x or VXS backplanes
 › High-speed DMA multichannel PCI controller
 › Programmable Flash to store FPGA images and for PCI controller
 › Full CoreFire Board Support Package for fast, easy application 
development

 › VHDL model, including source code for hardware interfaces and 
ChipScope access

 › Host software: Windows, Linux, VxWorks, and more
 › Available in both commercial and industrial temperature grades/
integrated heatsink for cooling and stiffness

 › Proactive thermal management system – board-level current 
measurement and FPGA temperature monitor, accessible through 
Host API

 › Save time and effort. Reduce risk with COTS boards and software
 › Achieve world-class performance; WILD solutions outperform the 
competition

 › Includes one-year hardware warranty, software updates, and 
customer support; training available

FEATURES

RSC# 33233 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc
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For more information, contact: wfi nfo@annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems
190 Admiral Cochrane Drive, Suite 130 • Annapolis, MD 21401
410-841-2514
www.annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems is a world leader in high- 
performance COTS FPGA-based processing for radar, 
sonar, SIGINT, ELINT, DSP, FFTs, communications, Software-
Defi ned Radio, encryption, image processing, prototyping, 
text processing, and other processing-intensive applica-
tions. Our tenth-generation WILDSTAR 4 for VME64x/VXS 
uses Xilinx’s newest Virtex-4 FPGAs for state-of-the-art 
performance. It accepts one or two I/O mezzanine cards in 
one VME64x or VXS slot, including Quad 250 MHz 12-bit 
ADC, Single 2.5 GHz 8-bit ADC, Quad 130 MHz 16-bit 
ADC, Dual 2.3/1.5 GSps 12-bit DAC, Quad 600 MSps 16-bit 
DAC, Universal 3 Gbit Serial I/O (RocketIO, 10 Gb Ether-
net, Infi niBand), and Tri XFP (OC-192, 10G Fibre Channel, 
10 Gb Ethernet). Our boards work on Windows, Linux, 
Solaris, IRIX, ALTIX, VxWorks, and others. We support our 
board products with a standardized set of drivers, APIs, 
and VHDL simulation models.

Develop your application very quickly with our CoreFire™ 
FPGA Application Builder, which transforms the FPGA 
development process, making it possible for theoreticians 
to easily build and test their algorithms on the real hard-
ware that will be used in the fi eld. CoreFire, based on data 
fl ow, automatically generates distributed control fabric 
between cores.

Our extensive IP and board support libraries contain more 
than 1,000 cores, including fl oating point and the world’s 
fastest FFT. With a graphical user interface for design entry, 
hardware-in-the-loop debugging, and proven, reusable, 
high-performance IP modules, WILDSTAR 4 for VME64x/
VXS, with its I/O cards, provides extremely high overall 
throughput and processing performance. The combination 
of our COTS hardware and CoreFire allows our customers 
to make massive improvements in processing speed, while 
achieving signifi cant savings in size, weight, power, person-
hours, dollars, and calendar time to deployment.

Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products 
and for our unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the 
customer’s applications succeed. We offer training and 
exceptional special application development support, as 
well as more conventional customer support.

Industrial systems

WILDSTAR 4 for VXS

 › Four Virtex-4 FPGA processing elements – two XC4VFX100 or 
XC4VFX140, and two XC4VSX55 or XC4VLX40, LX80, LX100, or LX160

 › Up to 6 GB DDR2 DRAM in 12 banks or up to 2 GB DDR2 DRAM and 
up to 64 MB DDRII or QDRII SRAM

 › Available for either VME64x or VXS backplanes
 › High-speed DMA multichannel PCI controller
 › Programmable Flash to store FPGA images and for PCI controller
 › Full CoreFire Board Support Package for fast, easy application 
development

 › VHDL model, including source code for hardware interfaces and 
ChipScope access

 › Host software: Windows, Linux, VxWorks, and more
 › Available in both commercial and industrial temperature grades/
integrated heatsink for cooling and stiffness

 › Proactive thermal management system – board-level current 
measurement and FPGA temperature monitor, accessible through 
Host API

 › Save time and effort. Reduce risk with COTS boards and software
 › Achieve world-class performance; WILD solutions outperform the 
competition

 › Includes one-year hardware warranty, software updates, and 
customer support; training available

FEATURES

RSC# 33233 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc
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For more information, contact: wfi nfo@annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems
190 Admiral Cochrane Drive, Suite 130 • Annapolis, MD 21401
410-841-2514
www.annapmicro.com

  Perfect Blend of Processors and Xilinx Virtex-5 FPGAs. 
Eleventh Annapolis Generation.

Direct Seamless Connections – No data reduction between: 
external sensors and FPGAs, FPGAs and processors over IB 
or 10 Gb Ethernet backplane, FPGAs and standard output 
modules.

Ultimate Modularity – From zero to six Virtex-5 process-
ing FPGA/memory modules, and two Virtex-5 I/O FPGAs. 
Accepts one or two standard Annapolis WILDSTAR 4/5 I/O 
mezzanines: Quad 130 MSps through Quad 500 MSps A/D, 
1.5 GSps through 2.2 GSps A/D, Quad 600 MSps DAC, Infi ni-
Band, 10 Gb Ethernet, SFPDP. 

Fully Integrated into the IBM Blade Management System – 
Abundant power and cooling to ensure maximum perfor-
mance.
 
Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. is a world leader in high-
performance COTS FPGA-based processing for radar, sonar, 
SIGINT, ELINT, Digital Signal Processing, FFTs, communica-
tions, software radio, encryption, image processing, pro-
totyping, text processing, and other processing-intensive 
applications. We support our board products with a stan-
dardized set of drivers, APIs, and VHDL simulation models.

Develop your application very quickly with our CoreFire™ 
FPGA Application Builder, which transforms the FPGA 
development process, making it possible for theoreticians 
to easily build and test their algorithms on the real hard-
ware that will be used in the fi eld. CoreFire, based on data 
fl ow, automatically generates distributed control fabric 
between cores. Our extensive IP and board support libraries 
contain more than 1,000 cores, including fl oating point and 
the world’s fastest FFT. A graphical user interface for design 
entry supports hardware-in-the-loop debugging, and pro-
vides proven, reusable, high-performance IP modules. 

WILDSTAR 5 for IBM Blade, with its associated I/O cards, 
provides extremely high overall throughput and processing 
performance. The combination of our COTS hardware and 
CoreFire allows our customers to make massive improve-
ments in processing speed, while achieving signifi cant 
savings in size, weight, power, person-hours, dollars, and 
calendar time to deployment.

Achieve world-class performance; WILDSTAR solutions out- 
perform the competition.

Industrial systems

WILDSTAR 5 for IBM Blade

 › From two to eight Virtex-5 FPGA processing elements – LX110T, 
LX220T, LX330T, FX100T, FX130T, or FX200T. Six are pluggable with 
power module and memory

 › Up to 10.7 GB DDR2 DRAM per WILDSTAR 5 for IBM Blade board
 › 144 x 144 crossbar. 3.2 Gb per line. Two external PPC 440s – 1 per 
each I/O FPGA

 › Full CoreFire Board Support Package for fast, easy application 
development

 › VHDL model, including source code for hardware interfaces and 
ChipScope access

 › Available in both commercial and industrial temperature grades
 › Proactive thermal management system – board-level current 
measurement and FPGA temperature monitor, accessible through 
Host API

 › Includes one-year hardware warranty, software updates, and 
customer support

 › Blade management controller. USB, RS-485, Ethernet, KVM, 16 RIO, 
Switch to 1 GbE over backplane

 › Save time and effort. Reduce risk with COTS boards and software
 › We offer training and exceptional special application development 
support, as well as more conventional support

 › Famous for the high quality of our products and our unparalleled 
dedication to ensuring that the customer’s applications succeed

FEATURES

RSC# 35882 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc
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For more information, contact: wfi nfo@annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems
190 Admiral Cochrane Drive, Suite 130 • Annapolis, MD 21401
410-841-2514
www.annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. is a world leader in high-
performance COTS FPGA-based processing for radar, sonar, 
SIGINT, ELINT, Digital Signal Processing, FFTs, communica-
tions, software radio, encryption, image processing, pro-
totyping, text processing, and other processing-intensive 
applications.

Twelfth-generation WILDSTAR 5 for PCI Express uses Xilinx 
Virtex-5 FPGAs for state-of-the-art performance. It accepts 
one or two I/O mezzanine cards, including Single 1.5 GHz 
8-bit ADC, Quad 250 MHz 12-bit ADC, Single 2.5 GHz 8-bit 
ADC, Quad 130 MHz 16-bit ADC, Dual 2.3/1.5 GSps 12-bit 
DAC, Quad 600 MSps 16-bit DAC, Universal 3 Gbit SeriaI I/O 
(RocketIO, 10 Gb Ethernet, Infi niBand), and Tri XFP (10G 
Fibre Channel, 10 Gb Ethernet, OC-192). Our boards work 
on a number of operating systems, including Windows, 
Linux, Solaris, IRIX, ALTIX, and VxWorks. We support our 
board products with a standardized set of drivers, APIs, 
and VHDL simulation models.

Develop your application very quickly with our CoreFire™ 
FPGA Application Builder, which transforms the FPGA 
development process, making it possible for theoreticians 
to easily build and test their algorithms on the real hard-
ware that will be used in the fi eld. CoreFire, based on data 
fl ow, automatically generates distributed control fabric 
between cores.

Our extensive IP and board support libraries contain more 
than 1,000 cores, including fl oating point and the world’s 
fastest FFT. CoreFire uses a graphical user interface for design 
entry, supports hardware-in-the-loop debugging, and pro-
vides proven, reusable, high-performance IP modules.

WILDSTAR 5 for PCI Express, with its associated I/O cards, 
provides extremely high overall throughput and process-
ing performance. The combination of our COTS hard-
ware and CoreFire allows our customers to make massive 
improvements in processing speed, while achieving signifi -
cant savings in size, weight, power, person-hours, dollars, 
and calendar time to deployment.

Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products 
and for our unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the 
customer’s applications succeed.

Industrial systems

WILDSTAR 5 for PCI Express

 › Up to three Xilinx Virtex-5 FPGA I/O processing elements – LX110T, 
LX220T, LX330T, or FXT

 › Up to 7 GB DDR2 DRAM in 12 memory banks per WILDSTAR 5 for 
PCI Express board or up to 2 GB DDR2 DRAM in two memory banks 
and up to 40 MB DDRII, QDRII SRAM, or up to 1.4 GB RLDRAM

 › Programmable Flash for each FPGA to store FPGA image
 › 8x PCI Express bus. High-speed DMA multichannel PCI controller
 › Supports PCI Express Standard External Power Connector
 › Available in commercial or industrial temperature ranges
 › Full CoreFire Board Support Package for fast, easy application 
development

 › VHDL model, including source code for hardware interfaces and 
ChipScope access

 › We offer training and exceptional special application development 
support, as well as more conventional support

 › Includes one-year hardware warranty, software updates, and 
customer support

 › Proactive thermal management system – board-level current 
measurement and FPGA temperature monitor, accessible through 
Host API

 › Save time and effort. Reduce risk with COTS boards and software
 › Achieve world-class performance; WILD solutions outperform the 
competition

FEATURES

RSC# 36017 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc
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For more information, contact: wfi nfo@annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems
190 Admiral Cochrane Drive, Suite 130 • Annapolis, MD 21401
410-841-2514
www.annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. is a world leader in high-
performance COTS FPGA-based processing for radar, sonar, 
SIGINT, ELINT, Digital Signal Processing, FFTs, communica-
tions, software radio, encryption, image processing, pro-
totyping, text processing, and other processing-intensive 
applications.

Twelfth-generation WILDSTAR 5 for PCI Express uses Xilinx 
Virtex-5 FPGAs for state-of-the-art performance. It accepts 
one or two I/O mezzanine cards, including Single 1.5 GHz 
8-bit ADC, Quad 250 MHz 12-bit ADC, Single 2.5 GHz 8-bit 
ADC, Quad 130 MHz 16-bit ADC, Dual 2.3/1.5 GSps 12-bit 
DAC, Quad 600 MSps 16-bit DAC, Universal 3 Gbit SeriaI I/O 
(RocketIO, 10 Gb Ethernet, Infi niBand), and Tri XFP (10G 
Fibre Channel, 10 Gb Ethernet, OC-192). Our boards work 
on a number of operating systems, including Windows, 
Linux, Solaris, IRIX, ALTIX, and VxWorks. We support our 
board products with a standardized set of drivers, APIs, 
and VHDL simulation models.

Develop your application very quickly with our CoreFire™ 
FPGA Application Builder, which transforms the FPGA 
development process, making it possible for theoreticians 
to easily build and test their algorithms on the real hard-
ware that will be used in the fi eld. CoreFire, based on data 
fl ow, automatically generates distributed control fabric 
between cores.

Our extensive IP and board support libraries contain more 
than 1,000 cores, including fl oating point and the world’s 
fastest FFT. CoreFire uses a graphical user interface for design 
entry, supports hardware-in-the-loop debugging, and pro-
vides proven, reusable, high-performance IP modules.

WILDSTAR 5 for PCI Express, with its associated I/O cards, 
provides extremely high overall throughput and process-
ing performance. The combination of our COTS hard-
ware and CoreFire allows our customers to make massive 
improvements in processing speed, while achieving signifi -
cant savings in size, weight, power, person-hours, dollars, 
and calendar time to deployment.

Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products 
and for our unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the 
customer’s applications succeed.

Industrial systems

WILDSTAR 5 for PCI Express

 › Up to three Xilinx Virtex-5 FPGA I/O processing elements – LX110T, 
LX220T, LX330T, or FXT

 › Up to 7 GB DDR2 DRAM in 12 memory banks per WILDSTAR 5 for 
PCI Express board or up to 2 GB DDR2 DRAM in two memory banks 
and up to 40 MB DDRII, QDRII SRAM, or up to 1.4 GB RLDRAM

 › Programmable Flash for each FPGA to store FPGA image
 › 8x PCI Express bus. High-speed DMA multichannel PCI controller
 › Supports PCI Express Standard External Power Connector
 › Available in commercial or industrial temperature ranges
 › Full CoreFire Board Support Package for fast, easy application 
development

 › VHDL model, including source code for hardware interfaces and 
ChipScope access

 › We offer training and exceptional special application development 
support, as well as more conventional support

 › Includes one-year hardware warranty, software updates, and 
customer support

 › Proactive thermal management system – board-level current 
measurement and FPGA temperature monitor, accessible through 
Host API

 › Save time and effort. Reduce risk with COTS boards and software
 › Achieve world-class performance; WILD solutions outperform the 
competition

FEATURES

RSC# 36017 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc
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For more information, contact: info@axiomtek.com RSC# 44651 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc

AXIOMTEK
18138 Rowland St. • City of Industry, CA 91748
626-581-3232
www.axiomtek.com

The eBOX310-830-FL is a compact in-vehicle box computer 
certifi ed with E-Mark Certifi cation (E-13) and ISO-7637 
power standard, which certifi es it as compatible with 
other vehicle components and meets Tier 1 car makers’ 
requirements. Its power module design incorporates an 
MCU microprocessor for power control. The unit is pow-
ered by an Intel® Core™2 Duo processor with the Intel® 
945GME and ICH7M chipsets. It supports various embed-
ded operating systems, including Windows® CE, Windows® 
XP Embedded, and Linux. The box computer comes with 
one 200-pin DIMM socket that supports up to 2GB DDR2 
400/533 DRAM for high memory expansion capabilities 
and two Mini PCI Express slots for custom system confi gu-
rations, such as GPS, GSM/GPRS, Wi-Fi, WiMAX, Bluetooth, 
HSDPA, and more!

Industrial systems

eBOX310-830-FL

 › Supports Socket M for Intel® Core™2 Duo/Core™ Duo/Core™ Solo/
Celeron® M up to 2.33 GHz

 › Intel® 945GME+ICH7M chipset
 › ISO-7637 Pulse 1/2a/3a/3b/4/5a vehicle standard
 › Wide range vehicle power supply with ignition control
 › Fanless operation design with full feature I/O
 › One 2.5" SATA drive bay and CompanctFlash™ slot

FEATURES
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For more information, contact: info@axiomtek.com RSC# 44650 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc

AXIOMTEK
18138 Rowland St. • City of Industry, CA 91748
626-581-3232
www.axiomtek.com

The eBOX620-823-FL is a wide temperature embedded 
computer system that supports an industrial tempera-
ture range of -20°C to +70°C. The embedded box PC is a 
fanless and rugged system that utilizes an Intel® Atom™ 
processor Z510PT (1.1 GHz) or Z520PT (1.33 GHz) and the 
Intel® System Controller Hub US15WPT. One 200-pin DIMM 
socket supports up to 2GB DDR2 400/533 DRAM, deliver-
ing high-bandwidth expansion capabilities with one Mini 
PCI Express (USB signal) for custom system confi gurations. 
Certifi cation with CE Class B makes the eBOX620-823-FL a 
low-cost and power-effective solution targeted at outdoor 
embedded systems, industrial controls, medical, and gam-
ing machines.

Industrial systems

eBOX620-823-FL

 › Supports Intel® Atom™ processor Z510PT/520PT onboard
 › Intel® SCH US15WPT chipset with I/O controller
 › Supports wide operating temperature range of -20°C to +70°C
 › One 2.5" SATA HDD drive bay and CompactFlash™ slot
 › High performance DDR2 SODIMM max. up to 2 GB
 › Supports DIN-rail-mount, wall-mount, VESA-mount, or stand-mount

FEATURES
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For more information, contact: EmbeddedComputingSales@Emerson.com RSC# 44162 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc

Emerson Network Power
2900 S. Diablo Way, Suite 190 • Tempe, AZ 85282
1 800 759 1107 or +1 602 438 5720
Emerson.com/EmbeddedComputing

The MATXM-C2-410-B utilizes the 478-pin micro-FCPGA 
socket (Socket P) for either Intel® Core™2 Duo Processor 
T9400 or Intel® Celeron® Processor 575. It is designed to 
ease deployment in a range of retail applications such as 
POS terminals, interactive product displays and kiosks.

With the MATXM-CORE-411-B, based on the very latest 
Intel® Core™ i7 processor and Intel® QM57 chipset, you can 
benefi t from signifi cant performance and power-saving 
options over existing Intel® Core™2 Duo based MicroATX 
products. It is ideal for powering devices like barcode scan-
ners and POS printers.

Innovative embedded motherboards based on new pro-
cessor platforms can help maximize your product life cycle. 
Emerson’s high-quality and stable motherboards are deliv-
ered from outstanding manufacturing facilities and are 
backed by our global service presence.

Industrial systems

MicroATX Motherboards

MATXM-C2-410-B
 › 478-pin micro-FCPGA socket (Socket P)
 › Unique midplane allowing easy, cost-effective maintenance
 › PoweredUSB ports for connection to point-of-sale peripherals
 › LVDS or VGA primary display, HDMI secondary display

MATXM-CORE-411-B
 › Intel Core i7 processor and Intel QM57 chipset
 › Dual simultaneous display
 › Unique midplane allowing easy, cost-effective maintenance
 › PCI Express Mini Card socket expansion for Wi-Fi/WiMAX 
 › One PCI Express x16 and three PCI Express x1 expansion sockets

FEATURES
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For more information, contact: sales@eurotech.com RSC# 44664 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc

EUROTECH

www.eurotech.com

Eurotech H42 is a rugged, powerful, handheld computer 
designed for use in a wide range of mobile applications to 
extend enterprise computing within as well as far beyond 
company grounds. H42 has a large half VGA color display 
to show large amounts of data and a comfortable, gloves-
operated, on-screen, full QWERTY keyboard.

With its built-in 1D barcode reader, WWAN, and WLAN, 
H42 is an ideal tool for mobile users who need to collect, 
process, and communicate information at the point of 
activity. Voice and data can be exchanged in a secure way 
across the networks both inside and outside the company. 
The integrated Bluetooth and IrDA wireless interfaces 
allow communication between H42 and other devices 
to create a personal area network. The integrated GPS 
receiver allows car navigation, fl eet management, and 
secure Proof Of Delivery (POD), supported by on-screen 
signature capture.

Industrial systems

H42 – Enterprise Communicator Handheld Computer

 › Large half VGA display: 6.2" 640x240 pixels
 › Outstanding memory capacity: 128MB RAM and 1GB Flash memory 
expandable via SD

 › Indoor and outdoor use: H24 enclosure meets IP54 protection 
standard

 › Integrated, ultra-fast, 50-channel GPS
 › Built-in barcode and smart card reader
 › Wide choice of built-in options and accessories

FEATURES
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For more information, contact: EmbeddedComputingSales@Emerson.com RSC# 44162 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc

Emerson Network Power
2900 S. Diablo Way, Suite 190 • Tempe, AZ 85282
1 800 759 1107 or +1 602 438 5720
Emerson.com/EmbeddedComputing

The MATXM-C2-410-B utilizes the 478-pin micro-FCPGA 
socket (Socket P) for either Intel® Core™2 Duo Processor 
T9400 or Intel® Celeron® Processor 575. It is designed to 
ease deployment in a range of retail applications such as 
POS terminals, interactive product displays and kiosks.

With the MATXM-CORE-411-B, based on the very latest 
Intel® Core™ i7 processor and Intel® QM57 chipset, you can 
benefi t from signifi cant performance and power-saving 
options over existing Intel® Core™2 Duo based MicroATX 
products. It is ideal for powering devices like barcode scan-
ners and POS printers.

Innovative embedded motherboards based on new pro-
cessor platforms can help maximize your product life cycle. 
Emerson’s high-quality and stable motherboards are deliv-
ered from outstanding manufacturing facilities and are 
backed by our global service presence.

Industrial systems

MicroATX Motherboards

MATXM-C2-410-B
 › 478-pin micro-FCPGA socket (Socket P)
 › Unique midplane allowing easy, cost-effective maintenance
 › PoweredUSB ports for connection to point-of-sale peripherals
 › LVDS or VGA primary display, HDMI secondary display

MATXM-CORE-411-B
 › Intel Core i7 processor and Intel QM57 chipset
 › Dual simultaneous display
 › Unique midplane allowing easy, cost-effective maintenance
 › PCI Express Mini Card socket expansion for Wi-Fi/WiMAX 
 › One PCI Express x16 and three PCI Express x1 expansion sockets

FEATURES
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For more information, contact: sales@eurotech.com RSC# 44664 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc

EUROTECH

www.eurotech.com

Eurotech H42 is a rugged, powerful, handheld computer 
designed for use in a wide range of mobile applications to 
extend enterprise computing within as well as far beyond 
company grounds. H42 has a large half VGA color display 
to show large amounts of data and a comfortable, gloves-
operated, on-screen, full QWERTY keyboard.

With its built-in 1D barcode reader, WWAN, and WLAN, 
H42 is an ideal tool for mobile users who need to collect, 
process, and communicate information at the point of 
activity. Voice and data can be exchanged in a secure way 
across the networks both inside and outside the company. 
The integrated Bluetooth and IrDA wireless interfaces 
allow communication between H42 and other devices 
to create a personal area network. The integrated GPS 
receiver allows car navigation, fl eet management, and 
secure Proof Of Delivery (POD), supported by on-screen 
signature capture.

Industrial systems

H42 – Enterprise Communicator Handheld Computer

 › Large half VGA display: 6.2" 640x240 pixels
 › Outstanding memory capacity: 128MB RAM and 1GB Flash memory 
expandable via SD

 › Indoor and outdoor use: H24 enclosure meets IP54 protection 
standard

 › Integrated, ultra-fast, 50-channel GPS
 › Built-in barcode and smart card reader
 › Wide choice of built-in options and accessories

FEATURES
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For more information, contact: sales@eurotech.com RSC# 43000 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc

EUROTECH

www.eurotech.com

The Eurotech Helios™ edge controller provides a fl exible 
and programmable hardware platform with enhanced 
wireless connectivity for simplifi ed data acquisition and 
integration.

The Helios can facilitate data collection from distributed 
devices, monitors, and sensors as well as transmission of 
information to a central processing center.

The Helios delivers the Intel™ Atom® Z5xx processor with 
speeds up to 1.6GHz in an attractive, secure, and easy-to-
use industrial-grade enclosure with a rich set of features 
and communication capabilities. The Helios platform offers 
Four Degrees of Flexibility with regards to programmabil-
ity, hardware, software, and connectivity, which makes it 
ideally suited for digital signage and other applications.

Industrial systems

Helios – Edge Controller

 › Programmability: Simplifi ed APIs through Eurotech’s Everyware™ 
Software Framework (ESF), a middleware framework, offer 
straightforward OEM application development

 › Hardware: Available in multiple versions based on the Intel® Atom™ 
Series Z5xx processor, with operating speeds up to 1.6GHz and 
industrial temperature ranges from -40°C to +85°C

 › Software: Operating system support for Windows Embedded 
Standard, Windows CE 6.0, and Wind River Linux 3.0

 › Connectivity: Support for several cellular services with pre-certifi ed 
wireless modules such as HSDTA, EvDO, 3G, RFID, Bluetooth, and 
ZigBee

FEATURES
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For more information, contact: sales@eurotech.com RSC# 44660 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc

EUROTECH

www.eurotech.com

The ISIS Industrial Compact Enclosure (ICE) is a modular 
system designed to fl exibly accommodate Eurotech’s ISIS 
processor board together with a range of optional com-
munications and I/O interfaces.

Standard connections are broken out from the ISIS board 
including Ethernet, 4x USB 2.0, 2x serial, and VGA. In addi-
tion, GPS may be broken out from suitably equipped ISIS 
boards, and antenna interface provision is available to 
allow the addition of internal Wi-Fi and cellular modem 
Mini PCI Express cards.

The ISIS ICE modular internal construction makes it an 
ideal selection for a hardware platform to be used in 
industrial and light transportation asset monitoring and 
control, security, communications gateway, or access con-
trol applications.

Industrial systems

ISIS ICE

 › Intel Atom processor up to 1.6GHz
 › Memory: Up to 1GB DDR2 SDRAM; up to 4GB Flash
 › Diskless, fanless operation
 › Wide-range DC power input
 › Optional Wi-Fi, cellular, and GPS capabilities
 › Expansion via PC/104 and PC/104-Plus
 › Operating temperature: -20°C to +60°C (no hard drive fi tted)

FEATURES
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For more information, contact: sales@eurotech.com RSC# 44661 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc

EUROTECH

www.eurotech.com

The Zypad WL1100 Wrist-Worn Personal Computer is a 
powerful computing device designed to be worn comfort-
ably on the user’s wrist for hands-free operation.

The Zypad’s lightweight, versatile, and completely hands-
free convenience makes it of special interest to logistics, 
emergency services, security, defense, health care, main-
tenance, and any area where hands-free access to large 
amounts of information is necessary.

The Zypad can be quickly confi gured to access any remote 
host system through its integrated wired or wireless inter-
faces using Linux or Windows CE operating systems.

Zypad can be combined with wearable barcode scanners 
for both 1D and 2D barcodes.

Industrial systems

Zypad WL1100

 › Ergonomic design
 › Lightweight: 290 grams (battery included)
 › High-performance CPU and memory system
 › Wireless radio design: Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, ZigBee, RFID, and GPS
 › User-friendly operating system: Windows CE 6.0 or Linux 2.6
 › Enhanced power management
 › Tilt and dead reckoning system
 › 1D and 2D barcode wearable scanners available as accessories

FEATURES
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For more information, contact: sales@eurotech.com RSC# 44662 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc

EUROTECH

www.eurotech.com

The ZyWAN brings always-on Internet connectivity to any 
fi eld-based device, enabling it to be monitored or relay 
data back to a central server.

Connecting to the ZyWAN via an Ethernet cable, Wi-Fi, 
or RS-232, remote users are provided access to their fi eld-
based equipment as transparently as if it were located in 
their offi ce.

In addition to an easy-to-use web-based GUI for confi gu-
ration, the ZyWAN’s Linux subsystem is also accessible, 
allowing users to add propriety code to tailor the ZyWAN’s 
functionality to their exact requirements.

Industrial systems

ZyWAN – Industrial Quad Band 3G/GPRS Data Router

 › 3G/GPRS/GPS connectivity
 › GPS location awareness with 12-channel continuous tracking 
receiver

 › 802.11b/g Wi-Fi
 › Interfaces: Dual 10/100BASE-T, 2x USB, 3x RS-232
 › Automotive PSU
 › Very rugged design
 › Customizable Linux subsystem
 › Dimensions: 238 x 137 x 65 mm (9.37" x 5.93" x 2.56") 

FEATURES
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For more information, contact: sales@eurotech.com RSC# 44661 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc

EUROTECH

www.eurotech.com

The Zypad WL1100 Wrist-Worn Personal Computer is a 
powerful computing device designed to be worn comfort-
ably on the user’s wrist for hands-free operation.

The Zypad’s lightweight, versatile, and completely hands-
free convenience makes it of special interest to logistics, 
emergency services, security, defense, health care, main-
tenance, and any area where hands-free access to large 
amounts of information is necessary.

The Zypad can be quickly confi gured to access any remote 
host system through its integrated wired or wireless inter-
faces using Linux or Windows CE operating systems.

Zypad can be combined with wearable barcode scanners 
for both 1D and 2D barcodes.

Industrial systems

Zypad WL1100

 › Ergonomic design
 › Lightweight: 290 grams (battery included)
 › High-performance CPU and memory system
 › Wireless radio design: Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, ZigBee, RFID, and GPS
 › User-friendly operating system: Windows CE 6.0 or Linux 2.6
 › Enhanced power management
 › Tilt and dead reckoning system
 › 1D and 2D barcode wearable scanners available as accessories

FEATURES
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For more information, contact: sales@eurotech.com RSC# 44662 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc

EUROTECH

www.eurotech.com

The ZyWAN brings always-on Internet connectivity to any 
fi eld-based device, enabling it to be monitored or relay 
data back to a central server.

Connecting to the ZyWAN via an Ethernet cable, Wi-Fi, 
or RS-232, remote users are provided access to their fi eld-
based equipment as transparently as if it were located in 
their offi ce.

In addition to an easy-to-use web-based GUI for confi gu-
ration, the ZyWAN’s Linux subsystem is also accessible, 
allowing users to add propriety code to tailor the ZyWAN’s 
functionality to their exact requirements.

Industrial systems

ZyWAN – Industrial Quad Band 3G/GPRS Data Router

 › 3G/GPRS/GPS connectivity
 › GPS location awareness with 12-channel continuous tracking 
receiver

 › 802.11b/g Wi-Fi
 › Interfaces: Dual 10/100BASE-T, 2x USB, 3x RS-232
 › Automotive PSU
 › Very rugged design
 › Customizable Linux subsystem
 › Dimensions: 238 x 137 x 65 mm (9.37" x 5.93" x 2.56") 

FEATURES
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For more information, contact: info.sales@pinnacle.com RSC# 44295 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc

PDSi – Pinnacle Data Systems, Inc.
6600 Port Road • Groveport, OH 43125
Tel: (614) 748-1150 • Fax: (614) 748-1209
www.pinnacle.com

PDSi’s ComputeNode line offers a range of NEBS Level 3-
compliant CompactPCI chassis in sizes from 1U to 4U. These 
carrier-grade chassis include a horizontal design, superior 
air cooling, cPCI and cPSB (PICMG 2.16) backplanes, redun-
dant hot-swappable fans, hot-swappable front-accessible 
AC or DC power supplies, and rear single or dual power 
feeds. All 2U and larger ComputeNode platforms include 
PDSi’s unique Alert!Node™ (or Enhanced Alert!Node) 
alarm card, an intelligent chassis management control-
ler for comprehensive fan and power monitoring. The 
Alert!Node card does not occupy a CompactPCI slot, front 
or rear.

OEMs and Independent Software Vendors (ISVs) can also 
take advantage of PDSi’s design, integration, and support 
services, including custom board and system design, vali-
dation and certifi cation, production assembly and test, as 
well as extended service programs.

Industrial systems

ComputeNode™ CompactPCI Chassis Products

 › Proven NEBS Level 3-compliant design
 › Designed for high availability applications
 › Redundant hot-swap fans
 › Redundant AC or DC power supplies
 › Power fi lters and dual feed power
 › Easily serviced
 › Broad range of chassis choices
 › 1, 2, 3, and 4U sizes
 › cPCI and PICMG 2.16 (cPSB) backplanes
 › Alert!Node intelligent chassis manager
 › Customization and integration services available

FEATURES
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For more information, contact: info.sales@pinnacle.com RSC# 44655 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc

PDSi – Pinnacle Data Systems, Inc.
6600 Port Road • Groveport, OH 43125
Tel: (614) 748-1150 • Fax: (614) 748-1209
www.pinnacle.com

PDSi offers a range of innovative services specifi cally tar-
geted at the mobile satellite communications market 
space. PDSi works closely with satellite equipment provid-
ers to develop specifi c turnkey solutions to help accelerate 
their time to market, improve their overall operating cost 
structure, and provide a fl exible and responsive support 
mechanism to meet their rapidly changing fi eld deploy-
ment requirements.

The AMD™ COM Express technology offers a compact com-
puting core designed around AMD’s x86-based Socket S1 
Sempron™ 2100+ processor in a rugged system built around 
the CPU module that provides both secure and non-secure 
communication capabilities, with a decent battery runtime 
and a wide range of AC and DC operating voltages. The 
SKiNET M3000 system provides exceptional operational 
fl exibility for fi rst responder or mission-critical fi eld com-
munication needs.

Industrial systems

SKiNET M3000 Mobile Satcom System

 › Specifi cations – Carry-On Case, Desert Tan
 – Dimensions: 22.00" L x 13.81" W x 9.00" H
 – Loaded weight: 35.30 lbs. (1 unit)/50.20 lbs. (2 units)

 › Specifi cations – SKiNET M3000 Unit, Desert Tan
 – Dimensions: 11.55" L x 10.66" W x 3.25" H
 – Weight: 11.95 lbs. (1 unit)
 – Dual-core AMD Sempron™ 2100+; up to 2 GB memory
 – Switching: CISCO Mobile IP Routing (3200 MAR)
 – Input voltages: 10-36 VDC/96-264 VAC, 50~60 Hz
 – Designed to operate from 0 °C to +50 °C
 – BGAN support: Thrane and Thrane EXPLORER 500
 – Inline Network Encryptor support: Harris SecNet 54® EMOD

FEATURES
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For more information, contact: info@themis.com RSC# 44658 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc

Themis Computer
47200 Bayside Parkway • Fremont, CA 94538
510-252-0870
www.themis.com/prod/rugged-xr3.htm

The RES-12XR3™, a 1Rack Unit (1RU) dual-processor 
server, combines the robust design of the Rugged Enter-
prise Server (RES) family with the latest Quad-Core Intel® 
Xeon® processors. This new system combines Quad-Core 
Intel Xeon processors with Themis’ advanced thermal and 
mechanical design techniques. The rugged, expandable 
RES-12XR3 refl ects Themis’ extensive expertise in design-
ing high-performance systems for use in demanding oper-
ating environments with up to 25G, 20ms shock events.

The RES-12XR3 chassis – 17" and 19" depths – packs up 
to eight cores of processor power into a compact foot-
print. Two expansion slots enable I/O confi gurability. The 
RES-12XR3 brings state-of-the-art server technology to 
demanding environments with its small size, rugged con-
struction and multicore processors.

Industrial systems

Themis RES-12XR3

 › Up to two (2) Quad-Core 5500 Series Intel Xeon CPUs
 › Up to 96GB ECC registered DDRIII-667 SDRAM memory
 › Up to three (3) removable SAS or SATA drives
 › ATI ES1000 16MB PCI color graphics
 › Two (2) expansion slots enable PCI/PCI-X/PCIe I/O confi gurability
 › Single or redundant, hot-swappable AC or DC power supplies
 › Hot-swappable fans and power supply options
 › Low noise, low frequency, front panel fi lters and rugged storage 
options

 › Linux®, Sun® Solaris™ and Windows® OS support
 › Also available in 2RU and 3RU systems

FEATURES
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For more information, contact: info@themis.com RSC# 43254 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc

Themis Computer
47200 Bayside Parkway • Fremont, CA 94538
510-252-0870
www.themis.com/prod/hardware/t2vpx.htm

Themis Computer’s T2VPX™ is the fi rst member of the 
company’s new family of VITA 46 compliant, board-level 
computers. Utilizing the Sun® UltraSPARC® T2 processor, 
the new SBC brings high-speed serial fabrics to the most 
demanding environments.

The T2VPX continues Themis’ legacy of bringing the high-
performance Solaris™ Operating System to demanding 
applications. Featuring a new system architecture with up 
to eight processor cores and 64 threads, 10 Gigabit Ether-
net, onboard HDD support and nine front panel I/O ports, 
the T2VPX is designed to provide the industry’s best data 
bandwidth and server class I/O.

The T2VPX targets compute-intensive, multithreaded mili-
tary and aerospace applications requiring rugged comput-
ing solutions and high-bandwidth I/O fabrics. OS support: 
Solaris 10.

Industrial systems

Themis T2VPX

 › Sun UltraSPARC six- or eight-core T2 processor
 › Up to 32GB ECC DDR2 FBDIMM memory
 › Three (3) 10 Gigabit Ethernet ports, two on VPX J1
 › Onboard 1.8" SATA HDD support
 › Front panel I/O:

 – One (1) 10 Gigabit Ethernet port
 – Four (4) Gigabit Ethernet ports
 – Two (2) USB 2.0 ports
 – One (1) 4x SAS port
 – One (1) serial console port

 › Shock: 35G peak, 20ms

FEATURES
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For more information, contact: info@themis.com RSC# 44658 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc

Themis Computer
47200 Bayside Parkway • Fremont, CA 94538
510-252-0870
www.themis.com/prod/rugged-xr3.htm

The RES-12XR3™, a 1Rack Unit (1RU) dual-processor 
server, combines the robust design of the Rugged Enter-
prise Server (RES) family with the latest Quad-Core Intel® 
Xeon® processors. This new system combines Quad-Core 
Intel Xeon processors with Themis’ advanced thermal and 
mechanical design techniques. The rugged, expandable 
RES-12XR3 refl ects Themis’ extensive expertise in design-
ing high-performance systems for use in demanding oper-
ating environments with up to 25G, 20ms shock events.

The RES-12XR3 chassis – 17" and 19" depths – packs up 
to eight cores of processor power into a compact foot-
print. Two expansion slots enable I/O confi gurability. The 
RES-12XR3 brings state-of-the-art server technology to 
demanding environments with its small size, rugged con-
struction and multicore processors.

Industrial systems

Themis RES-12XR3

 › Up to two (2) Quad-Core 5500 Series Intel Xeon CPUs
 › Up to 96GB ECC registered DDRIII-667 SDRAM memory
 › Up to three (3) removable SAS or SATA drives
 › ATI ES1000 16MB PCI color graphics
 › Two (2) expansion slots enable PCI/PCI-X/PCIe I/O confi gurability
 › Single or redundant, hot-swappable AC or DC power supplies
 › Hot-swappable fans and power supply options
 › Low noise, low frequency, front panel fi lters and rugged storage 
options

 › Linux®, Sun® Solaris™ and Windows® OS support
 › Also available in 2RU and 3RU systems

FEATURES
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For more information, contact: info@themis.com RSC# 43254 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc

Themis Computer
47200 Bayside Parkway • Fremont, CA 94538
510-252-0870
www.themis.com/prod/hardware/t2vpx.htm

Themis Computer’s T2VPX™ is the fi rst member of the 
company’s new family of VITA 46 compliant, board-level 
computers. Utilizing the Sun® UltraSPARC® T2 processor, 
the new SBC brings high-speed serial fabrics to the most 
demanding environments.

The T2VPX continues Themis’ legacy of bringing the high-
performance Solaris™ Operating System to demanding 
applications. Featuring a new system architecture with up 
to eight processor cores and 64 threads, 10 Gigabit Ether-
net, onboard HDD support and nine front panel I/O ports, 
the T2VPX is designed to provide the industry’s best data 
bandwidth and server class I/O.

The T2VPX targets compute-intensive, multithreaded mili-
tary and aerospace applications requiring rugged comput-
ing solutions and high-bandwidth I/O fabrics. OS support: 
Solaris 10.

Industrial systems

Themis T2VPX

 › Sun UltraSPARC six- or eight-core T2 processor
 › Up to 32GB ECC DDR2 FBDIMM memory
 › Three (3) 10 Gigabit Ethernet ports, two on VPX J1
 › Onboard 1.8" SATA HDD support
 › Front panel I/O:

 – One (1) 10 Gigabit Ethernet port
 – Four (4) Gigabit Ethernet ports
 – Two (2) USB 2.0 ports
 – One (1) 4x SAS port
 – One (1) serial console port

 › Shock: 35G peak, 20ms

FEATURES
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For more information, contact: info@themis.com RSC# 39525 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc

Themis Computer
47200 Bayside Parkway • Fremont, CA 94538
510-252-0870
www.themis.com/prod/hardware/xv1.htm

Themis Computer’s XV1™ is a 6U VMEbus computer based 
on the Intel® Quad-Core L5408 Xeon® processor. The XV1 
provides high performance and is designed to meet the 
needs of customers who require quad-core performance 
for their demanding applications. Themis’ XV1 boards tar-
get compute-intensive embedded, storage and communi-
cations applications as well as a wide range of commercial 
and military applications.

The XV1 base confi guration includes: 2GB of DDRII mem-
ory, three Gigabit Ethernet ports, two SATA II ports, four 
USB 2.0 ports and two XMC/PMC slots. Storage can be 
provided through the use of an onboard CompactFlash 
or with an optional onboard 2.5" SATA drive. The board 
includes VITA 41 dual Gigabit Ethernet to support highly 
networked environments. OS support: Solaris™ 10, Linux® 
and Microsoft® Windows®.

Industrial systems

Themis XV1

 › Intel® Quad-Core Xeon® 2.13GHz CPU and Intel’s 5100 chipset used 
in high-performance Xeon servers

 › Up to 8GB DDRII SDRAM memory
 › Flash memory: 1MB
 › Error detection/correction – 8-bit ECC
 › CompactFlash™ slot
 › XMC/PMC single expansion slot
 › Up to three (3) Gigabit Ethernet ports
 › Four (4) USB ports and three (3) SATA II ports
 › VITA 41 compliant
 › Shock: 30G peak, 20ms

FEATURES
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For more information, contact: info@tri-m.com RSC# 44299 @ www.smallformfactors.com/rsc

Tri-M Engineering
100-1407 Kebet Way • Port Coquitlam, BC V3C 6L3 Canada
604-945-9565
www.tri-m.com

The CT104 CanTainer is a rugged PC/104 enclosure system 
constructed of .125" aluminum and designed for hostile 
and mobile environments. It features a dual system of 
shock and vibration isolation: The PC/104 modules are 
mounted axially in the enclosure with four internal rub-
ber corner rails to absorb high-frequency vibrations, while 
the entire enclosure is mounted on the host platform with 
a thick rubber pad that absorbs low-frequency G-forces. 
The rubber pad may be removed for optional mounting 
solutions such as hard mounting, fl ange endcap, or fl uidic 
mount assembly.

The CanTainer cross section measures 6.00" wide by 5.45" 
high (not including mounting pad) and is designed to 
mount PC/104 boards axially along the entire length of 
the enclosure body. The enclosure is available in standard 
lengths from 2" and 12" with custom lengths up to 48".

Industrial systems

CanTainer – Rugged PC/104 Enclosure

 › Dual shock and vibration protection system
 › PC/104 mounting
 › Available as a complete kit
 › Passively cooled
 › Easily customized: length, coating, etching, milling, mounting
 › 6063-T5 extruded aluminum
 › .125" thick
 › High-grade extruded rubber
 › Black anodized coating
 › Standard lengths from 2" to 12"

FEATURES
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For more information, contact: inquire@vectorelect.com

Vector Electronics & Technology, Inc.
11115 Vanowen Street • North Hollywood, CA 91605
800-423-5659
www.vectorelect.com

19" rackmount, rugged aluminum construction with left 
to right airfl ow. Fans installed on left/right for maximum 
cooling of 6U x 160mm front cards and 6U x 80mm rear 
transition cards. 1U, 2U, 3U, 4U and 5U (2-10 backplane 
slots), IEEE 1101.1, .10 & .11 compliant.

Plug-in, hot-swap power supplies or embedded ATX:
• 200W plug-in power supply will provide 5V@25A, 

3.3V@35A, +12V@8.0A and -12V@1.5A. AC/DC or DC/DC

• 250W high output plug-in power supply will provide 
5V@40A, 3.3V@40A, +12V@5.5A and -12V@2.0A. AC/DC 
or DC/DC

• 300W embedded ATX-type power supply will provide 
5V@30A; 3.3V@20A; +12V@16A and -12V@0.8A.

Backplane options:
• cPCI 64-bit/66MHZ PICMG 2.0, Rev. 3

• cPCI H110

• VME64x with EBG (Electronic Bus-Grant)

Our units are made at our U.S. facility, and we offer short 
lead times and custom confi gurations upon request. Many 
color options are available. Please call us at 1-800-423-5659 
or e-mail us at Inquire@Vectorelect.com.

Industrial systems

VECTORPAK™ “Slimline” CHASSIS FOR VME OR CPCI

 › CompactPCI or VMEbus
 › 1U, 2U, 3U, 4U and 5U 19" rackmount
 › Push-pull fans for maximum airfl ow
 › Dual-redundant hot-swappable power supplies
 › Wide choice of factory colors

FEATURES

RSC# 44587 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc
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For more information, visit: www.actel.com/SmartFusion RSC# 44649 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc

Actel Corporation
2061 Stierlin Court • Mountain View, CA 94043
650-318-4200
www.actel.com

SmartFusion intelligent mixed signal FPGAs are the only 
devices that integrate an FPGA, ARM® Cortex™-M3, and 
programmable analog, offering full customization, IP 
protection, and ease-of-use. Based on Actel’s proprietary 
fl ash process, SmartFusion FPGAs are ideal for hardware 
and embedded designers who need a true System-on-Chip 
(SoC) solution that gives more fl exibility than traditional 
fi xed-function microcontrollers, or without the excessive 
cost of soft processor cores on traditional FPGAs.

Designing with SmartFusion involves three different types 
of design: FPGA, embedded, and analog design. These roles 
can be fi lled by three different designers, two designers, 
or even a single designer, depending on company struc-
ture and project complexity. Actel has developed design 
tools and fl ows to meet the needs of these three types of 
designers so they can work together smoothly on a single 
project.

MCUs and SoCs

Actel’s SmartFusion™ Intelligent Mixed Signal FPGA

 › Supports SmartFusion evaluation, including ARM Cortex-M3, FPGA, 
and programmable analog

 › Free one-year Libero® Integrated Design Environment (IDE) software 
and Gold license with SoftConsole for program and debug

 › 10/100 Ethernet i/f, USB for programming and debug
 › User switches, LEDs, OLED display, temp/current/voltage monitors
 › User’s guide, tutorial, and design examples
 › PCB schematics, layout fi les, and BOM

SmartFusion Evaluation Kit
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For more information, contact: inquire@vectorelect.com

Vector Electronics & Technology, Inc.
11115 Vanowen Street • North Hollywood, CA 91605
800-423-5659
www.vectorelect.com

19" rackmount, rugged aluminum construction with left 
to right airfl ow. Fans installed on left/right for maximum 
cooling of 6U x 160mm front cards and 6U x 80mm rear 
transition cards. 1U, 2U, 3U, 4U and 5U (2-10 backplane 
slots), IEEE 1101.1, .10 & .11 compliant.

Plug-in, hot-swap power supplies or embedded ATX:
• 200W plug-in power supply will provide 5V@25A, 

3.3V@35A, +12V@8.0A and -12V@1.5A. AC/DC or DC/DC

• 250W high output plug-in power supply will provide 
5V@40A, 3.3V@40A, +12V@5.5A and -12V@2.0A. AC/DC 
or DC/DC

• 300W embedded ATX-type power supply will provide 
5V@30A; 3.3V@20A; +12V@16A and -12V@0.8A.

Backplane options:
• cPCI 64-bit/66MHZ PICMG 2.0, Rev. 3

• cPCI H110

• VME64x with EBG (Electronic Bus-Grant)

Our units are made at our U.S. facility, and we offer short 
lead times and custom confi gurations upon request. Many 
color options are available. Please call us at 1-800-423-5659 
or e-mail us at Inquire@Vectorelect.com.

Industrial systems

VECTORPAK™ “Slimline” CHASSIS FOR VME OR CPCI

 › CompactPCI or VMEbus
 › 1U, 2U, 3U, 4U and 5U 19" rackmount
 › Push-pull fans for maximum airfl ow
 › Dual-redundant hot-swappable power supplies
 › Wide choice of factory colors

FEATURES

RSC# 44587 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc
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For more information, contact: dawn.richiell@windriver.com

Wind River
500 Wind River Way • Alameda, CA 94501
510-748-4100
www.windriver.com/solutions/industrial/

Wind River VxWorks is a proven solution in more than 500 
million devices. Our broad hardware support means more 
choice in hardware and faster time-to-market. Wind River 
solutions are backed by a 25-year track record, an excep-
tional ecosystem of hardware and software partners, and 
the industry’s most comprehensive support organization.

Wind River VxWorks platforms provide comprehensive 
multicore processor support, including Asymmetric Multi-
Processing (AMP) and Symmetric Multi-Processing (SMP) 
modes, and can be optionally paired with Wind River 
Hypervisor to make the promise of multicore processors 
real. VxWorks 6.8 is the proven Real-Time Operating Sys-
tem (RTOS) that ensures high performance, deterministic 
behavior, and rock-solid reliability.

Safety and security are important issues in industrial sys-
tems, and Wind River VxWorks addresses these needs as 
well. Wind River VxWorks MILS Platform provides high 
assurance Multiple Levels of Security (MLS) as defi ned 
by the Common Criteria Secure Kernel Protection Profi le 
(SKPP). For safety-critical industrial systems, Wind River 
offers VxWorks 61508 Platform that is certifi able to 
IEC 61508 Safety Integrity Level 3, with comprehensive 
certifi cation evidence.

Operating systems

Wind River VxWorks

 › The following are highlights of Wind River VxWorks:
 › Industry-leading VxWorks 6.8 RTOS, with uniprocessor and 
multiprocessor support, including AMP and SMP

 › Real-Time Process (RTP) user space environment with state-of-the-
art memory protection and memory management

 › Tunable OS with VxWorks source build capability
 › Multiprocessor and multi-OS Inter-Process Communication (IPC), 
using TIPC and Wind River Multi-OS IPC (MIPC)

 › Certifi ed conformance to POSIX IEEE Std. 1003.13-2003 PSE52 
(achieved in VxWorks 6.4)

 › Dual-mode IPv4/IPv6 network stack, with IPv6 Ready Logo 
certifi cation

 › Highly Reliable File System (HRFS) with confi gurable commit points
 › High-speed interconnect framework with PCI and local bus support
 › Certifi able to IEC 61508 SIL3; comprehensive certifi cation evidence
 › High assurance secure kernel with MLS available 
 › Broad processor and board support

FEATURES

RSC# 44098 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc
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For more information, contact: dawn.richiell@windriver.com

Wind River
500 Wind River Way • Alameda, CA 94501
510-748-4100
www.windriver.com/solutions/industrial/

Wind River VxWorks is a proven solution in more than 500 
million devices. Our broad hardware support means more 
choice in hardware and faster time-to-market. Wind River 
solutions are backed by a 25-year track record, an excep-
tional ecosystem of hardware and software partners, and 
the industry’s most comprehensive support organization.

Wind River VxWorks platforms provide comprehensive 
multicore processor support, including Asymmetric Multi-
Processing (AMP) and Symmetric Multi-Processing (SMP) 
modes, and can be optionally paired with Wind River 
Hypervisor to make the promise of multicore processors 
real. VxWorks 6.8 is the proven Real-Time Operating Sys-
tem (RTOS) that ensures high performance, deterministic 
behavior, and rock-solid reliability.

Safety and security are important issues in industrial sys-
tems, and Wind River VxWorks addresses these needs as 
well. Wind River VxWorks MILS Platform provides high 
assurance Multiple Levels of Security (MLS) as defi ned 
by the Common Criteria Secure Kernel Protection Profi le 
(SKPP). For safety-critical industrial systems, Wind River 
offers VxWorks 61508 Platform that is certifi able to 
IEC 61508 Safety Integrity Level 3, with comprehensive 
certifi cation evidence.

Operating systems

Wind River VxWorks

 › The following are highlights of Wind River VxWorks:
 › Industry-leading VxWorks 6.8 RTOS, with uniprocessor and 
multiprocessor support, including AMP and SMP

 › Real-Time Process (RTP) user space environment with state-of-the-
art memory protection and memory management

 › Tunable OS with VxWorks source build capability
 › Multiprocessor and multi-OS Inter-Process Communication (IPC), 
using TIPC and Wind River Multi-OS IPC (MIPC)

 › Certifi ed conformance to POSIX IEEE Std. 1003.13-2003 PSE52 
(achieved in VxWorks 6.4)

 › Dual-mode IPv4/IPv6 network stack, with IPv6 Ready Logo 
certifi cation

 › Highly Reliable File System (HRFS) with confi gurable commit points
 › High-speed interconnect framework with PCI and local bus support
 › Certifi able to IEC 61508 SIL3; comprehensive certifi cation evidence
 › High assurance secure kernel with MLS available 
 › Broad processor and board support

FEATURES

RSC# 44098 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc
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For more information, contact: info@axiomtek.com RSC# 44652 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc

AXIOMTEK
18138 Rowland St. • City of Industry, CA 91748
626-581-3232
www.axiomtek.com

The GOT-812 is a robust 12.1" fanless touch panel com-
puter integrated in an IP65-rated water/dust-proof 
stainless housing, protecting the entire system from any 
rugged environment. Its sunlight-readable technology, 
high brightness 800 nits color display, and low refl ective 
touch screen allows the screen to be readable even under 
strong sunlight. Other features include shock and vibra-
tion up to 3G for CompactFlash™ and 2G for 2.5" HDD 
storage devices. The GOT-812 can withstand an extreme 
temperature range of -20°C to +55°C suited for operation 
under severe outdoor as well as indoor environments, such 
as wet/moist/dusty spaces, food assembly lines or kitchens, 
ships exposed to the ocean’s salt water, and more!  

Panel computers

GOT-812

 › 12.1" SVGA TFT fanless touch panel computer with Intel® Atom™ 
processor N270

 › IP65-rated whole system water/dust-proof design
 › Fanless system with wide operating temperature range from -20°C 
to +55°C

 › Optional 802.11a/b/g/n wireless kit for network connection
 › Optional IP62 keyboard kit
 › Suspension and VESA mounting 

FEATURES
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For more information, contact: sales@eurotech.com RSC# 44663 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc

EUROTECH

www.eurotech.com

The Eurotech Vx-150F-N270 is a fanless Panel PC with a 
high-brightness 15" TFT touch screen display.

The Vx-150F-N270 features the Intel® Atom™ N270 1.6GHz 
Ultra Low Voltage processor. This increases energy effi -
ciency while offering both targeted performance and low 
power consumption in a highly integrated design. All this 
is accomplished while maintaining full Intel® Core™ micro-
architecture instruction set compatibility.

The characteristics of the integrated Single Board Com-
puter (SBC) and the use of static components make the 
Vx-150F-N270 suitable for a multitude of environments, 
including industrial and building automation.

An external monitor, mouse, and keyboard can be easily 
connected to the Vx-150F-N270 for fast set-up operations. 
A Mini PCI Express expansion slot is also available.

Panel computers

Vx-150F-N270 – Fanless Low Power Atom™ Panel Computer

 › High-brightness 15" TFT
 › 8-wire resistive touch screen
 › Intel® Atom™ N270 1.6GHz Ultra Low Voltage processor
 › DDR2 SO-DIMM: 200-pin, up to 2GB
 › 2x Ethernet 10/100/1000
 › 1x USB 2.0 on the front panel, 4x USB 2.0 on the rear panel
 › 1x RS-232 serial port + 1x optional RS-232 serial port

FEATURES
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For more information, contact: sales@sealevel.com

Sealevel Systems, Inc.
2779 Greenville Highway • Liberty, SC 29657
864-843-4343
www.sealevel.com

The SeaPAC R9-8.4 combines a powerful RISC-based 
Human-Machine Interface (HMI) with a bright 8.4" TFT 
LCD to create a wide temperature, ruggedized, fl at panel 
computer perfect for a variety of control and HMI applica-
tions. Featuring an industrial LED backlight that gives the 
panel extended life over CCFT-backlit panels, the system 
offers an amazing -30° to +70°C operating temperature 
range.

Powered by a 200 MIPS ARM9 micro, the system is available 
with 256MB RAM and 256MB Flash memory for maximum 
performance in embedded systems. Standard I/O includes 
Ethernet, serial, USB, CAN bus, and digital interface. For 
intuitive operator input, the SeaPAC R9-8.4 includes a 
resistive touch screen perfect for a wide variety of indus-
trial environments and uses.

To provide the fastest time to market, the Windows CE 6.0 
BSP binary and low-level drivers for system I/O are 
included. Additionally, the SeaPAC R9-8.4 software pack-
age is equipped with the Sealevel Talos I/O Framework, 
which offers a high-level object-oriented .NET Compact 
Framework (CF) device interface. This interface provides 
an I/O point abstraction layer with built-in support for the 
specifi c needs of digital I/O, such as debouncing.

Panel computers

SeaPAC R9-8.4

 › 8.4" 400-nit TFT LCD with LED backlight
 › NEMA 4/IP65 rated bezel
 › Durable resistive touch screen
 › Atmel AT91SAM9263 ARM® processor
 › Up to 256MB SDRAM and 256MB Flash memory
 › (1) 10/100BASE-T Ethernet port
 › (2) USB 2.0 host ports
 › (1) USB device port
 › (1) CAN bus interface
 › (8) Open collector digital outputs
 › (2) Isolated RS-485 serial ports
 › (1) Dedicated RS-485 serial port via RJ-45 connector
 › (1) RS-232 serial port
 › 7-30VDC input power via removable terminal block
 › -30°C to +70°C operating temperature range

FEATURES

RSC# 44586 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc
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For more information, contact: sales@sealevel.com

Sealevel Systems, Inc.
2779 Greenville Highway • Liberty, SC 29657
864-843-4343
www.sealevel.com

The SeaPAC R9-8.4 combines a powerful RISC-based 
Human-Machine Interface (HMI) with a bright 8.4" TFT 
LCD to create a wide temperature, ruggedized, fl at panel 
computer perfect for a variety of control and HMI applica-
tions. Featuring an industrial LED backlight that gives the 
panel extended life over CCFT-backlit panels, the system 
offers an amazing -30° to +70°C operating temperature 
range.

Powered by a 200 MIPS ARM9 micro, the system is available 
with 256MB RAM and 256MB Flash memory for maximum 
performance in embedded systems. Standard I/O includes 
Ethernet, serial, USB, CAN bus, and digital interface. For 
intuitive operator input, the SeaPAC R9-8.4 includes a 
resistive touch screen perfect for a wide variety of indus-
trial environments and uses.

To provide the fastest time to market, the Windows CE 6.0 
BSP binary and low-level drivers for system I/O are 
included. Additionally, the SeaPAC R9-8.4 software pack-
age is equipped with the Sealevel Talos I/O Framework, 
which offers a high-level object-oriented .NET Compact 
Framework (CF) device interface. This interface provides 
an I/O point abstraction layer with built-in support for the 
specifi c needs of digital I/O, such as debouncing.

Panel computers

SeaPAC R9-8.4

 › 8.4" 400-nit TFT LCD with LED backlight
 › NEMA 4/IP65 rated bezel
 › Durable resistive touch screen
 › Atmel AT91SAM9263 ARM® processor
 › Up to 256MB SDRAM and 256MB Flash memory
 › (1) 10/100BASE-T Ethernet port
 › (2) USB 2.0 host ports
 › (1) USB device port
 › (1) CAN bus interface
 › (8) Open collector digital outputs
 › (2) Isolated RS-485 serial ports
 › (1) Dedicated RS-485 serial port via RJ-45 connector
 › (1) RS-232 serial port
 › 7-30VDC input power via removable terminal block
 › -30°C to +70°C operating temperature range

FEATURES

RSC# 44586 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc
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For more information, contact: Info@WinSystems.com 

WinSystems, Inc.
715 Stadium Drive • Arlington, TX 76011
817-274-7553
www.WinSystems.com

WinSystems’ 6.5" open-frame panel PC provides crisp 
image quality for HMI industrial applications. The PPC3 
includes a TFT fl at panel display, PC-compatible SBC with 
Ethernet and touch screen. It is integrated into an open-
frame enclosure that is less than 2" thick.

The combination of embedded PC functionality and 
industrial-grade construction makes the unit ideal for  
automation and control applications with tight system 
integration and minimal space requirements. The unit will 
operate over a temperature range of -20°C to +70°C.

The fl at panel display is ideal for factory automation use 
because of its high luminance of 500 cd/m². The display 
supports a wide viewing angle of ±70° horizontal and ±60° 
vertical. This wide viewing angle permits easy panel place-
ment with maximum operator viewing fl exibility. Also, 
its contrast ratio is 600:1, thus ensuring color fi delity and 
superior gray scaling.

The PPC3’s resistive touch screen allows all kinds of touch 
input devices to activate the screen, including fi ngertips, 
fi ngernails, styluses, and gloved hands, all the while main-
taining an exceptional tactile feel. A keyboard and mouse 
can be used for input as well.

It is also perfect for networked applications since it is 
shipped with a wired Ethernet connection, and expansion 
is available for wireless Ethernet and/or cellular modems 
using PC/104 modules.

The PPC3 supports operating systems such as Linux and 
Windows® XP Embedded, plus real-time kernels compat-
ible with the x86 architecture. WinSystems also offers a 
30-day evaluation program plus award-winning technical 
support.

Panel computers

Open-Frame Panel PC

 › Compact 6.5" AM TFT display plus optional 12.1" and 15.1" units
 › Includes PC-compatible SBC with PC/104 and PC/104-Plus I/O 
expansion capability

 › Supports Linux, Windows® XP Embedded and other 
x86-compatible OSs

 › Industrial-grade resistive touch screen included
 › Easy to mount, open-frame design
 › Pluggable terminal strip for easy connection to power supply
 › Rugged and reliable construction will not rust
 › Gasketing material supplied for better fi t in your enclosure
 › Memory, CompactFlash and cable sets available
 › Free technical and confi guration support
 › Long-term product availability
 › $795 in OEM quantities
 › 30-day product evaluation program

FEATURES

RSC# 33631 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc
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For more information, contact: sales@icnexus.com.tw RSC# 44653 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc

IC Nexus Co. Ltd.
Tel: 886 2 2789 1200
www.icnexus.com.tw

The NXC2620 Emb_DVK40 (Embedded DVK4.0) is a 
compact-sized computer board with a rich set of features, 
suited for general embedded applications such as naviga-
tion devices, home automation, and data acquisition.

The Emb_DVK40 hardware comprises a CPU card, a base-
board, a USB1.1 hub card, and a TFT LCD display. Each 
Emb_DVK40 is pre-installed with either Windows CE 6.0 
or Linux 2.6 OS for instant evaluation. The full sets of 
Windows CE 6.0 and Linux 2.6 BSP are provided. Two types 
of CPU cards are available: the PB260A card is with a CPU, 
and the PB502A card is with a CPU and a GPU for high res-
olution video display (up to 1280x1024). The  Emb_DVK40 
kit comes with a default 4.3-inch LCD module at 480x272 
resolution and supports a 4-wire resistance type touch 
screen. Optional LCD sizes 5.7-inch (640x480) and 7-inch 
(800x480) are also available.

Panel computers

DVK40

1. Baseboard dimension: 100mm x 156mm
2. Digital LCD interface
3. USB1.1 Host x4 ports (with 4-port hub)
4. USB1.1 Device x1 port
5. SD/MMC/SDIO card holder
6. Analog VGA I/F (only for PB502A CPU card)
7. WM9715 audio codec and touch I/F
8. 10/100 Ethernet 
9. UART x3

FEATURES
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For more information, contact: sales@adl-usa.com RSC# 43638 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc

Advanced Digital Logic, Inc.
4411 Morena Blvd., Suite 101• San Diego, CA 92117
858-490-0597 
www.adl-usa.com

The ADLGS45PC is based on the Intel® Core 2 Duo/
Celeron® M Small Form Factor (SFF) processors and the Intel® 
GS45 Express (Cantiga) chipset. Built on the 45nm process, 
the ADLGS45PC sets a superior performance standard in an 
embedded PCI/104-Express form factor. The Intel® Core 2 
Duo and Celeron® M SFF processors guarantee the benefi ts 
of genuine Intel® architecture to SFF and thermally con-
strained markets in PCI/104-Express and 3.5" form factors. 

The Intel® graphics controller drives a CRT to 2048x1536 
and/or 18/24/36/48-bit LVDS LCD to 1600x1200 resolution. 
Memory is added via a SODIMM204 socket that accepts 
up to 4GB of DDR3-1066 DRAM. Besides ACPI/APM func-
tions, the ADLGS45PC has several features: 8x USB 2.0, 2x 
RS-232/422/485 COM ports, PS/2 keyboard and mouse, LPT, 
AC’97 sound, and 2x 10/100/1000Mb LAN. The ADLGS45PC 
also offers 4x SATA II ports with RAID 0/1/5/10 support.

Small form factor modules

ADLGS45PC – Intel Core 2 Duo/Celeron M 1.20GHz-2.26GHz

 › Intel® Celeron® M/Core 2 Duo (SFF)
 › Intel® GS45/ICH9M-E chipset/DDR3-1066MHz DRAM – up to 4GB
 › LAN controllers 2x 1Gb LAN/CRT/LVDS INTF, 8 ch. HDA
 › 4x SATA 3GB/s with RAID support 
 › 8x USB 2.0 ports, 2x COM, LPT, SMBus TPM
 › RTC, watchdog timer, HW monitoring, ITPM
 › For high performance, extended temp/rugged applications
 › PCI/104-Express v1.0
 › Serving the PC/104 industry for over 15 years!
 › Available Q2 2010!

FEATURES
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For more information, contact: sales@icnexus.com.tw RSC# 44653 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc

IC Nexus Co. Ltd.
Tel: 886 2 2789 1200
www.icnexus.com.tw

The NXC2620 Emb_DVK40 (Embedded DVK4.0) is a 
compact-sized computer board with a rich set of features, 
suited for general embedded applications such as naviga-
tion devices, home automation, and data acquisition.

The Emb_DVK40 hardware comprises a CPU card, a base-
board, a USB1.1 hub card, and a TFT LCD display. Each 
Emb_DVK40 is pre-installed with either Windows CE 6.0 
or Linux 2.6 OS for instant evaluation. The full sets of 
Windows CE 6.0 and Linux 2.6 BSP are provided. Two types 
of CPU cards are available: the PB260A card is with a CPU, 
and the PB502A card is with a CPU and a GPU for high res-
olution video display (up to 1280x1024). The  Emb_DVK40 
kit comes with a default 4.3-inch LCD module at 480x272 
resolution and supports a 4-wire resistance type touch 
screen. Optional LCD sizes 5.7-inch (640x480) and 7-inch 
(800x480) are also available.

Panel computers

DVK40

1. Baseboard dimension: 100mm x 156mm
2. Digital LCD interface
3. USB1.1 Host x4 ports (with 4-port hub)
4. USB1.1 Device x1port
5. SD/MMC/SDIO card holder
6. Analog VGA I/F (only for PB502A CPU card)
7. WM9715 audio codec and touch I/F
8. 10/100 Ethernet 
9. UART x3

FEATURES
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For more information, contact: sales@adl-usa.com RSC# 43638 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc

Advanced Digital Logic, Inc.
4411 Morena Blvd., Suite 101• San Diego, CA 92117
858-490-0597 
www.adl-usa.com

The ADLGS45PC is based on the Intel® Core 2 Duo/
Celeron® M Small Form Factor (SFF) processors and the Intel® 
GS45 Express (Cantiga) chipset. Built on the 45nm process, 
the ADLGS45PC sets a superior performance standard in an 
embedded PCI/104-Express form factor. The Intel® Core 2 
Duo and Celeron® M SFF processors guarantee the benefi ts 
of genuine Intel® architecture to SFF and thermally con-
strained markets in PCI/104-Express and 3.5" form factors. 

The Intel® graphics controller drives a CRT to 2048x1536 
and/or 18/24/36/48-bit LVDS LCD to 1600x1200 resolution. 
Memory is added via a SODIMM204 socket that accepts 
up to 4GB of DDR3-1066 DRAM. Besides ACPI/APM func-
tions, the ADLGS45PC has several features: 8x USB 2.0, 2x 
RS-232/422/485 COM ports, PS/2 keyboard and mouse, LPT, 
AC’97 sound, and 2x 10/100/1000Mb LAN. The ADLGS45PC 
also offers 4x SATA II ports with RAID 0/1/5/10 support.

Small form factor modules

ADLGS45PC – Intel Core 2 Duo/Celeron M 1.20GHz-2.26GHz

 › Intel® Celeron® M/Core 2 Duo (SFF)
 › Intel® GS45/ICH9M-E chipset/DDR3-1066MHz DRAM – up to 4GB
 › LAN controllers 2x 1Gb LAN/CRT/LVDS INTF, 8 ch. HDA
 › 4x SATA 3GB/s with RAID support 
 › 8x USB 2.0 ports, 2x COM, LPT, SMBus TPM
 › RTC, watchdog timer, HW monitoring, ITPM
 › For high performance, extended temp/rugged applications
 › PCI/104-Express v1.0
 › Serving the PC/104 industry for over 15 years!
 › Available Q2 2010!

FEATURES
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For more information, contact: sales@artila.com RSC# 43321 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc

Artila Electronics Co., Ltd.
4F., No.6, Lane 130, Minquan Road • Xindian City, Taipei County 
231 Taiwan R.O.C. • 886-2-8667-2340
www.artila.com

The Matrix-504, powered by a 400MHz ATMEL ARM9 
AT91SAM9G20 RISC CPU, comes with onboard 64MB 
SDRAM, 128MB NAND Flash memory, and 2MB DataFlash. 
The Matrix-504 integrates one 10/100 Mbps Ethernet port, 
four high speed RS-232/422/485 serial ports, and two USB 
hosts in a compact 78x108x25 mm metal box. The DIN Rail 
mounting kit simplifi es wall or DIN Rail mounting of the 
Matrix-504. Linux 2.6.29 OS and busybox utility collection 
are pre-installed in the Matrix-504 NAND Flash, and the 
UBI fi le system provides improved performance and longer 
lifetime for NAND Flash compared to JFFS2. The DataFlash 
includes a backup Linux fi le system that automatically 
boots Matrix-504 if the primary NAND Flash fails. The fail-
safe and redundant booting design makes Matrix-504 an 
ideal platform for many safety-critical applications. The 
Matrix-504 is shipped with the GNU tool chain, including a 
C/C++ cross compiler and glibc. Many handy software utili-
ties such as webmin are included in the Artila CD.

Small form factor modules

Matrix-504 Linux Industrial Computer

 › Linux 2.6.29 industrial computing platform
 › 64MB SDRAM and 128MB NAND Flash
 › Fail-safe and redundant system bootup
 › One Ethernet port and four serial ports
 › Two USB hosts for WLAN/3G and storage expansion
 › GNU C/C++ tool chain for Linux and Windows
 › Ultra low power and no fan design
 › Industrial metal box and DIN Rail mounting

FEATURES
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For more information, contact: info@criticallink.com RSC# 44659 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc

Critical Link, LLC 
6712 Brooklawn Parkway • Syracuse, NY 13211
315-425-4045
www.MityDSP.com

The MityDSP™ is a family of highly confi gurable, small 
form factor DSP, ARM, and FPGA System-on-Modules opti-
mized for industrial data collection, analysis, and commu-
nications. The newest modules are based on TI’s OMAP-L, 
C6000, and Sitara devices. They are the MityDSP-L138 
(DSP, ARM, FPGA), the MityDSP-6748 (DSP, FPGA), and the 
MityDSP-1808 (ARM, FPGA). Also available is Critical Link’s 
Industrial Interface Board, a customizable, production-
ready carrier board designed specifi cally to accept any of 
the new MityDSP™ modules. The Industrial Interface Board 
is compact in size (ETX form factor) and includes support 
for a number of industrial communications protocols: CAN, 
PROFIBUS, PROFINET, EtherCAT Master, and RS-485.

Other MityDSP™ modules, all of which integrate a TI DSP 
and Xilinx FPGA, offer a range of processing capabilities 
addressing a variety of application requirements, from low 
cost to high performance.

 Small form factor modules

MityDSP™ 

 › Cut time-to-market: Concept to complete custom hardware in 6 wks
 › Cut development costs 75% by exploiting off-the-shelf technology
 › Reduce technical risk by building from proven technology
 › Begin software development today, move more quickly to 
production

 › Wide range of modules, scale up or down based on product needs
 › I/O: Analog, digital, Ethernet, serial, stepper motor, display, touch-
screen, temp, RTC

 › Isolated industrial interfaces: CAN, PROFIBUS, PROFINET, EtherCAT 
Master, and RS-485

 › Real-time Embedded Linux, QNX, and DSP/BIOS OS support
 › Rich user interfaces; small form factor; long product life cycle

FEATURES
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For more information, contact: EmbeddedComputingSales@Emerson.com RSC# 44163 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc

Emerson Network Power
2900 S. Diablo Way, Suite 190 • Tempe, AZ 85282
1 800 759 1107 or +1 602 438 5720
Emerson.com/EmbeddedComputing

The COMX-CORE Series modules feature Intel® Core™ i5 
and i7 mobile platform dual-core processors (up to 2.5 GHz) 
for high-performance applications. These modules have a 
wide range of interfaces to connect to standard peripherals 
directly or to carrier-mounted I/O.

The COMX-ATOM-420 module features the Intel® Atom™ 
processor N450 at 1.6 GHz for low power consumption and 
improved performance. Designed for use in applications 
that require easy-to-use embedded PC functionality, it has 
a wide range of built-in devices to connect to standard PC 
interfaces.

Innovative embedded motherboards based on new pro-
cessor platforms can help maximize your product life cycle. 
Emerson’s high-quality and stable motherboards are deliv-
ered from outstanding manufacturing facilities and are 
backed by our global service presence.

Small form factor modules

COM Express Modules

COMX-CORE Series
 › Up to 8GB DDR3 memory, onboard USB fl ash
 › Gigabit Ethernet, SATA and USB ports
 › Dual graphics outputs
 › Multiple PCI Express lanes for high-speed expansion

COMX-ATOM-420
 › Up to 2GB DDR2 memory, optional eUSB fl ash
 › Gigabit Ethernet, SATA and PCI Express
 › LVDS graphics for fl at panel displays
 › 8x USB 2.0 interfaces

FEATURES
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For more information, contact: sales@eurotech.com RSC# 44389 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc

EUROTECH

www.eurotech.com

Eurotech’s Catalyst Module LP delivers the latest technolo-
gies based on the Intel® Atom™ platform in the popular 
Catalyst form factor. The Catalyst Module LP is based on 
the Intel Atom N450, D410, and D510 processors, which 
offer both single-core and dual-core capabilities as well as 
the Intel ICH8M companion chip. This latest chipset from 
Intel offers a graphics engine up to 400MHz, high-speed 
I/O, and hyper-threading capabilities.

This combination of technologies makes the Catalyst 
Module LP a powerful embedded module that leverages  
processor capabilities to offer a feature-dense embedded 
solution in the same fanless 67 x 100 mm form factor that 
makes the Eurotech Catalyst product family so powerful. 
With a common footprint, the Catalyst Module LP system 
is easily scalable and allows existing Catalyst Module cus-
tomers to migrate to the new Intel Atom N450, D410, or 
D510 processors in a straightforward, simplifi ed way.

Small form factor modules

Catalyst Module LP

 › High-speed communication and I/O capabilities include 
Gigabit Ethernet, USB 2.0, PCI Express, and much more

 › High-performance graphics including VGA displays, LVDS video, 
and HD audio

 › Memory options up to 2GB of DDR2, SATA, SD/MMC, and Flash
 › Operating system choices for Wind River Linux, Windows Embedded 
Standard, and Windows CE 6.0

 › Drop-in replacement for the original, standard temperature range 
Catalyst Module from Eurotech

FEATURES
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For more information, contact: sales@eurotech.com RSC# 39516 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc

EUROTECH

www.eurotech.com

PROTEUS is a stand-alone Single Board Computer (SBC) 
aimed at wired and wireless net-centric multimedia appli-
cations, especially in situations where low power and high 
performance are required.

In addition to a full range of standard PC peripherals, the 
PROTEUS is able to interface directly to LVDS displays and 
has an integral touch screen controller. Options exist for 
the provision of onboard GPS, Bluetooth, and ZigBee sup-
port, and the provision of two sites for PCI Express Mini 
Cards allows easy and fl exible expansion for applications 
requiring wireless local and wide area networking. Further 
non-volatile storage may be added using either MicroSD 
Flash or via the SATA interface provided by the board. The 
provision of two independent display interfaces allows 
deployment in applications requiring different content to 
be served to different users.

Small form factor modules

PROTEUS

 › 1.6GHz Intel Atom CPU, up to 1GB RAM, up to 4GB Flash
 › Storage expansion via MicroSD and SATA
 › Dual display channels, Ethernet, serial, and USB interfaces
 › 2x PCI Express sockets for expansion, e.g. Wi-Fi, GPRS, 3G, optional 
GPS, Bluetooth, and ZigBee modules

 › 8-24V DC power supply
 › Windows XP, XP Embedded, Linux pre-installed

FEATURES
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For more information, contact: info.sales@pinnacle.com RSC# 44294 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc

PDSi – Pinnacle Data Systems, Inc.
6600 Port Road • Groveport, OH 43125
Tel: (614) 748-1150 • Fax: (614) 748-1209
www.pinnacle.com

PDSi’s AMD Socket S1 COM Express Module (COMX-S1) is 
a low-cost, compact, embedded computing core with the 
capability to drive a broad range of OEM applications. Built 
around AMD’s x86-based Socket S1 processors, it enables 
64-bit computing at a progression of performance levels 
from the ultra-low-power AMD Sempron™ 2100+ (perfect 
for fanless applications) to the dual-core muscle of the 
AMD Turion™ X2 TL62.

The Computer-On-Module design is fully compliant with 
PICMG COM Express Type 2 specifi cations, offering a large 
variety of interfaces to cover the needs of most embed-
ded applications. The AMD M690/SB600 chipset provides 
I/O versatility, with interfaces for high-speed data, audio, 
high-resolution graphics, and more. PDSi’s companion 
COM Express Carrier Board (COMX-CB) provides a plug-
and-go platform with physical ports for virtually all of the 
I/O types supported by the COM Express Module.

Small form factor modules

AMD Socket S1 COM Express Module

 › Supports AMD Socket S1 processor family including: AMD 
Turion™ 64 X2 dual-core mobile and Mobile AMD Sempron™

 › Up to 4 GB DDR2 SDRAM
 › Video – Dual channel LVDS, VGA, optional TV-out
 › AC’97 audio interface, optional HD Audio
 › 4 PCI Express interfaces (x8, x1, x1, x1)
 › 8 USB ports
 › 4 SATA II ports
 › 1 Ethernet port (10/100/1000)
 › PICMG COM Express Type 2 compatible pinout
 › MicroATX Carrier Board available for rapid start-up
 › Extended availability assured; third-party integration welcomed

FEATURES
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For more information, contact: EmbeddedComputingSales@Emerson.com RSC# 44163 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc

Emerson Network Power
2900 S. Diablo Way, Suite 190 • Tempe, AZ 85282
1 800 759 1107 or +1 602 438 5720
Emerson.com/EmbeddedComputing

The COMX-CORE Series modules feature Intel® Core™ i5 
and i7 mobile platform dual-core processors (up to 2.5 GHz) 
for high-performance applications. These modules have a 
wide range of interfaces to connect to standard peripherals 
directly or to carrier-mounted I/O.

The COMX-ATOM-420 module features the Intel® Atom™ 
processor N450 at 1.6 GHz for low power consumption and 
improved performance. Designed for use in applications 
that require easy-to-use embedded PC functionality, it has 
a wide range of built-in devices to connect to standard PC 
interfaces.

Innovative embedded motherboards based on new pro-
cessor platforms can help maximize your product life cycle. 
Emerson’s high-quality and stable motherboards are deliv-
ered from outstanding manufacturing facilities and are 
backed by our global service presence.

Small form factor modules

COM Express Modules

COMX-CORE Series
 › Up to 8GB DDR3 memory, onboard USB fl ash
 › Gigabit Ethernet, SATA and USB ports
 › Dual graphics outputs
 › Multiple PCI Express lanes for high-speed expansion

COMX-ATOM-420
 › Up to 2GB DDR2 memory, optional eUSB fl ash
 › Gigabit Ethernet, SATA and PCI Express
 › LVDS graphics for fl at panel displays
 › 8x USB 2.0 interfaces

FEATURES
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For more information, contact: sales@eurotech.com RSC# 44389 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc

EUROTECH

www.eurotech.com

Eurotech’s Catalyst Module LP delivers the latest technolo-
gies based on the Intel® Atom™ platform in the popular 
Catalyst form factor. The Catalyst Module LP is based on 
the Intel Atom N450, D410, and D510 processors, which 
offer both single-core and dual-core capabilities as well as 
the Intel ICH8M companion chip. This latest chipset from 
Intel offers a graphics engine up to 400MHz, high-speed 
I/O, and hyper-threading capabilities.

This combination of technologies makes the Catalyst 
Module LP a powerful embedded module that leverages  
processor capabilities to offer a feature-dense embedded 
solution in the same fanless 67 x 100 mm form factor that 
makes the Eurotech Catalyst product family so powerful. 
With a common footprint, the Catalyst Module LP system 
is easily scalable and allows existing Catalyst Module cus-
tomers to migrate to the new Intel Atom N450, D410, or 
D510 processors in a straightforward, simplifi ed way.

Small form factor modules

Catalyst Module LP

 › High-speed communication and I/O capabilities include 
Gigabit Ethernet, USB 2.0, PCI Express, and much more

 › High-performance graphics including VGA displays, LVDS video, 
and HD audio

 › Memory options up to 2GB of DDR2, SATA, SD/MMC, and Flash
 › Operating system choices for Wind River Linux, Windows Embedded 
Standard, and Windows CE 6.0

 › Drop-in replacement for the original, standard temperature range 
Catalyst Module from Eurotech

FEATURES
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For more information, contact: info.sales@pinnacle.com RSC# 39360 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc

PDSi – Pinnacle Data Systems, Inc.
6600 Port Road • Groveport, OH 43125
Tel: (614) 748-1150 • Fax: (614) 748-1209
www.pinnacle.com

PDSi offers these high-performance dual-display graphics 
modules in both XMC and PMC form factors. Using the ATI 
Radeon™ E2400 graphics controller from AMD, these mod-
ules enable VME, cPCI, and AdvancedTCA systems to take 
full advantage of AMD’s embedded advanced graphics 
technology. They provide simultaneous independent sup-
port of either one digital DVI and one VGA analog display 
or two VGA displays at 32-bit color and up to 2048 x 1536 
resolution.

This module provides the high performance, low power, 
fl exibility, and long life-cycle availability required by many 
real-world embedded applications in industries such as 
military/aerospace, industrial control and instrumentation, 
telecom/datacom, and medical imaging. Contact PDSi for 
more details or special requirements.

Small form factor modules

XMC-E24D/PMC-E24D Dual-Display Graphics Modules

 › Based on ATI Radeon E2400 graphics processor
 › Superior 2D and 3D graphics acceleration
 › On-chip GDDR3 video memory
 › Dual independent high-performance display interfaces
 › DVI-I and analog VGA (full-size connectors)
 › Dual integrated triple 10-bit DACs for dual RGB output
 › Supports analog displays up to QXGA (2048 x 1536)
 › 32-bit color depth
 › Low-power 65 nm design
 › Customization and third-party integration welcomed; extended 
availability assured

FEATURES
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For more information, contact: Sales@VersaLogic.com RSC# 44657 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc

VersaLogic Corp.
4211 West 11th Ave. • Eugene, OR 97402
541-485-8575 • 1-800-824-3163 • info@versalogic.com
www.VersaLogic.com/wild

The Wildcat is an embedded Single Board Computer (SBC) 
featuring an Intel® Core™2 Duo processor. Based on the 
PCI-104 industry standard form factor, the Wildcat sup-
ports the PCI stackable expansion bus in a 4.21" by 3.78" 
footprint.

With its combination of ultra-high performance (up to 
2.26 GHz), mid-range power consumption (19.5 W typi-
cal), ruggedness, and compact size, the Wildcat is an 
ideal embedded computer solution for medical, security, 
defense, transportation, and industrial markets.

Potential applications include fl ight navigation, guidance 
systems, and evolving applications that rely on fast on-
board processing of large amounts of data.

Small form factor modules

High-performance Wildcat PC/104-sized SBC

 › Intel Core 2 Duo processor (2.26 GHz)
 › PCI stackable bus
 › High-performance video
 › Gigabit Ethernet
 › DDR3 RAM (up to 4 GB)
 › USB 2.0 (4 ports)
 › Serial I/O (1 port)
 › Dual SATA interface
 › HD audio support
 › MiniBlade fl ash socket
 › Extended temp. version

FEATURES
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For more information, contact: sales@VersaLogic.com RSC# 42572 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc

VersaLogic Corp.
4211 West 11th Ave. • Eugene, OR 97402
541-485-8575 • 1-800-824-3163 • info@versalogic.com
www.VersaLogic.com/oce

The Ocelot is a compact, rugged, Single Board Computer 
(SBC) that features Intel’s 45 nm Z5xx Atom processor 
designed specifi cally for embedded applications. This com-
pact SUMIT-104 SBC is ideal for defense, aerospace, medi-
cal device, robotics, and factory automation applications 
where high-performance, fanless, extended temperature 
operation is required.

Based on the industry-standard PC/104 footprint, the 
Ocelot features the SUMIT expansion interface. This pro-
vides OEMs with a stackable multi-board expansion inter-
face that supports both high- and low-speed signals. This 
simplifi es adding both standard and custom I/O boards to 
the system. The Ocelot’s expansion interfaces include PCIe, 
USB, LPC, SPI, and SMBus, as well as ISA bus support for 
PC/104 modules.

Small form factor modules

Ocelot SUMIT-104 SBC with Intel® Atom™ Z5xx processor

 › SUMIT-104 form factor
 › Intel Atom processor Z5xx (1.6 GHz)
 › High-performance video
 › Gigabit Ethernet
 › DDR2 RAM (up to 2 GB)
 › USB 2.0 (3 ports)
 › Serial I/O (4 ports)
 › IDE interface
 › HD audio
 › Disk on Module fl ash socket
 › Fanless operation, extended temp. version

FEATURES
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For more information, contact: sales@wolf.ca RSC# 44665 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc

Wolf Industrial Systems Inc.
5 Foxfire Chase, Uxbridge, Ontario, Canada L9P1R4
Toll free: (800) 931-4114 • Fax: (905) 852-1735
www.wolf.ca/products

Revolutionary new MXM 3.0 extended temperature 
architecture from Wolf enables Military and Aerospace 
replacement GPU system upgrades.
Wolf offers three new extended temperature and high 
shock & vibration MXM 3.0 E4690 based video graphic 
boards including a: Frame grabber, b: Video input and out-
put, and c: Video output only products, all designed for 
extended life operation and 5-plus years of availability for 
military, aerospace, industrial and medical OEMs.

Wolf’s modular MXM 3.0 Graphic processor boards are 
part of an ongoing roadmap, which allows OEMs to 
upgrade their fi rst generation products with an easily 
plugged in module. Wolf is committed to offering the 
latest generation of embedded graphic processors in 
MXM 3.0 architecture with Mil-810 environmental: Shock, 
Vibration and Extended Temperature Operation. Please 
visit www.wolf.ca/products.

Small form factor modules

MXM 3.0 GPU upgrades

 › Plug-in high performance video upgrade for OEMs
 › 10x faster 2D & 3D rendering than previous generation
 › 28 combinations of dual independent video outputs
 › 19 combinations of dual independent video inputs
 › Low CPU utilization and brilliant picture quality
 › Extended temp -40°C to +85°C operating environment
 › Embedded memory version of AMD E4690 (512MB) graphics chip
 › Reduced power modes and improved conductive cooling

FEATURES
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For more information, contact: info.sales@pinnacle.com RSC# 39360 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc

PDSi – Pinnacle Data Systems, Inc.
6600 Port Road • Groveport, OH 43125
Tel: (614) 748-1150 • Fax: (614) 748-1209
www.pinnacle.com

PDSi offers these high-performance dual-display graphics 
modules in both XMC and PMC form factors. Using the ATI 
Radeon™ E2400 graphics controller from AMD, these mod-
ules enable VME, cPCI, and AdvancedTCA systems to take 
full advantage of AMD’s embedded advanced graphics 
technology. They provide simultaneous independent sup-
port of either one digital DVI and one VGA analog display 
or two VGA displays at 32-bit color and up to 2048 x 1536 
resolution.

This module provides the high performance, low power, 
fl exibility, and long life-cycle availability required by many 
real-world embedded applications in industries such as 
military/aerospace, industrial control and instrumentation, 
telecom/datacom, and medical imaging. Contact PDSi for 
more details or special requirements.

Small form factor modules

XMC-E24D/PMC-E24D Dual-Display Graphics Modules

 › Based on ATI Radeon E2400 graphics processor
 › Superior 2D and 3D graphics acceleration
 › On-chip GDDR3 video memory
 › Dual independent high-performance display interfaces
 › DVI-I and analog VGA (full-size connectors)
 › Dual integrated triple 10-bit DACs for dual RGB output
 › Supports analog displays up to QXGA (2048 x 1536)
 › 32-bit color depth
 › Low-power 65 nm design
 › Customization and third-party integration welcomed; extended 
availability assured

FEATURES
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For more information, contact: Sales@VersaLogic.com RSC# 44657 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc

VersaLogic Corp.
4211 West 11th Ave. • Eugene, OR 97402
541-485-8575 • 1-800-824-3163 • info@versalogic.com
www.VersaLogic.com/wild

The Wildcat is an embedded Single Board Computer (SBC) 
featuring an Intel® Core™2 Duo processor. Based on the 
PCI-104 industry standard form factor, the Wildcat sup-
ports the PCI stackable expansion bus in a 4.21" by 3.78" 
footprint.

With its combination of ultra-high performance (up to 
2.26 GHz), mid-range power consumption (19.5 W typi-
cal), ruggedness, and compact size, the Wildcat is an 
ideal embedded computer solution for medical, security, 
defense, transportation, and industrial markets.

Potential applications include fl ight navigation, guidance 
systems, and evolving applications that rely on fast on-
board processing of large amounts of data.

Small form factor modules

High-performance Wildcat PC/104-sized SBC

 › Intel Core 2 Duo processor (2.26 GHz)
 › PCI stackable bus
 › High-performance video
 › Gigabit Ethernet
 › DDR3 RAM (up to 4 GB)
 › USB 2.0 (4 ports)
 › Serial I/O (1 port)
 › Dual SATA interface
 › HD audio support
 › MiniBlade fl ash socket
 › Extended temp. version

FEATURES
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For more information, contact: sales@atpinc.com RSC# 44668 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc

ATP Electronics, Inc.
750 North Mary Avenue • Sunnyvale, CA 94085
408-732-5000
www.atpinc.com

ATP offers a complete line of Industrial Grade SD form fac-
tors and CompactFlash memory cards designed for use in 
harsh mobile environments and applications.

A true manufacturer, ATP has the ability to tune and opti-
mize all Industrial Grade memory cards for usage in your 
applications with options such as security fl ash encryption 
technologies and custom settings for specifi c interface 
modes.

All ATP Industrial Grade products are fully tested in vari-
ous operating system and hardware environments, includ-
ing the leading enterprise mobility handhelds and rugged 
computing systems. In addition, ATP’s “our lab is your lab” 
policy allows for system-level testing on customer-specifi c 
hardware or software applications, an especially impor-
tant factor to determine predictable NAND fl ash lifetime 
and reliability.

 Storage hardware

ATP Industrial Grade Flash Memory Cards

 › Wide operating temperature and advanced wear leveling/ECC/block 
management technology. 

 › SnS (Smart and Secure) for data encryption with hardware-level 
copy protection and X1 technology for secure partitioning.

 › ATP supply chain services including controlled BOMs upon 
qualifi cation, fi nished product-level and component-level safety 
stock, quarterly advance notice of PCNs, and fl exible worldwide 
logistics support.

 › Pre-screen SLC NAND fl ash components and wide operating 
temperature -40°C to +85°C.

FEATURES
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For more information, contact: sales@atpinc.com RSC# 44666 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc

ATP Electronics, Inc.
750 North Mary Avenue • Sunnyvale, CA 94085
408-732-5000
www.atpinc.com

ATP offers a complete line of Industrial Grade NAND fl ash 
SSD products for hard drive replacement mass storage 
applications and smaller density embedded module SSDs 
for boot applications.

Using a suite of security technologies, ATP is an industry 
leader in offering secure content distribution solutions.

All ATP Industrial Grade products are fully tested in various 
operating system and hardware environments. In addi-
tion, ATP’s “our lab is your lab” policy allows for system-
level testing on customer-specifi c hardware or software 
applications, an especially important factor to determine 
predictable NAND fl ash lifetime and reliability.

Storage hardware

ATP Industrial Grade SSDs with X1 Technology

 › Wide operating temperature and advanced wear leveling/ECC/block 
management technology. 

 › SnS (Smart and Secure) for data encryption with hardware-level 
copy protection and X1 technology for secure partitioning.

 › ATP supply chain services including controlled BOMs upon 
qualifi cation, fi nished product-level and component-level safety 
stock, quarterly advance notice of PCNs, and fl exible worldwide 
logistics support.

 › Pre-screen SLC NAND fl ash components and wide operating 
temperature -40°C to +85°C.

FEATURES
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For more information, contact: literature@sst.com RSC# 44667 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc

Silicon Storage Technology, Inc. (SST)
1020 Kifer Road • Sunnyvale, CA 94086
408-735-9110
www.sst.com/products

The award-winning NANDrive™ solid-state drive is an 
embedded, small form factor BGA packaged device. Com-
patible with various microprocessors, the highly scalable 
(same footprint across all capacities) NANDrive is available 
in a wide capacity range – up to 16 GB now with higher 
capacities coming soon. With built-in, fi eld-upgradable 
fl ash management fi rmware, NANDrive enables fast time-
to-market and low development costs. Additionally, this 
fully managed solid-state drive can lower the total cost 
of ownership by avoiding downtimes caused by the fail-
ure susceptibility of mechanical hard disk drives. Given 
the long design cycles and regulatory approval processes 
of industrial and medical equipment, the NANDrive solid-
state drive provides distinct and tangible advantages to 
equipment designers over other storage options.

Storage hardware

NANDrive™ Solid-State Drive

 › High-reliability, high-endurance, rugged solid-state drive
 › Industrial SLC NANDrive: -40°C to +85°C
 › Small package size: 12mm x 24mm
 › Ease of integration: No additional host software required
 › Capacities: 512 MB to 16 GB

FEATURES
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For more information, contact: info.sales@pinnacle.com RSC# 41871 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc

PDSi – Pinnacle Data Systems, Inc.
6600 Port Road • Groveport, OH 43125
Tel: (614) 748-1150 • Fax: (614) 748-1209
www.pinnacle.com

PDSi’s SATA XMC Storage Module (XMC-SD18) offers 
high-capacity SATA storage using compact 1.8" Hard Disk 
Drives (HDDs) or Solid State Drives (SSDs). Whether con-
fi gured with an economical rotating HDD or highly shock-
resistant SSD, this low-profi le module fi ts comfortably into 
VITA 42.3-compatible VME, CompactPCI®, AdvancedTCA®, 
and PCI Express processor boards with an XMC mezzanine 
card interface.

The onboard 4-port SATA controller provides an additional 
drive interface through the front connector with two more 
drives controllable through the board’s rear I/O.

Critical military and aerospace applications will appreciate 
the high operating shock resistance (1000+ G) and high 
MTBF (over 1 million hours) when confi guring this XMC 
with the latest solid state drive technology from Intel.

Storage hardware

XMC-SD18 SATA HDD or SSD Storage Card

 › High-capacity 1.8" SATA storage XMC
 › Low-cost rotating HDD for normal uses
 › Rugged SSD for high shock and vibration
 › Featuring Intel advanced SSD technology
 › 3 additional SATA channels (1 front, 2 rear)
 › Windows and Linux support
 › VITA XMC-compliant interfaces for high bandwidth
 › RoHS compliant
 › Customization and third-party integration welcomed; extended 
availability assured

FEATURES
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For more information, contact: sales@atpinc.com RSC# 44668 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc

ATP Electronics, Inc.
750 North Mary Avenue • Sunnyvale, CA 94085
408-732-5000
www.atpinc.com

ATP offers a complete line of Industrial Grade SD form fac-
tors and CompactFlash memory cards designed for use in 
harsh mobile environments and applications.

A true manufacturer, ATP has the ability to tune and opti-
mize all Industrial Grade memory cards for usage in your 
applications with options such as security fl ash encryption 
technologies and custom settings for specifi c interface 
modes.

All ATP Industrial Grade products are fully tested in vari-
ous operating system and hardware environments, includ-
ing the leading enterprise mobility handhelds and rugged 
computing systems. In addition, ATP’s “our lab is your lab” 
policy allows for system-level testing on customer-specifi c 
hardware or software applications, an especially impor-
tant factor to determine predictable NAND fl ash lifetime 
and reliability.

 Storage hardware

ATP Industrial Grade Flash Memory Cards

 › Wide operating temperature and advanced wear leveling/ECC/block 
management technology. 

 › SnS (Smart and Secure) for data encryption with hardware-level 
copy protection and X1 technology for secure partitioning.

 › ATP supply chain services including controlled BOMs upon 
qualifi cation, fi nished product-level and component-level safety 
stock, quarterly advance notice of PCNs, and fl exible worldwide 
logistics support.

 › Pre-screen SLC NAND fl ash components and wide operating 
temperature -40°C to +85°C.

FEATURES
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For more information, contact: sales@atpinc.com RSC# 44666 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc

ATP Electronics, Inc.
750 North Mary Avenue • Sunnyvale, CA 94085
408-732-5000
www.atpinc.com

ATP offers a complete line of Industrial Grade NAND fl ash 
SSD products for hard drive replacement mass storage 
applications and smaller density embedded module SSDs 
for boot applications.

Using a suite of security technologies, ATP is an industry 
leader in offering secure content distribution solutions.

All ATP Industrial Grade products are fully tested in various 
operating system and hardware environments. In addi-
tion, ATP’s “our lab is your lab” policy allows for system-
level testing on customer-specifi c hardware or software 
applications, an especially important factor to determine 
predictable NAND fl ash lifetime and reliability.

Storage hardware

ATP Industrial Grade SSDs with X1 Technology

 › Wide operating temperature and advanced wear leveling/ECC/block 
management technology. 

 › SnS (Smart and Secure) for data encryption with hardware-level 
copy protection and X1 technology for secure partitioning.

 › ATP supply chain services including controlled BOMs upon 
qualifi cation, fi nished product-level and component-level safety 
stock, quarterly advance notice of PCNs, and fl exible worldwide 
logistics support.

 › Pre-screen SLC NAND fl ash components and wide operating 
temperature -40°C to +85°C.

FEATURES
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Networking

We presented a brief overview of G.hn 
technology in our Consumer Electronics 
Show audio blog earlier this year. Here’s an 
expanded look at what this technology means 
for developers of home electronics that need 
multimedia connections.

Today, home networking is reaching 
beyond computers to TVs, phones, and 
even consumer appliances. Networks 
are expanding to include more entertain-
ment content from TV service providers 
or the Internet via Netflix, Hulu, and 
iTunes. In addition, networks are con-
necting to smart home control systems 
that monitor security, optimize energy 
consumption, and provide feedback on 
the home’s general health. 

Making the connected smart home a reality 
involves many challenges. All of the elec-
tronic devices and appliances in a home 
must be able to “speak” with one another. 
In other words, the truly connected smart 
home must be a standardized home.

G.hn is quickly emerging as the technology 
for the job. By using G.hn, designers will 
overcome current interoperability issues to 
create a smart, connected home. G.hn will 
also enable new services and lower the 
cost of deploying home networking.

The next generation of home 
networking
G.hn is the International Telecom-
munication Union (ITU) recommenda-
tion for home entertainment networking 
over wires that already exist in the home: 
phone line, coaxial cable, and power line. 
The ITU, which is developing G.hn with 
major service providers, device manu-
facturers, silicon vendors, and software 
developers worldwide, is creating this 
next-generation recommendation to solve 
the challenge of enabling devices and 
appliances to communicate. IP-enabled 
devices will use the same protocol to talk 
over all three media at data rates of up to  
1 Gbps. The recommendation also fea-
tures remote management, quality of 

service, and coexistence with networks 
and services sharing the same medium.

G.hn is a unified PHY/MAC layer tech-
nology that can be applied to all media. 
It opens the doors to advanced capabili-
ties that are not available through existing 
technologies and enables users to imple-
ment products that can choose the best 
available medium and path – those with 
the least interference from other networks 
and services. In fact, the G.hn recom-
mendation includes remedies that enable 
the actual spectral usage to be inferred 
without requiring customer or installer 
intervention. G.hn also bridges traffic 
and includes relaying capabilities that 
increase wall-to-wall coverage through-
out the home.

Products with multiple ports can eas-
ily enable service delivery from one 
medium to another medium. A ser-
vice can be received by a G.hn trans-
ceiver over the coaxial cable and then 

G.hn: The key to the connected home 
By Reuven Franco
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Networking
retransmitted over a different medium 
via a different port (shown in Figure 1) 
using the same technology. 
[Figure 1 | The G.hn chip for home networking enables the delivery of video, voice, and data over existing wires in the home: phone line, coaxial cable, and power line.]

The G.hn recommendation addresses 
technical issues on the PHY and MAC 
layers of chips that deliver home net-
working features. ITU Recommendation 
G.9960, which specifies the G.hn physi-
cal layer and architecture, was approved 
in October 2009. ITU Recommendation 
G.9961, which specifies the data link 
layer, is expected to be approved in mid 
2010. Products with embedded G.hn 
chips are projected to be available in early 
to mid 2011. The HomeGrid Forum, a 
global nonprofit trade group promoting 
G.hn for next-generation home network-
ing, is supporting the ITU’s endeavors.

Better communication, more 
bandwidth, new services
G.hn not only extends interoperabil-
ity across a wide range of IP-enabled 
devices, it also promises more band-
width, which in turn helps service pro-
viders offer enhanced Internet Protocol 
Television (IPTV) and triple-play ser-
vices to end users. These offerings have 
been critical to telcos in their battle 
against the cable companies, and vice 
versa. Satellite companies also benefit 
from home networking functionality. 
And, as more power utilities bring fiber 
to the home, more users are demanding a 
cost-effective way to stream data, voice, 
and video within the home, to enable not 
only IPTV and triple-play services, but 
also smart energy applications. 

Figure 1 | The G.hn chip for home networking enables the delivery of video, 
voice, and data over existing wires in the home: phone line, coaxial cable, 

and power line.
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Networking
With more connected devices, it makes 
sense that home networks need more 
bandwidth. More bandwidth also creates 
a fatter pipe for new applications such as 
3DTV, ultra-HDTV, telepresence, tele-
medicine, cloud computing, and more. 
Although carriers are bringing ample 
bandwidth to the home, they still need a 
high-bandwidth highway for distributing 
their content throughout the home, from 
device to device. 

One way to create a highway that connects 
these devices is with CAT-5, the most obvi-
ous broadband medium. However, laying 
CAT-5 wires is cumbersome, expensive, 
and time-consuming. As the number of 
network-enabled devices increases, laying 
CAT-5 will become increasingly imprac-
tical and unsightly. By networking over 
existing wires – phone line, coaxial cable, 
and power line – G.hn reduces installation 
time and cost while increasing bandwidth 
by creating a digital highway over every 
kind of wire in the home.

To meet the demand for bandwidth and 
enable low-cost devices (smart meters, 
dimmer switches, and more), the G.hn 
recommendation supports scalable band-
widths of 25 MHz, 50 MHz, 100 MHz, 
and even 200 MHz when operating over 
coax in the RF range. Higher bandwidths 
are interoperable with lower bandwidths; 
therefore, products that support different 
bandwidths can still belong to the same 
network. Other existing wireline technol-
ogies currently on the market use band-
widths of 30 MHz and 50 MHz. G.hn’s 
extended bandwidths enable rates that are 
2-4 times faster than existing technolo-
gies. Higher rates are usually associated 
with wider bandwidth. The G.hn rec-
ommendation includes many additional 
components that improve medium utili-
zation efficiency and thus enable higher 
rates. As an example, G.hn uses a true 
multicast scheme, which saves band-
width compared to using multiple unicast 
schemes or extending the transmission 
time if using a predefined low-bit loading. 

Multicast is the ability to send a single 
frame to a group of receivers (a multicast 
group) with a common bit loading. True 
multicast also means that G.hn is capable 
of splitting the transmission into several 

streams when the common bit loading is 
not efficient. Each stream can be transmit-
ted to more than one receiver. The G.hn 
scheme for acknowledging multicasts is 
advanced because it accommodates the 
size of the group. When the group is rela-
tively small, each receiver can acknowl-
edge explicitly and selectively. For a 
large group, a single short time period is 
allocated. Therefore, each receiver can 
acknowledge negatively during this time; 
hence, efficiency is high. Non-G.hn tech-
nologies, however, use an acknowledg-
ment mechanism per receiver no matter 
what the size of the group is (which is not 
efficient for large groups) or use a single 
proxy receiver to represent the entire 
group. This is unreliable because the proxy 
receiver might experience interference 
that is different from other receivers.

Embracing smart energy
Various technical and economic trends 
are making the universal acceptance 
of G.hn critical. For example, the 
move toward smart energy necessitates 
IP-enabled meters that can communicate 
with television sets and other appliances 
throughout the home. Without G.hn, 
these devices will continue to operate 
according to different protocols and over 
different media, causing interference and 
other issues. Universal acceptance of this 
recommendation, on the other hand, will 
increase the bandwidth and interoper-
ability needed to enable communication 
among smart meters and the end devices 
whose energy consumption they mea-
sure. For instance, end users might want 
to view their energy consumption on a 
flat-screen TV, a feature enabled by their 
smart meter, television set-top box, and 
the wires connecting these devices. 

To be truly smart grid-ready, G.hn 
devices need to be low power, an attribute 
achieved by a sleep or standby mode that 
kicks in when digital traffic falls below 
a certain threshold. The G.hn-based 
network has a domain master, the trans-
ceiver, which manages the network. It 
issues a sleep or wake-up call according 
to different criteria. 

A very real dream home
G.hn will make the deployment of 
connected home networks easy and 

do-it-yourself. Most G.hn products will 
be plug-and-play and available for pur-
chase at retail stores. Consumers will 
enjoy more choices in configuring their 
home networks because G.hn will allow 
them to exploit any existing outlet – 
phone, coax, or power – in every room 
of their house. They won’t have to hire 
a technician to rearrange, rewire, and 
reprogram. In effect, G.hn will make end 
users the masters of their domains.

With G.hn, every device doesn’t need 
the same complexity and cost. They are 
all interoperable, which leads to one of 
G.hn’s biggest benefits: economies of 
scale. Having a single, standardized home 
networking recommendation will offer 
wide acceptance of compatible devices. 
Furthermore, competition among ven-
dors supplying G.hn-enabled devices will 
drive prices down.

For consumers, carriers, and others in 
the industry, G.hn spells win-win for the 
next generation. In the next 18 months, 
the home network will broaden to include 
more devices while maintaining a har-
monious atmosphere, where connected 
devices communicate effectively with 
each other over existing wires in the home. 
G.hn chips will provide the bandwidth 
necessary for futuristic entertainment and 
smart energy applications, achievable with 
self-install hardware.     IES 

Reuven Franco is G.hn 
product manager of the 
Home Connectivity 
Business Unit at Sigma 
Designs, Inc. He was 
formerly a product line 
manager at CopperGate 

Communications Ltd., which was 
acquired by Sigma in 2009. Reuven has 
been active in ITU’s G.hn and G.9954 
(HomePNA 3.1) work groups. He also 
worked at STMicroelectronics, where he 
dealt with SHDSL, ADSL, and VDSL 
technologies. Reuven received his MBA 
from Edinburgh Business School at 
Heriot-Watt University and graduated 
from The Technion – Israel Institute of 
Technology with BS (Cum Laude) and 
MS degrees in Electrical Engineering.

Sigma Designs 
408-262-9003  |  www.sigmadesigns.com
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Networking

One of the easier solutions for the smart grid 
is to put the connectivity into the hands of 
cellular technology, but the bleeding edge 
is not necessarily required. Kurt presents 
some considerations for choosing the right 
hardware to design a smart grid system with 
cellular technologies.

The U.S. Department of Energy defines 
the smart grid as the system that delivers 
electricity from suppliers to consumers 
using digital technology to save energy, 
reduce costs, and increase reliability and 
transparency. 

To ensure the growth and viability of the 
smart grid, companies must successfully 
deploy embedded technologies with reli-
able and low-cost two-way communica-
tions. Cellular networks have become the 
common solution for an easily deployed, 
ubiquitous network. Effectively incorpo-
rating cellular technologies into embed-
ded solutions is the foundation for con-
necting the smart grid. 

Data leads to control
The smart grid comprises several end-to-
end operational components connecting 
power-generation plants to consumers. 
The full value of the smart grid will even-
tually be realized by integrating the tech-
nology behind every component to merge 
data for a complete view of load manage-
ment and control. Figure 1 shows a simpli-
fied illustration of the smart grid.
[Figure 1 | The smart grid of the future is self-correcting as electricity travels between the supplier and the consumer.]

Electricity generation, transmission, 
and distribution are automated based on 
calculated demand derived from moni-
toring usage and adjusting the electric 
supply from generators. However, the 
smart grid of the future is self-sustaining 
and self-correcting as electricity travels 
between the supplier and the consumer, 
balancing flow in real time while offer-
ing consumers greater control of their 
energy use.

The drawbacks of simple reading
Automatic Meter Reading (AMR) sys-
tems automate the billing process and 
eliminate the need and expense of having 
meter counters walk from house to house. 
AMR systems are available based on var-
ious proprietary technologies, and each is 
a stand-alone system separate from oper-
ations. Built mostly to minimize cost, 
these meters provide very simplistic data 
sets. Figure 2 shows a cross-section of the 
technologies deployed prior to the smart 
grid concept. 
[Figure 2 | Prior to the smart grid concept, technologies used in the electricity grid could not connect in real time.]

Disadvantages of these systems include a 
lack of real-time connectivity, infrequent 
data collection (once a day or less), a 
proprietary communication network, and 
a closed architecture not built on open 
standards.

Getting real in real time
The top rationales for smart grid imple-
mentation are to establish connectivity, 
enable smart meters, simplify opera-
tions, and reduce costs for power compa-
nies and consumers. Due to the typical 

Connecting the ‘smart’ in the smart grid  
By Kurt Hochanadel

Figure 1 | The smart grid of the future is self-correcting as electricity travels 
between the supplier and the consumer.

Figure 2 | Prior to the smart grid concept, technologies used in the 
electricity grid could not connect in real time.
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Networking
hub-and-spoke topology, the technology 
selected for use at a concentrator site that 
connects to a geographical area of smart 
meters is important. These networks 
consist of spread spectrum radio, private 
RF, power line carrier, mesh network-
ing, and other technologies that allow for 
real-time connectivity and control. These 
technologies do not require monthly fees 
and are generally a fixed-cost solution, 
with ongoing maintenance requiring little 
construction and build-out.   

The second area of focus is the communi-
cation that transpires during the handoff 
to the grid at the gateway, edge control-
ler, or concentrator. The design is crucial 
to system performance, and costs must 
simultaneously be minimized to make the 
smart grid viable. These communications 
must be two-way, based on open stan-
dards, secure, low cost, easy to deploy, 
and ubiquitous.

If there is no communication backbone 
available from a local substation or a stub 
on a private network, other technologies 
meet the requirements, including DSL or 
cable modem, IP radio, and cellular.

DSL or cable modems work but pose 
some problems with uptime and reliabil-
ity. Cost is also an issue, and both require 
copper or cable connectivity to run to the 
endpoint, which can entail costly trench-
ing and right-of-way issues for instal-
lation. IP radio is another option, but 
installing towers is expensive and main-
tenance costs are high.

Cellular communication is the ideal 
choice for ubiquitous IP networking, 
with simple installation and low mainte-
nance costs. Cellular coverage is excel-
lent because it corresponds to population 
concentrations, meaning there is power 
where there are people. Advances in 
IP cellular technology and competitive 
pricing among carriers as an expanding 
revenue stream aside from voice commu-
nication create an ideal environment for 
the smart grid. The smart grid typically 
combines the last mile of connectivity 
to smart meters through a private radio 
network into the edge gateway, providing 
the entry point to the cellular networks, as 
depicted in Figure 3.
[Figure 3 | Cellular networks are typically connected to the smart grid through a private radio network in the edge gateway.]

Using cellular communication offers 
many benefits, including:

■■ Installation: The plug-and-
play or bolt-on-wall installation 
of cellular technology is 
simple and nonintrusive.

■■ Networking:■Cellular provides 
private or public TCP/IP networks 
with connectivity either to the 
Internet or through private 
backhauls to the carrier. Routing, 
security, and virtual private network 
technologies such as IPsec and 
tunneling provide the open two-way 
communications standard required.

■■ Availability: More than 95 
percent of consumers reside within 
cellular network coverage.

■■ Pricing: Leveraging the carriers and 
large quantities of devices based 

on the data requirements results 
in a price-competitive solution.

■■ Maintenance:■Cellular 
communication is robust and has 
been tested over time to provide 
a solid networking solution that 
needs little maintenance.

Cellular implementation strategies
Several important factors must be consid-
ered when choosing the correct hardware 
path to design a smart grid system with 
cellular technologies. Whereas making 
the best selection of cellular technol-
ogy leads to long product life cycles and 
shortened deployment time, making a 
mistake leads to potential redesigns and 
expensive cellular network certifications 
that delay system development. 

Cellular networks consist of several tech-
nologies with their own limitations or 
features. GSM and CDMA are two cur-
rent platforms to consider, each with mul-
tiple technology implementations based 
on their development over time increas-
ing throughput. Table 1 shows variants of 
these two platforms.

GSM CDMA

GPRS cdmaOne

EDGE CDMA2000/1xRTT

HSDPA/UMTS EV-DO Rev A

Table 1 | Designers can consider 
GSM and CDMA and their variants 

as cellular platforms that can be 
used to connect the smart grid.

Data throughput needs in the smart grid 
are relatively low, but designers must con-
sider longevity, device management, and 
scaling the solution if data needs grow. 
From a cost standpoint, the greater the 
speed and latest technology, the higher 
the initial cost of the hardware. However, 
understanding the maintenance of cellu-
lar devices such as updating the preferred 
roaming list map and other features can 
require a physical presence for older plat-
forms. These changes can be done over 
the air on newer modules, reducing ongo-
ing system support.   

Figure 3 | Cellular networks are typically connected to the smart grid 
through a private radio network in the edge gateway.
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Systems designers also need to consider 
the hardware interface or cellular module 
design. Using a standard interface such a 
Mini PCI Express, connected electrically 
through USB versus a proprietary module, 
is appealing. Although both will work fine, 
the ability to use another manufacturer has 
its advantages, and using custom headers 
can cause some sourcing issues. The cer-
tification process is also important to con-
sider since carriers and standards require 
certification prior to deployment in the 
United States and other countries. The 
certification process can be expensive and 
delay deployment by six to nine months. 
Designers need to work with wireless car-
riers early in the development process to 
receive guidance and eliminate problems 
before they occur. 

Creating the grid with cellular
Connecting the smart grid with cellu-
lar technologies assists in creating an 
advanced network of real-time electric-
ity information. Digitally automating the 
entire power supply system makes the 
grid more reliable and efficient. Cellular 
technology will help grid operators better 
anticipate where problems might develop 
and enable them to precisely manage the 
grid with real-time  information.     IES

Kurt Hochanadel is the 
wireless product manager 
for Eurotech Inc. His 
background includes 
business strategy, IT sys-
tem implementation, and 
operational transforma-

tion. He has significant experience in 
wireless technologies, is recognized in 
the area of SCADA and TCP/IP architec-
ture, and speaks at global energy confer-
ences. He has more than 15 years of 
industrial communication and product 
development experience within the 
energy and utility markets and holds  
a BS in Electrical Engineering from 
Kansas State University. 

Eurotech
913-549-1004 
kurt.hochanadel@eurotech.com  
www.eurotech.com 
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For more information, contact: wfi nfo@annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems
190 Admiral Cochrane Drive, Suite 130 • Annapolis, MD 21401   
410-841-2514
www.annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems Inc.’s FPGA-based WILDSTAR fam-
ily provides 24 SFPDP channels per VME slot. 

The Annapolis SFPDP cards (UNI3 or UNI6) come with an 
easy-to-use Serial FPDP interface supporting up to 12 lanes 
of 2.5 Gb full duplex data. Three frame types are supported: 
Normal Data Fiber Frame, Sync Without Data Fiber Frame, 
and Sync with Data Fiber Frame in Point-to-Point Mode.

The card has three individually confi gurable, industry-
standard 4X connectors, providing four lanes per connector, 
with dedicated signal conditioners to ensure clean commu-
nication. It supports up to 7.5 GB full duplex per I/O card and 
a wide variety of readily available copper and fi ber cables. 

Up to two serial I/O cards and two LVDS I/O cards can reside 
on each WILDSTAR 4 or WILDSTAR 5 VME/VXS main board, 
with half that number for the PCI-X or PCIe. The SFPDP card 
(UNI6) supports RocketIO protocol at up to 75 Gb full duplex 
per I/O card, three ports of 10G full duplex Infi niBand per 
I/O card, or 10G full duplex Ethernet per I/O card.

No other FPGA board vendor can match the volume of 
data we can send straight into the heart of the process-
ing elements and then straight back out again. An FPGA-
based high-performance processing engine thrives on data 
streaming in and out at high rates of speed. The FPGAs 
should be part of a balanced and unifi ed system architec-
ture, providing maximum performance, with memory, pro-
cessing power, and I/O speeds designed and integrated for 
performance, scalability, and growth. 

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.’s WILDSTAR 4 (Xilinx Virtex-4 
based) and WILDSTAR 5 (Xilinx Virtex-5 based) families of 
FPGA-based processing boards also support an extensive set 
of extremely high-quality A/D and D/A boards. 

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. is a world leader in high-
performance COTS FPGA-based processing for radar, sonar, 
SIGINT, ELINT, Digital Signal Processing, FFTs, communica-
tions, software radio, encryption, image processing, pro-
totyping, text processing, and other processing-intensive 
applications.

Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products 
and for our unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the 
customer’s applications succeed. 

Wired networking

SFPDP UNI6 I/O

 › Three individually confi gurable 4X connectors – four lanes per 
connector

 › Up to four 2.5 Gb full duplex Serial FPDP ports per connector
 › Up to 25 Gb full duplex RocketIO per connector
 › Up to 10 Gb full duplex Infi niBand per connector
 › Up to 10 Gb full duplex Ethernet per connector
 › Optional onboard oscillators for other line rates like Fibre Channel
 › I/O card plugs onto WILDSTAR 4 or 5 VME/VXS/IBM Blade Chassis/
PCI-X/PCI Express main board

 › JTAG, ChipScope, and Serial Port access
 › Proactive thermal management system. Available in both 
commercial and industrial temperature grades

 › Includes one-year hardware warranty, software updates, and 
customer support

 › We offer training and exceptional special application development 
support, as well as more conventional customer support

 › Full CoreFire Board Support Package for fast, easy application 
development

 › VHDL model, including source code for hardware interfaces

FEATURES

RSC# 35968 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc
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For more information, contact: wfi nfo@annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems
190 Admiral Cochrane Drive, Suite 130 • Annapolis, MD 21401
410-841-2514
www.annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. is a world leader in high-
performance COTS FPGA-based processing for radar, sonar, 
SIGINT, ELINT, Digital Signal Processing, FFTs, communica-
tions, software radio, encryption, image processing, pro-
totyping, text processing, and other processing-intensive 
applications.

The Annapolis Tri XFP I/O Card, which works with the 
WILDSTAR 4/5 Family Architecture, has three 10 Gb 
individually confi gured XFP connectors, each with its 
own XAUI to XFI converter. Industry-standard plug-
gable fi ber optic transceivers can be purchased from 
Annapolis or from other vendors. The Tri XFP provides 
up to 30 Gb full duplex I/O directly between the out-
side world and the RocketIO pins on the Xilinx Virtex-II 
Pro or Virtex-4 I/O FPGA on the WILDSTAR 4 main board. 
No other vendor provides that volume of data straight
into the heart of the processing elements and then back 
out again.

Two I/O cards can reside on each WILDSTAR 4 or 
WILDSTAR 5 VXS or PCI-X/PCI Express board, with up to 30 
million user reprogrammable gates.

The Tri XFP card will support 10 Gb Ethernet, 10 Gb 
Fibre Channel, and OC-192. Although the protocols 
will be provided as black box solutions with few modi-
fi cations by users allowed, more adventurous users
who choose to develop their own communications 
protocols from the basics already have access to all
the board resources through VHDL source for the inter-
faces to SRAM, signal conditioners, LAD bus, I/O bus, 
and PPC Flash. CoreFire™ users will have the usual
CoreFire Board Support Package.

The Tri XFP is the fi rst of many I/O cards Annapolis will 
be releasing for its new WILDSTAR 4/5 Architecture Family, 
which uses Xilinx Virtex-4 and Virtex-5 FPGAs for process-
ing elements. WILDSTAR 4 is the tenth generation of Xilinx 
FPGA processing-based COTS boards from Annapolis.

Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products 
and for our unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the 
customer’s applications succeed. We offer training and 
exceptional special application development support, as 
well as more conventional customer support.

Wired networking

Tri XFP I/O Card

 › Up to 10 Gb Full Duplex Ethernet per connector
 › Up to 10 Gb Fibre Channel
 › OC-192
 › Three 10 Gb XFP connectors
 › Accepts industry-standard pluggable transceivers
 › Available in both commercial and industrial temperature grades
 › Includes one-year hardware warranty, software updates, and 
customer support

 › One or two I/O cards fi t on a single WILDSTAR 4/5 processing board
 › New I/O form factor for improved thermal performance
 › First of many WILDSTAR 4/5 Family I/O cards, including superior 
performance A/D, D/A, and additional high-speed
communication cards

 › Save time and effort. Reduce risk with COTS boards and software
 › Achieve world-class performance; WILD solutions outperform
the competition

FEATURES

RSC# 35857 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc
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For more information, contact: wfi nfo@annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems
190 Admiral Cochrane Drive, Suite 130 • Annapolis, MD 21401   
410-841-2514
www.annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems Inc.’s FPGA-based WILDSTAR fam-
ily provides 24 SFPDP channels per VME slot. 

The Annapolis SFPDP cards (UNI3 or UNI6) come with an 
easy-to-use Serial FPDP interface supporting up to 12 lanes 
of 2.5 Gb full duplex data. Three frame types are supported: 
Normal Data Fiber Frame, Sync Without Data Fiber Frame, 
and Sync with Data Fiber Frame in Point-to-Point Mode.

The card has three individually confi gurable, industry-
standard 4X connectors, providing four lanes per connector, 
with dedicated signal conditioners to ensure clean commu-
nication. It supports up to 7.5 GB full duplex per I/O card and 
a wide variety of readily available copper and fi ber cables. 

Up to two serial I/O cards and two LVDS I/O cards can reside 
on each WILDSTAR 4 or WILDSTAR 5 VME/VXS main board, 
with half that number for the PCI-X or PCIe. The SFPDP card 
(UNI6) supports RocketIO protocol at up to 75 Gb full duplex 
per I/O card, three ports of 10G full duplex Infi niBand per 
I/O card, or 10G full duplex Ethernet per I/O card.

No other FPGA board vendor can match the volume of 
data we can send straight into the heart of the process-
ing elements and then straight back out again. An FPGA-
based high-performance processing engine thrives on data 
streaming in and out at high rates of speed. The FPGAs 
should be part of a balanced and unifi ed system architec-
ture, providing maximum performance, with memory, pro-
cessing power, and I/O speeds designed and integrated for 
performance, scalability, and growth. 

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.’s WILDSTAR 4 (Xilinx Virtex-4 
based) and WILDSTAR 5 (Xilinx Virtex-5 based) families of 
FPGA-based processing boards also support an extensive set 
of extremely high-quality A/D and D/A boards. 

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. is a world leader in high-
performance COTS FPGA-based processing for radar, sonar, 
SIGINT, ELINT, Digital Signal Processing, FFTs, communica-
tions, software radio, encryption, image processing, pro-
totyping, text processing, and other processing-intensive 
applications.

Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products 
and for our unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the 
customer’s applications succeed. 

Wired networking

SFPDP UNI6 I/O

 › Three individually confi gurable 4X connectors – four lanes per 
connector

 › Up to four 2.5 Gb full duplex Serial FPDP ports per connector
 › Up to 25 Gb full duplex RocketIO per connector
 › Up to 10 Gb full duplex Infi niBand per connector
 › Up to 10 Gb full duplex Ethernet per connector
 › Optional onboard oscillators for other line rates like Fibre Channel
 › I/O card plugs onto WILDSTAR 4 or 5 VME/VXS/IBM Blade Chassis/
PCI-X/PCI Express main board

 › JTAG, ChipScope, and Serial Port access
 › Proactive thermal management system. Available in both 
commercial and industrial temperature grades

 › Includes one-year hardware warranty, software updates, and 
customer support

 › We offer training and exceptional special application development 
support, as well as more conventional customer support

 › Full CoreFire Board Support Package for fast, easy application 
development

 › VHDL model, including source code for hardware interfaces

FEATURES

RSC# 35968 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc
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Sensing

Energy-harvesting sensors combine best of 
wired and wireless worlds
Q&A with Jim O’Callaghan, President, EnOcean

IES: With all the other possibili-
ties for Wireless Sensor Networks 
(WSNs), what are the reasons design-
ers are telling you as to why they’re 
choosing EnOcean technology?

O’CALLAGHAN:  Developers of 
Building Automation System (BAS) 
solutions tell us they choose EnOcean for 
three main reasons.

The first reason is the technology itself, 
which couples the benefits of a wired sys-
tem (no ongoing maintenance) with the 
flexibility of a wireless system that adapts 
to changing building usage. EnOcean is 
the only wireless technology that can be 
self-powered via energy harvesting. We 
convert ambient energy such as light, 
temperature change, or motion into useful 
electrical power. All other WSNs require 
either line power or batteries. EnOcean-
enabled devices are designed to last as 
long as their wired counterparts. Wireless 
devices simplify installation in new and 
retrofit construction, and can be moved to 
accommodate floor plan changes over the 
building’s lifetime. In addition, EnOcean 
modules require zero maintenance after 
installation.

The second reason is that EnOcean 
wireless technology significantly low-
ers installation costs in new and retrofit 
installations. The installed cost of wire-
less BAS systems is 10 to 20 percent less 
than wired-in new construction and 50 to 
80 percent less in retrofit situations.

And thirdly, building owners and opera-
tors seek interoperable, industry-standard 
solutions. The EnOcean Alliance has 
established interoperability standards 
unmatched by any of our counterparts. 

OEM designers can develop products 
catered to their specialties and integrate 
complementary products available from 
140-plus Alliance members.

IES: Let’s discuss your building 
automation approach. When you say 
“comply with the principles of building 
biology,” what exactly does that mean 
for your solution and how it’s used?

O’CALLAGHAN: Building biology 
emphasizes practices that encourage 
environmentally friendly construc-
tion materials and processes, promote 
healthy indoor climates, conserve energy, 
enhance productivity, and are adaptable 
to a building’s changing needs. EnOcean-
based solutions:

•	 Reduce the consumption of electrical 
wiring. In retrofit applications, our 
solutions promote reusable wall 
structures and avoid interactions with 
hazardous areas such as ceilings with 
asbestos when pulling new wires. 

•	 Monitor indoor climate such 
as temperature, humidity, and 
carbon monoxide to maximize 
comfort and avoid conditions 
susceptible to mold growth.

•	 Monitor workspaces to deliver 
lighting and HVAC only when 
and where needed, reducing 
energy consumption.

•	 Enable personal controls for 
lighting and HVAC as specified 
in Leadership in Energy and 
Environmental Design (LEED) 
programs to increase productivity 
and occupant satisfaction.

IES: The EnOcean Alliance just 
joined the Demand Response and 

Smart Grid Coalition (DRSG). Tell us 
why and where you see this going.

O’CALLAGHAN: Organizations such 
as DRSG are instrumental in shaping the 
direction of what is collectively called 
the smart grid. The smart grid comprises 
power-generating facilities, electrical 
distribution networks, and electricity 
consumers (homes and buildings con-
nected to the grid). A critical element of 
the smart grid is knowing where and how 
much energy is being consumed, as well 
as having a mechanism to control con-
sumption. The systems that monitor and 
control energy consumption are referred 
to as Home Area Networks (HANs) and 
Business Area Networks (BANs).

EnOcean Alliance members offer solu-
tions that do just that, monitoring and 
controlling lighting and HVAC systems 
that optimize performance, comfort, and 
energy conservation. EnOcean Alliance 
partners Echoflex and Eltako have par-
ticipated in Demand Response pilot proj-
ects. EnOcean-based HANs and BANs 
are equipped to provide granular moni-
toring and control that utilities seek to 
enhance the smart grid’s performance. 

IES: You also recently announced 
collaboration with BACnet to gain 
wired interoperability. Tell us what’s 
going on there, and what you’re 
looking to do with the technology.

O’CALLAGHAN: BACnet is a widely 
accepted building automation standard 
used around the globe. EnOcean is the 
leading provider of WSNs for building 
automation. The goal of our collaboration 
is to bridge the wired and wireless worlds 
of building automation. EnOcean’s 
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system customiza  on, and a wealth of online resources all within a few clicks.

Fanless Solutions Designed for Your Application  

Learn More >   www.logicsupply.com/industrial

Low-Pro le Intel® Atom™ Industrial System
Small footprint pla  orm featuring solid state storage.
Broadcom Hardware Decoder enables 1080p support.

Small Form Factor Intel® Atom™ Platforms
No fans, no moving parts. Just quiet, reliable opera  on.
Excellent for custom enclosures or embedded applica  ons. 

© 2010 Logic Supply, Inc. All products and company names listed are trademarks or trade names of their respective companies.
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Sensing

self-powered wireless technology is 
well-suited for the sensors and switches 
required to monitor the building’s envi-
ronment. BACnet is likewise well-suited 
as an infrastructure communication and 
building management solution. We rein-
force each other’s strengths. 

IES: Do you think the smart grid is the 
killer app for WSNs? Why or why not?

O’CALLAGHAN: Implementing the 
smart grid will indefinitely drive demand 
for WSNs; however, upgrading the grid is 
a multidecade, multibillion dollar effort. 
WSN’s acceptance has been spurred by 
programs focusing on building perfor-
mance and energy conservation, such 
as LEED’s Green Building programs, 
California’s Title 24, and The American 
Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air 

Conditioning Engineers’ (ASHRAE’s) 
new standards. The smart grid will rein-
force adoption, and the installation of 
EnOcean technology in 100,000 build-
ings in just a few short years is evidence 
the market is ready for WSNs today.

IES: How do you see the WSN field 
shaking out over time?

O’CALLAGHAN: For years, users have 
put up with WSNs that required pulling 
power wires or replacing batteries, fre-
quently limiting integration flexibility. 
WSNs often consist of many sensors; for 
example, there are 4,000-plus EnOcean 
nodes in the Torre Espacio skyscraper in 
Madrid. OEMs and their end customers 
have communicated a clear preference 
for maintenance-free, environmentally 
friendly wireless solutions. Building 

owners are clearly seeking the “install and 
forget” benefits of a wired system with the 
flexibility of a wireless system.     IES 

Jim O’Callaghan has spent his career 
building brands, customers, and value 
for public and private technology 
companies. He spent the first dozen years 
in finance and accounting positions, 
culminating with his position as CFO 
at two IPOs. For the past decade 
and a half, Jim has worked in sales, 
marketing, and management roles with 
technology and wireless ventures. He is 
also cofounder of Cirque Corporation, 
the originator of touch pad pointing 
devices now common on many notebook 
computers. In 2005, Jim launched 
EnOcean’s North American subsidiary, 
establishing distribution channels and 
building relationships with major OEMs 
in the lighting and building automation 
markets. He has a BBA in Accounting 
and an MBA.

EnOcean
801-943-3215 
www.enocean.com 

The installation of EnOcean technology in 100,000 
buildings in just a few short years is evidence the 

market is ready for WSNs today.
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For more information, contact: wfi nfo@annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems
190 Admiral Cochrane Drive, Suite 130 • Annapolis, MD 21401
410-841-2514
www.annapmicro.com

The Annapolis Single Channel 2.0 GSps A/D I/O Card 
provides one 2.0 GHz A/D input with a resolution of 
10 bits. The board has one e2v AT84AS004 that is fed by an 
onboard analog input circuit, which converts the single- 
ended 50 ohm SMA input into differential signals for the 
ADC. There is a universal single-ended 50 ohm SMA clock 
input and a high-precision trigger input allowing multiple 
A/D I/O cards to be synchronized together. Synchroniza-
tion of A/D I/O cards can be facilitated by the Annapolis 4 
or 8 Channel Clock Distribution Boards.

In concert with the WILDSTAR 4 or WILDSTAR 5 FPGA pro-
cessing main boards, this mezzanine board supplies user-
confi gurable real-time continuous sustained processing of 
the full data stream. Up to two A/D and up to two serial 
I/O cards can reside on each WILDSTAR 4 or WILDSTAR 5 
VME/VXS or IBM Blade main board or up to one A/D and 
up to one serial I/O card on each PCI-X or PCI Express main 
board. 

Our boards run on many different operating systems. We 
support our board products with a standardized set of 
drivers, APIs, and VHDL simulation models. VHDL source 
is provided for the interfaces to A/Ds, D/As, DRAM/SRAM, 
LAD bus, I/O bus, and PPC Flash. CoreFire™ users will have 
the usual CoreFire Board Support Package. 

The combination of our COTS hardware and our CoreFire 
FPGA Application Development tool allows our custom-
ers to make massive improvements in processing speed, 
while achieving signifi cant savings in size, weight, power, 
person-hours, dollars, and calendar time to deployment.

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. is a world leader in high-
performance COTS FPGA-based processing for radar, sonar, 
SIGINT, ELINT, Digital Signal Processing, FFTs, communica-
tions, software radio, encryption, image processing, pro-
totyping, text processing, and other processing-intensive 
applications.

Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products 
and for our unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the 
customer’s applications succeed.

Data acquisition

2.0 GSps 10-bit A/D

 › One e2v AT84AS004 (2.0 GHz, 10-bit) A/D
 › Four SMA front panel connectors: one 50 ohm analog input, one 
single-ended 50 ohm clock input, or differential 1.65 V LVPECL clock 
input

 › One high-precision trigger input with Fs precision. High-precision 
trigger input – 1.65 V LVPECL, 2.5 V LVPECL, 3.3 V LVPECL

 › Analog input bandwidth is 100 KHz-3.0 GHz
 › I/O card plugs onto WILDSTAR 4 or 5 VME/VXS/PCI-X/PCI Express/
IBM Blade main boards

 › JTAG, ChipScope, and Serial Port access
 › Full CoreFire Board Support Package for fast, easy application 
development

 › VHDL model, including source code for board-level interfaces
 › Proactive thermal management system
 › Includes one-year hardware warranty, software updates, and 
customer support

 › We offer training and exceptional special application development 
support, as well as more conventional customer support

 › Designed and manufactured in the USA

FEATURES

RSC# 36021 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc
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For more information, contact: wfi nfo@annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems
190 Admiral Cochrane Drive, Suite 130 • Annapolis, MD 21401
410-841-2514
www.annapmicro.com

The Annapolis Micro Systems Dual Channel 4.0 GSps D/A I/O 
Card provides one or two 12-bit digital output streams at 
up to 4.0 GSps. The board has one or two Max 19693 for 4.0 
GSps, Max 19692 for 2.3 GSps, or Max 5859 for 1.5 GSps.

The Dual Channel DAC board has fi ve SMA front con-
nectors: two single-ended DAC outputs, a high-precision 
trigger input with Fs precision, and a universal single- or 
double-ended 50 ohm clock input. It has excellent gain 
fl atness in the fi rst 3 Nyquist Zones, ultra-low skew and 
jitter saw based clock distributions, and main board PCLK 
sourcing capability.

In concert with the WILDSTAR 4 or WILDSTAR 5 FPGA 
processing main boards, this mezzanine board supplies 
user-confi gurable real-time A to D conversion and digital 
output. Up to two A/D or D/A and up to two serial I/O
cards can reside on each WILDSTAR 4 or WILDSTAR 5 
VME/VXS or IBM Blade main board, or up to one A/D 
or D/A and up to one serial I/O card on each PCI-X or 
PCI Express main board.

Our boards run on many different operating systems. We 
support our board products with a standardized set of 
drivers, APIs, and VHDL simulation models. VHDL source 
is provided for the interfaces to A/Ds, D/As, DRAM/SRAM, 
LAD bus, I/O bus, and PPC Flash. CoreFire™ users will have 
the usual CoreFire Board Support Package.

The combination of our COTS hardware and our CoreFire 

FPGA Application Development tool allows our custom-
ers to make massive improvements in processing speed, 
while achieving signifi cant savings in size, weight, power, 
person-hours, dollars, and calendar time to deployment.

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. is a world leader in high-
performance COTS FPGA-based processing for radar, sonar, 
SIGINT, ELINT, Digital Signal Processing, FFTs, communica-
tions, software radio, encryption, image processing, pro-
totyping, text processing, and other processing-intensive 
applications.

Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products 
and for our unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the 
customer’s applications succeed. We offer training and 
exceptional special application development support, as 
well as more conventional customer support.

Data acquisition

Dual 4.0 GSps DAC

 › One or two 12-bit Analog to Digital Converters: Max 19693 for 
4.0 GSps, Max 19692 for 2.3 GSps, or Max 5859 for 1.5 GSps

 › Five SMA front panel connectors: two single-ended DAC outputs,
one high-precision trigger input with Fs precision

 › One universal single- or double-ended 50 ohm clock input
 › High-precision trigger input manufacturing options – 1.65 V LVPECL, 
2.5 V LVPECL, 3.3 V LVPECL

 › I/O card plugs onto WILDSTAR 4 or 5 VME/VXS/PCI-X/PCI Express/
IBM Blade main boards

 › JTAG, ChipScope, and Serial Port access
 › Full CoreFire Board Support Package for fast, easy application 
development

 › VHDL model, including source code for board-level interfaces
 › Proactive thermal management system
 › Industrial temperature range
 › Includes one-year hardware warranty, software updates,
and customer support

 › Designed and manufactured in the USA

FEATURES

RSC# 36023 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc
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For more information, contact: wfi nfo@annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems
190 Admiral Cochrane Drive, Suite 130 • Annapolis, MD 21401
410-841-2514
www.annapmicro.com

The Annapolis Single Channel 2.0 GSps A/D I/O Card 
provides one 2.0 GHz A/D input with a resolution of 
10 bits. The board has one e2v AT84AS004 that is fed by an 
onboard analog input circuit, which converts the single- 
ended 50 ohm SMA input into differential signals for the 
ADC. There is a universal single-ended 50 ohm SMA clock 
input and a high-precision trigger input allowing multiple 
A/D I/O cards to be synchronized together. Synchroniza-
tion of A/D I/O cards can be facilitated by the Annapolis 4 
or 8 Channel Clock Distribution Boards.

In concert with the WILDSTAR 4 or WILDSTAR 5 FPGA pro-
cessing main boards, this mezzanine board supplies user-
confi gurable real-time continuous sustained processing of 
the full data stream. Up to two A/D and up to two serial 
I/O cards can reside on each WILDSTAR 4 or WILDSTAR 5 
VME/VXS or IBM Blade main board or up to one A/D and 
up to one serial I/O card on each PCI-X or PCI Express main 
board. 

Our boards run on many different operating systems. We 
support our board products with a standardized set of 
drivers, APIs, and VHDL simulation models. VHDL source 
is provided for the interfaces to A/Ds, D/As, DRAM/SRAM, 
LAD bus, I/O bus, and PPC Flash. CoreFire™ users will have 
the usual CoreFire Board Support Package. 

The combination of our COTS hardware and our CoreFire 
FPGA Application Development tool allows our custom-
ers to make massive improvements in processing speed, 
while achieving signifi cant savings in size, weight, power, 
person-hours, dollars, and calendar time to deployment.

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. is a world leader in high-
performance COTS FPGA-based processing for radar, sonar, 
SIGINT, ELINT, Digital Signal Processing, FFTs, communica-
tions, software radio, encryption, image processing, pro-
totyping, text processing, and other processing-intensive 
applications.

Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products 
and for our unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the 
customer’s applications succeed.

Data acquisition

2.0 GSps 10-bit A/D

 › One e2v AT84AS004 (2.0 GHz, 10-bit) A/D
 › Four SMA front panel connectors: one 50 ohm analog input, one 
single-ended 50 ohm clock input, or differential 1.65 V LVPECL clock 
input

 › One high-precision trigger input with Fs precision. High-precision 
trigger input – 1.65 V LVPECL, 2.5 V LVPECL, 3.3 V LVPECL

 › Analog input bandwidth is 100 KHz-3.0 GHz
 › I/O card plugs onto WILDSTAR 4 or 5 VME/VXS/PCI-X/PCI Express/
IBM Blade main boards

 › JTAG, ChipScope, and Serial Port access
 › Full CoreFire Board Support Package for fast, easy application 
development

 › VHDL model, including source code for board-level interfaces
 › Proactive thermal management system
 › Includes one-year hardware warranty, software updates, and 
customer support

 › We offer training and exceptional special application development 
support, as well as more conventional customer support

 › Designed and manufactured in the USA

FEATURES

RSC# 36021 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc
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For more information, contact: wfi nfo@annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems
190 Admiral Cochrane Drive, Suite 130 • Annapolis, MD 21401   
410-841-2514
www.annapmicro.com

The Annapolis Quad Channel 250/400/500 MSps A/D I/O 
Card provides four A/D inputs with converter speeds of up 
to 250, 400, or 500 MHz and resolutions of 13, 14, or 12 
bits, respectively. The board has four A/D converters from 
TI (ADS5444, ADS5474, or ADS5463) fed by onboard ana-
log input circuits that convert the single-ended, 50 ohm 
SMA input into differential signals for the ADC. 

There is an onboard ultra-low jitter and skew clock distri-
bution circuit to allow all four channels on a single A/D I/O 
board to be synchronized together. There is also an exter-
nal clock input and a trigger input allowing multiple A/D 
I/O cards to be synchronized together. Synchronization of 
A/D I/O cards can be facilitated by the Annapolis 4 or 8 
Channel Clock Distribution Boards.

In concert with the WILDSTAR 4 or WILDSTAR 5 FPGA pro-
cessing main boards, this mezzanine board supplies user-
confi gurable real-time continuous sustained processing of 
the full data stream. Up to two A/D I/O cards can reside on 
each WILDSTAR 4 or WILDSTAR 5 VME/VXS or IBM Blade 
main board or reside on one A/D I/O card on each PCI-X or 
PCI Express main board. 

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. is a world leader in high- 
performance COTS FPGA-based processing for radar, sonar, 
SIGINT, ELINT, Digital Signal Processing, FFTs, communica-
tions, software radio, encryption, image processing, pro-
totyping, text processing, and other processing intensive 
applications.

Our boards run on many different operating systems. We 
support our board products with a standardized set of 
drivers, APIs, and VHDL simulation models. VHDL source 
is provided for the interfaces to A/Ds, D/As, DRAM/SRAM, 
LAD bus, I/O bus, and PPC Flash. CoreFire™ users will have 
the usual CoreFire Board Support Package. 

The combination of our COTS hardware and our CoreFire 
FPGA Application Development tool allows our custom-
ers to make massive improvements in processing speed, 
while achieving signifi cant savings in size, weight, power, 
person-hours, dollars, and calendar time to deployment.

Data acquisition

WS4 Quad 250/400/500 MSps A/D

 › Four TI A/D converters of one of the speed and bit size types: 
ADS5444 250 MSps 13 bits, ADS5474 400 MSps 14 bits, ADS5463, 
500 MSps 12 bits

 › Analog input bandwidths of up to: 500 MHz for the 250 MSps A/D 
board, 1,400 MHz for the 400 MSps A/D board, 2,000 MHz for the 
500 MSps A/D

 › Six SMA front panel connectors: four 50 ohm analog inputs, one 
single-ended 50 ohm clock input, one trigger input

 › Onboard ultra-low jitter and skew clock distribution circuit to allow 
synchronization of all four channels on a single I/O card

 › I/O card plugs onto WILDSTAR 4 or 5 VME/VXS/PCI-X/PCI Express/
IBM Blade main boards

 › JTAG, ChipScope, and Serial Port access
 › Proactive thermal management system. Available in both 
commercial and industrial temperature ranges

 › Full CoreFire Board Support Package for fast, easy application 
development and technology refresh

 › VHDL model, including source code for hardware interfaces
 › Includes one-year hardware warranty, software updates, and 
customer support. Reduce risk with COTS boards and software

 › We offer training and exceptional special application development 
support, as well as more conventional customer support

 › Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products and for our 
unparalleled dedication to ensuring that customer’s applications 
succeed

FEATURES

RSC# 35976 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc
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For more information, contact: info@micronas.com RSC# 44654 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc

Micronas GmbH
Hans-Bunte-Strasse 19 • 79108 Freiburg • Germany
www.micronas.com

The HAL 3625 is the fi rst member of a new generation of 
Hall Effect sensors. Due to its advanced vertical Hall plate 
technology it is able to measure magnetic fi elds in the chip 
plane. It is possible to directly measure rotation angles in 
a range of 0° to 360° with simple magnetic arrangements 
ensuring excellent drift performance over temperature. 
Two on-chip vertical Hall plates measure both magnetic 
fi eld components BX and BY. The direct angle information 
is calculated by the internal signal processor and converted 
into an analog output voltage. The HAL 3625 provides a 
linear, ratiometric analog output signal with implemented 
wire break detection. Characteristics like gain and offset, 
zero-angle position, phase shift between X and Y chan-
nel, output slope, as well as offset and clamping levels 
can be adjusted to the magnetic circuit by programming 
the nonvolatile memory. The HAL 36xy is available in the 
SOIC8 SMD-package and is ideally suited for rotary posi-
tion detection, leveling and torque measurement.

Sensors

HAL 3625

 › Angular accuracy of ±1.0° for 360° angle range
 › Angle measurement is extremely robust against stress infl uence
 › Integral nonlinearity error of output signal ±0.1% of VDD
 › Ratiometric error of output signal ±0.2%
 › Output response time 1 ms (slow mode)
 › Low output noise of 0.2° rms
 › Programmable characteristics in nonvolatile memory with 
redundancy and lock function

 › Operates from Tj = -40 °C up to +170 °C  and from 4.5 V up to 5.5 V 
supply voltage

 › Short-circuit protected push-pull output
 › Over- and reverse-voltage protection at VDD pin

FEATURES
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For more information, contact: SalesOR@pro-dex.com RSC# 44656 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc

Pro-Dex Oregon Micro Systems
15201 N.W. Greenbrier Pkwy, B-1 • Beaverton, OR 97006
800-707-8111
www.Pro-DexOMS.com

The UMX is a USB based Multi-Axis Motion Controller 
capable of controlling up to 4 axes of servo or stepping 
motors. The communications interface is USB 2.0 and the 
UMX comes with software drivers and support. The UMX 
controls up to 12 general-purpose I/O and has an extensive 
command set, making it a very capable product in a small 
package (3.25" x 3.55"). Flash memory enables non-volatile 
macro storage for completely stand-alone operation.

Pro-Dex OMS produces embedded motion controls for 
servo and/or stepper motor applications in a variety of 
markets. The OMS products offer the perfect balance of 
functional capability, reliability, ease of use, package, con-
nectivity and affordability, all at the highest quality avail-
able. Accelerate your product to market while lowering 
your risk with an OMS motion controller and learn why 
Pro-Dex OMS is “The Company in Motion.”

Motion control

UMX, 4 axis motion controller for USB

 › Four axes of stepper control with encoder feedback or servo control
 › Small size (3.25" x 3.55")
 › Encoder feedback to 12MHz
 › USB 2.0
 › Software drivers and support included
 › Field upgradable fi rmware
 › Single high density shielded SCSI3 type connector
 › Up to 12 user I/O 
 › Independent and coordinated motion of all axes at the same time
 › Circular interpolation

FEATURES
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For more information, contact: wfi nfo@annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems
190 Admiral Cochrane Drive, Suite 130 • Annapolis, MD 21401   
410-841-2514
www.annapmicro.com

The Annapolis Quad Channel 250/400/500 MSps A/D I/O 
Card provides four A/D inputs with converter speeds of up 
to 250, 400, or 500 MHz and resolutions of 13, 14, or 12 
bits, respectively. The board has four A/D converters from 
TI (ADS5444, ADS5474, or ADS5463) fed by onboard ana-
log input circuits that convert the single-ended, 50 ohm 
SMA input into differential signals for the ADC. 

There is an onboard ultra-low jitter and skew clock distri-
bution circuit to allow all four channels on a single A/D I/O 
board to be synchronized together. There is also an exter-
nal clock input and a trigger input allowing multiple A/D 
I/O cards to be synchronized together. Synchronization of 
A/D I/O cards can be facilitated by the Annapolis 4 or 8 
Channel Clock Distribution Boards.

In concert with the WILDSTAR 4 or WILDSTAR 5 FPGA pro-
cessing main boards, this mezzanine board supplies user-
confi gurable real-time continuous sustained processing of 
the full data stream. Up to two A/D I/O cards can reside on 
each WILDSTAR 4 or WILDSTAR 5 VME/VXS or IBM Blade 
main board or reside on one A/D I/O card on each PCI-X or 
PCI Express main board. 

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. is a world leader in high- 
performance COTS FPGA-based processing for radar, sonar, 
SIGINT, ELINT, Digital Signal Processing, FFTs, communica-
tions, software radio, encryption, image processing, pro-
totyping, text processing, and other processing intensive 
applications.

Our boards run on many different operating systems. We 
support our board products with a standardized set of 
drivers, APIs, and VHDL simulation models. VHDL source 
is provided for the interfaces to A/Ds, D/As, DRAM/SRAM, 
LAD bus, I/O bus, and PPC Flash. CoreFire™ users will have 
the usual CoreFire Board Support Package. 

The combination of our COTS hardware and our CoreFire 
FPGA Application Development tool allows our custom-
ers to make massive improvements in processing speed, 
while achieving signifi cant savings in size, weight, power, 
person-hours, dollars, and calendar time to deployment.

Data acquisition

WS4 Quad 250/400/500 MSps A/D

 › Four TI A/D converters of one of the speed and bit size types: 
ADS5444 250 MSps 13 bits, ADS5474 400 MSps 14 bits, ADS5463, 
500 MSps 12 bits

 › Analog input bandwidths of up to: 500 MHz for the 250 MSps A/D 
board, 1,400 MHz for the 400 MSps A/D board, 2,000 MHz for the 
500 MSps A/D

 › Six SMA front panel connectors: four 50 ohm analog inputs, one 
single-ended 50 ohm clock input, one trigger input

 › Onboard ultra-low jitter and skew clock distribution circuit to allow 
synchronization of all four channels on a single I/O card

 › I/O card plugs onto WILDSTAR 4 or 5 VME/VXS/PCI-X/PCI Express/
IBM Blade main boards

 › JTAG, ChipScope, and Serial Port access
 › Proactive thermal management system. Available in both 
commercial and industrial temperature ranges

 › Full CoreFire Board Support Package for fast, easy application 
development and technology refresh

 › VHDL model, including source code for hardware interfaces
 › Includes one-year hardware warranty, software updates, and 
customer support. Reduce risk with COTS boards and software

 › We offer training and exceptional special application development 
support, as well as more conventional customer support

 › Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products and for our 
unparalleled dedication to ensuring that customer’s applications 
succeed

FEATURES

RSC# 35976 @ www.industrial-embedded.com/rsc
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Connection for inspection

One of the hassles with recorded info of any type is figuring out exactly what else 
is going on with the observations when something is seen or heard on the record-
ing. Time-stamping readings can be correlated later, of course, but that takes time. 
Connecting cables is also no fun when it comes to field instrumentation.

Looking at this problem, Extech Instruments and FLIR Systems teamed up to create 
METERLiNK, a Bluetooth connection between a clamp meter and an infrared cam-
era. This allows the meter reading to be imprinted instantly on the IR image, making 
inspection information available quickly and accurately – a simple but creative idea.

Extech Instruments  |  www.extech.com 
RSC# 44669

ARM9 core, configurable assist
Texas Instruments is continuing to grow its ARM offerings with new devices in the 
Sitara processor family. This time, TI is targeting industrial apps with an ARM9 core 
and peripherals such as SATA, USB 2.0, 10/100 Ethernet, MMC/SD, and a unique 
new feature to help designers configure I/O.

The Programmable Real-time Unit (PRU) does two things. It offers programmable 
I/O, such as general parallel and serial interfaces, as shown in the diagram, or light-
weight versions of things like CAN. It also offloads I/O from the core, with data-
handling features and operation while the ARM9 core is sleeping to save power. This 
family also allows scaling up and down to TI’s OMAP processor families. 

Texas Instruments  |  www.ti.com 
RSC# 44670
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Editor’s Choice Products

Projecting touch for  
signage
Projected capacitive touch is the amazing tech-
nology in today’s smartphones and tablets 
enabling intuitive interfaces. Thus far, it has been 
confined to the small screen. Digital signage plat-
forms could certainly use the technology.

Zytronic is breaking the small screen wide open, 
claiming design wins for its ZYTOUCH PCT sen-
sor system in large format devices like the 65" 
Infinitus iMotion display shown here. Zytronic’s 
sales and marketing director Ian Crosby explains: 
“Unlike projected capacitive touch-sensing tech-
nologies, which rely upon conductive indium tin 
oxide deposited tracks and have inherent size 
limitations, Zytronic’s proprietary PCT is based 
upon micro-fine copper electrodes and is unique 
in its ability to support glass-based projected 
capacitive solutions in sizes of 80" and beyond.”

Zytronic  |  www.zytronic.co.uk 
RSC# 44573

Programming the power line
Cypress Semiconductor’s PSoC 3 and PSoC 5 devices have been out for a while now, but with the current push for 
developing smart energy applications, it’s noteworthy that the company’s new application kits for the PSoC are 
targeting Power Line Communication (PLC).

The CY8CPLC20-based PLC kits have a Frequency-Shift Key (FSK) PHY modem, network protocol, and applica-
tion code with programmable analog and digital blocks and a microcontroller for the PSoC architecture. Kits also 
provide functions beyond communication, such as power measurement, system management, and an LCD drive. 
Cypress claims greater than 97 percent packet success rates without retries and 100 percent success rates with 
retries built into the solution’s coding. 

Cypress Semiconductor  |  www.cypress.com 
RSC# 44671
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WinSystems’ single board computers and I/O cards provide
powerful standard building blocks for embedded systems.

Embedded Solutions for Real World Problems

Embedded PCs are the building

blocks for industry.  As the size, cost,

and computing power of embedded

computers has plummeted, the 

number and diversity of applications

has exploded.  This is due in part 

to the ability to buy off-the-shelf 

hardware and development software

tools in order to speed prototyping

and system integration tasks.  The

result is that designers spend their

time developing new products 

rather than trying to design yet

another proprietary system.

At WinSystems, we handle the

complicated, difficult, and time-

consuming issues of designing 

and manufacturing an embedded 

PC.  So you can focus on developing

your actual application software,

not the scavenger hunt associated

with designing, building, and testing 

a computer from scratch.  This 

modular approach lets you shrink 

a PC to fit into your product in a 

very short period of time.

TM

WinSystems ShortForm Catalog 10  4/5/10  12:54 PM  Page 2



When you buy from WinSystems, you are buying more

than just a product.  You are receiving our company's

engineering and manufacturing expertise along with 

the support of our dedicated professionals.  Our staff of

trained engineers will assist you in analyzing, configuring,

and selecting hardware products while providing you 

with technical support from initial design into production.

Profit from our 28 years of proven experience with our

wide selection of Single Board Computers (SBCs), I/O 

modules, CompactFlash devices, and accessories.  Addi-

tional product features include extended temperature

operation, low power, and two-year warranty.  Combined

with knowledgeable, award-winning technical support

and long-term availability, makes WinSystems’ products

the right choice for reliable, x86-based embedded PCs.    

WinSystems supports and promotes open hardware and

software standards.  We offer both bus and busless SBCs

with SUMIT, PC/104, and Pico-I/O expansion.  Plus we also

continue to supply legacy STD Bus products.

As you look through this catalog, you will find an over-

view of our diverse product line.  For the most up-to-date

technical information, please be sure to visit our Website:

http://www.winsystems.com.

We, the employee-owners of WinSystems, look forward to

working with you on your next project.
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4

SUMIT TECHNOLOGY
Smaller, faster, low power, and networked; these are the continuing trends 
of embedded computers.  Choosing a small form factor (SFF) board as 
a system component increases reliability while reducing time-to-market.  
To meet the needs of higher-performance systems, WinSystems was 
integral in the development of SUMIT and COMIT.

SUMIT-based systems produce
small, rugged, and reliable computer
systems that are powerful, easy-to-use, cost-
effective, and scalable.

WinSystems' engineers co-designed

SUMIT, a Stackable Unified Modular

Interconnect Technology.  SUMIT’s

architecture is I/O-centric and addresses

the vast majority of peripherals used by

embedded systems using a stacking

architecture.  It is both form factor and

processor independent.  

Pronounced "sum it", it is an intercon-

nect standard for embedded systems

that uses two, 52-pin, high-density 

connectors.  This interconnect standard

integrates the high-speed PCI Express

and USB 2.0 serial bus technologies

used by the latest generation chipsets,

while also providing a bridge to legacy

I/O technologies as well.

WinSystems has designed SUMIT-based

products for PC/104, EPIC, and EBX form 

factors while still supporting PC/104-I/O

expansion modules.  This allows for the

graceful migration for PCIe-based

PC/104 stacks, while unifying I/O 

expansion across different form factors.  

WinSystems ShortForm Catalog 10  4/5/10  11:35 AM  Page 4



Boards stocked for quick availability...Call 817-274-7553.

Fanless Intel®

AtomTM SBC
• Intel® 1.1GHz or 1.6GHz AtomTM

• CRT and LVDS flat panel support
• Two Gigabit Ethernet controllers
• Wireless support with MiniPCIe
• 4 COM, 4 USB, and 48 DIO
• LPT port, KYBD, and mouse support
• SUMIT-ISM, PC/104, and Pico-I/O

expansion modules 
• CompactFlash cards supported
• 5.75” x 8.00” EBX-size board

Model:  EBC-Z510-G, 1.1GHz
EBC-Z530-G, 1.6GHz

48-Line Digital
Pico-I/O Module 
• 48 lines programmable for input,

output, or output wih readback
• 24 Event sense lines
• TTL compatible I/O
• SUMIT LPC interface requires no

BIOS modifications
• -40o to +85oC operation
• Pico-I/O size:  60 x 72mm

Model:  PCO-UIO48

SUMIT-ISM and  
Pico-I/O PCIe x1
Adapter Card
• I/O module development and 

debugging for SUMIT-ISM or 
Pico-I/O cards

• SUMIT-ISM connector adapts 
PCIe x1 lane into a PCI Express slot

• SUMIT-A and B connectors 
• On board power supplies generate 

both +5V and 5Vsb
• Fits in standard short PCIe card slot

Model:  PCIe-x1-PXM

96-Line Digital I/O 
SUMIT-ISM Module
• 96 lines programmable for input, 

output, or output with readback
• Event sense on change of status
• Direct interface to WinSystems’

isolated termination boards
• PCIe x1 interface to SUMIT
• SUMIT-ISM:  90 x 96mm
• -40o to +85oC operation

Model:  PXM-UIO96

Gigabit Ethernet LAN 
SUMIT-ISM Module
• Uses 82573 Ethernet controller
• SUMIT x1 PCIe lane
• Gigabit Ethernet controller with

automatic switching down to 100
and 10 Mbps

• 90 x 96mm Industry Standard Module
• SUMIT-AB and PC/104 connectors
• RJ-45 connector on board
• Standard Windows® and Linux drivers

Model:  PXM-GIGE

MiniPCIe and USB 
SUMIT-ISM Module
• SUMIT PCIe x1 interface
• MiniPCIe connector supports wireless,

memory, and video modules
• Two USB pass through connectors 

with overcurrent protection
• PCIe x1 interface to SUMIT
• SUMIT-ISM:  90 x 96mm
• -40o to +85oC operation

Model:  PXM-MiniPCIe

5

SUMIT Products

WinSystems ShortForm Catalog 10  4/8/10  7:55 PM  Page 5



Check out our web site...www.WinSystems.com6

ISM and SUMIT-ISM

Small Form Factor Technology
An Industry Standard Module (ISM) is defined as a 90mm x 96mm form factor board outline without bus
expansion.  It specifies the board size, four fixed mounting holes, and flexible “expansion zones” for
additional circuitry or I/O and/or bus connectors.  ISM is an umbrella concept to provide coherence to 
the many different boards that are available in this 90 x 96mm footprint.  

ISM modules are small, easy-to-use, 
and scalable as they provide a powerful
set of building blocks for a variety of 
different applications.  Depending upon
the interconnect technology, they can 
be stacked “piggyback” on top of each
other to expand or customize a system
solution.  This reduces cost and bulk
while increasing mounting and packag-
ing options.  The best known ISM 
implementation is PC/104; however,
recently SUMIT and other connector
configurations have been defined and
are being produced as well.

SUMIT + ISM = SUMIT-ISM
Adding SUMIT expansion on the ISM form factor 

creates SUMIT-ISM.  It specifies where the SUMIT AB 
connectors are located on a 90mm x 96mm module.  
It also supports a legacy option for PC/104 (Type 1) and

PCI-104 (Type 2) modules by allowing the continued use  
of their connectors in the existing locations plus re-using 

established physical dimensions and mounting holes.  
Furthermore, SUMIT-ISM expansion can be supported on 

EPIC, EBX, and other standard and custom form factors.  SBCs
using SUMIT-ISM modules allow a designer to build small, reliable,
easy-to-use, cost-effective, and stackable systems since they provide 
a powerful building block for a variety of different applications.

SUMIT-ISM card
with  legacy 
PC/104 connector

WinSystems ShortForm Catalog 10  4/5/10  11:38 AM  Page 6



Knowledgeable technical support...Call 817-274-7553. 7

COMIT Overview

COMIT is a superset
of SUMIT Technology 

WinSystems developed the first COMIT-based 
SBC that uses the Intel® ATOM™ processor.  
It is an I/O rich, EBX-sized board that is 
perfect for applications such as
industrial control, medical, security,
transportation, communication, and
Mil/COTS.  Plus this board also has
SUMIT and PC/104 connectors to support 
more I/O expansion with SUMIT-ISM cards.

COMIT is a 240-pin connector system
that supports the most common 
serial I/O and legacy interfaces from
modern chipsets.

COMIT stands for Computer On Module
Interconnect Technology™. COMIT is the
enabling technology to allow the design
of tiny COM modules to fit within the
footprint of industry-standard, small form
factor boards such as EBX, EPIC, and
PC/104 or other standard or custom-
designed motherboards.  

Just as separating the connector and
form factor specifications into separate 
definitions was done in SUMIT,  the key
differentiation feature of COMIT from
other COM specifications is the purpose-
ful exclusion of a myriad of application-
specific expansion buses and I/O that 
are commonly found in other COM 
architectures.  Plus COMIT's high-speed
connector will support current and future
high-speed signaling for interfaces such
as PCI Express Generation 2, Generation
3, USB 3, and SATA600.  

WinSystems ShortForm Catalog 10  4/8/10  8:05 PM  Page 7



Our Embedded PCs come in three sizes from an industry
standard 3.6” x 3.8” module to a 8.0” x 5.75” EBX with
SUMIT and PC/104 expansion.

SINGLE BOARD COMPUTERS

• x86 Compatible

• Compact & Modular

• Rugged & Reliable

• Easy to use

• Extended temperature

• Wide Selection of I/O

• SUMIT, Pico-I/O, and 

PC/104 Expandable

• 30-day Product 

Evaluation Program

Small size, low power, wide operating temperature, and PC-compatibility
are the fundamental computer elements required for embedded designs.
Our feature-rich SBCs meet these requirements and are ideal for space-
and power-limited applications in harsh environments.

Designed to run x86 instruction set software, these SBCs are compatible
with Microsoft’s® Windows® operating systems as well as the applications
that run on them.  They also support Linux, ROM-DOS, and other PC-
compatible x86 operating systems.  PC software compatibility assures
faster program development, debugging, and checkout of your 
application’s software.

A comprehensive SBC selection guide is located on pages 10 and 11.

PC/104
EPIC

EBX

8

Size Comparison
PC/104 vs EPIC vs EBX

WinSystems ShortForm Catalog 10  4/8/10  8:13 PM  Page 8



PC/104-Plus SBC with
Ethernet and Video
• AMD LX800-based SBC
• CRT and LVDS flat panel support
• Custom splash sceen on start-up
• 10/100 Mbps Ethernet controller
• 4 COM channels and 2 USB
• 16 digital I/O lines with event sense
• LPT, mouse, CF, audio, and IDE 

interfaces
• PC/104 size:  90mm x 96mm
• -40o to +85o C operation

Model:  PPM-LX800-G

SC520-based
PC/104 SBC 
• 133MHz SC520-based SBC
• Supports CFlash cards
• 10/100 Mbps Ethernet controller
• 4 serial COM ports
• LPT, IDE, and floppy disk interfaces
• PC/104 expansion connector
• Low power, +5V only
• -40o to +85oC operation

Model:  PCM-SC520-G

Intel® Pentium®

EBX SBC
• 1GHz or 1.8GHz Intel® CPU
• CRT and LVDS flat panel support
• 10/100 Mbps Ethernet controller
• 802.11a/b/g wireless available
• 4 serial COM ports and 4 USB ports
• 48 bi-directional TTL digital I/O lines
• EIDE, LPT, KYBD, and mouse support 
• CompactFlash socket
• PC/104 and PC/104-Plus expansion
• 5.75” x 8.00” EBX-size board

Model:  
EBC-855-G-1G-0, 1.0GHz
EBC-855-G-1G-1, 1.0GHz with fan
EBC-855-G-1.8G-1, 1.8GHz with fan

Intel® Pentium®

EPIC SBC
• 1GHz or 1.8GHz Intel® CPU
• CRT and LVDS flat panel support
• Gigabit and 10/100 Mbps Ethernet
• 802.11a/b/g wireless available
• 4 COM, 4 USB 2.0, and 24 digital I/O
• LPT port keyboard and FDC I/F
• CompactFlash socket
• PC/104 and PC/104-Plus expansion
• 4.5” x 6.5” EPIC-compliant

Model:  
EPX-855-G-1G-0, 1.0GHz
EPX-855-G-1G-1, 1.0GHZ with fan
EPX-855-G-1.8G-1, 1.8GHZ with fan

Fanless Intel®

AtomTM SBC
• Intel® 1.1GHz or 1.6GHz AtomTM

• CRT and LVDS flat panel support
• Two Gigabit Ethernet controllers
• Wireless support with MiniPCIe
• 4 COM, 4 USB, and 48 DIO
• LPT port, KYBD, and mouse support
• SUMIT-ISM, PC/104, and Pico-I/O

expansion modules supported
• CompactFlash socket
• 5.75” x 8.00” EBX-size board

Model:  
EBC-Z510-G, 1.1GHz
EBC-Z530-G, 1.6GHz

All-in-One 
Fanless SBC
• AMD LX800 CPU
• CRT and LVDS flat panel support
• 10/100 Mbps Ethernet controller
• 12 COM and 4 USB ports
• 48 bi-directional digital I/O lines
• IDE, FDC, keyboard, and mouse 

support
• CompactFlash socket
• PC/104 expansion connectors
• OEM configurations available
• 5.75” x 8.00” EBX-size board
• -40o to +85oC operation

Model:  LBC-LX800-G

Single Board Computers

“The Embedded Systems Authority”...WinSystems® 9
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WinSystems’ SBC Selection Guide
WinSystems’ SBCs are designed for embedded applications and will operate without a rotational 
disk, keyboard, or a monitor over extended temperature ranges without the need of a fan.  They are 
available in various physical sizes and CPUs to match your application’s requirements.

10

EBC-Z530-G EBC-Z510-G EBC-855-G-1.8G-1 EBC-855-G-1G-0 EPX-855-G-1.8G-1

EBX: 5.75” x 8.0” EBX: 5.75” x 8.0”

Intel Atom Intel Atom

1.6GHz 1.1GHz

US15W SCH US15W SCH 855 GME 855 GME 855 GME

512 MB soldered 512 MB soldered

2 2

– – –

4 4 4

4 2 2 2

–

4 4

1 1 1

1

Up to 1GB in a socket Up to 1GB in a socket

1.8GHz 1.0GHz 1.8GHz

Intel Pentium M Intel ZC Dothan Intel Pentium M

EBX: 5.75” x 8.0” EBX: 5.75” x 8.0” EPIC: 115 x 165mm

Up to 1GB in a socket

Form Factor

CPU Type

CPU Speed

Chipset

System Memory

VGA

LCD

LVDS

Custom Splash Screen

Simultaneous Video

10/100/1000 Ethernet

10/100 Ethernet

USB 2.0 Ports

RS-232/422/485

RS-232 Only

Digital I/O

EIDE Interface

SUMIT Connector

PC/104 Connector

PC/104-Plus Connector

Mini PCIe Socket

Mini PCI Socket

Mouse

LPT

Keyboard

Audio

Fanless

Ex. Temp. Operation

Power Supply

Battery Onboard

Power Management

CompactFlash Socket

– –

48 48 48 48 24

2 2 2

2 2 2 2 2

– – –

–––

AB AB

–

–

– –

PS/2 or USB PS/2 or USB PS/2 or USB PS/2 or USB PS/2 or USB

PS/2 or USB PS/2 or USB

HD HD

+5 +5

-40oC to +60oC -40oC to +70oC -40oC to +70oC -40oC to +70oC -40oC to +70oC

+5 +5 +5

AC97 AC97 AC97

PS/2 or USB PS/2 or USB PS/2 or USB

Opt. Opt. Opt. Opt.Opt.

– –

4
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Form Factor

CPU Type

CPU Speed

Chipset

System Memory

VGA

LCD

LVDS

Custom Splash Screen

Simultaneous Video

10/100/1000 Ethernet

10/100 Ethernet

USB 2.0 Ports

RS-232/422/485

RS-232 Only

Digital I/O

EIDE Interface

SUMIT Connector

PC/104 Connector

PC/104-Plus Connector

Mini PCIe Socket

Mini PCI Socket

Mouse

LPT

Keyboard

Audio

Fanless

Ex. Temp. Operation

Power Supply

Battery Onboard

Power Management

CompactFlash Socket

LBC-LX800-GEPX-855-G-1G-0 LPM-LX800-G PPM-LX800-G PCM-SC520-G

5.75” x 8.0”EPIC: 115 x 165mm

AMD LX800Intel ZC Dothan

500 MHz1.0GHz

CS5536855 GME CS5536 CS5536 –

Up to 1GB in a socket

4

2

2

2 2

2 –

11

Up to 1GB in a socket Up to 256MB in a socket

500 MHz 500 MHz 133 MHz

AMD LX800 AMD LX800 AMD SC520

STD Bus: 4.5” x 6.5” PC/104: 90 x 96mm

Up to 1GB in a socket

–

48 48 16

2 2 2

1 1 1 1

– – –

–

–

–

–

––

–

–

––

–

PS/2 or USB PS/2 or USB PS/2 or USBPS/2 or USB

PS/2 or USB

AC97

+5 +5 +5 +5

-40oC to +85oC

AC97 AC97

PS/2 or USB PS/2 or USB PS/2 or USB

12

Software
WinSystems’ x86-compatible single board computers run Linux, Windows® XP embedded, ROM-DOS, 
and other compatible RTOSs along with their development tools.  Each of our SBCs and I/O boards
comes with free software drivers.

PC/104-Plus: 90 x 96mm

Up to 1GB in a socket

––––

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

––1 –

1

4

2

2

24

2

– –

–

PS/2 or USB

PS/2 or USB

AC97

+5

1 1

-40oC to +85oC-40oC to +85oC-40oC to +85oC-40oC to +70oC

Opt. Opt. Opt.

WinSystems ShortForm Catalog 10  4/5/10  2:46 PM  Page 11
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PC/104 MODULES

Small, stackable SBC and I/O modules are
building blocks for embedded systems.

Modules are available as SBCs or 

specialty I/O for configuration flexibility

and application-specific needs.  PC/104

boards can be used as standalone 

units, stacked one on top of another, or

stacked on a larger SBC in a mezzanine

fashion.  Most WinSystems’ modules

operate over an extended temperature

range of -40° to +85° Celsius. 

PC/104 modules are small, reliable,

easy-to-use, cost-effective, scalable,

and powerful computer components

used in a variety of industrial applica-

tions.  PC/104 is simply the desktop 

PC modularized, repackaged, and

hardened for industrial use.  These 

90mm x 96mm modules are nearly

the size of a 3.5-inch floppy disk.  

TM

Bob Burckle
Vice President
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The compact PPM-LX800 PC/104-Plus SBC supplies
the computing power for the PPC3 open frame 
6.5- inch Panel PC.  This light-weight, integrated 
system combines flat panel display, SBC, and 
touchscreen into an industrial-grade, open-frame 
enclosure that is less than two inches thick.  

Ready-to-mount in harsh environments, its PC-
compatibility supports Linux and Windows® XP
embedded, along with real-time kernels.  It operates
over an extended temperature from -20° to +70°C.

6.5-inch PC/104 Flat Panel Computer

Ethernet and Video 
PC/104-Plus SBC
• AMD LX800 SBC
• x86 software compatible
• Video with CRT resolutions to 1920 x 1440

and panel resolutions to 1600 x 1200
• Custom splash screen on start-up
• Up to 1 GB of SDRAM
• 10/100 Mbps Ethernet controller
• Four COM channels with FIFOs
• Two USB 2.0 with overcurrent protection 
• 16 digital I/O lines with event sense
• LPT, Mouse, CF, audio and IDE interfaces
• PC/104-Plus compliant
• -40° to +85°C operation

Model:  PPM-LX800-G

SC520-based
PC/104 SBC
• 133MHz SC520-based SBC
• Fully x86 software compatible
• Up to 256MB of SDRAM
• Supports up to 16GB of CFlash
• 10/100 Mbps Ethernet controller
• Four serial COM ports with FIFOs
• LPT, IDE and floppy disk interfaces
• Watchdog timer and RTC
• 16-Bit PC/104 bus expansion
• Mouse and AT keyboard supported
• PC/104 compliant
• Low power, +5V only
• -40° to +85°C operation

Module:  PCM-SC520-G

PC/104 SBCs and Panel PC

30-day product evaluations available. 13

Model: PPC3-6.5
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PC/104 Analog and Digital I/O

Multifunction Analog
and Digital I/O
• Two, 16-bit A/D converters with 0-5V,

0-10V, ±5V, and ±10V
• Up to 16 SE and 8 DI channels
• Speed:  100K samples/sec
• Eight, 12-bit D/A converters
• 48 lines of digital I/O
• -40o to +85o C operation

Model:  PCM-MIO

12-Bit Analog I/O
• 8 channel, 12-bit A/D: 

0 to +5V or ±2.5V
• 100KHz sampling rate
• SE or DI uni- or bipolar
• Two 12-bit D/A channels:  

0 to +5V or ±5V
• Windows®, Linux, and C drivers
• -40o to +65o C operation

Model:  PCM-ADIO

Smart Sensor Module
• 8 channel, 16-bit A/D resolution 
• Supports thermocouples, RTDs, strain

gauges, voltage inputs, 4-20mA 
loops, and thermistors

• Self-calibration eliminates need for
adjustment

• -25o to +85o C operation
Model:  PCM-518

Digital I/O 
• 48 digital I/O lines
• Two 82C55A PPIs
• Dual 50-pin connectors
• Interfaces to two, Opto-22 (or equiv)

module racks
• +5V only operation
• -40o to +85o C operation

Model:  PCM-IO48

Analog Input and
Digital I/O Module
• Two, 16-bit A/D converters with 0-5V,

0-10V, ±5V, and ±10V
• Up to 16 SE and 8 DI channels
• Conversion speed:  100K samples/sec
• 48 lines of digital I/O
• -40o to +85o C operation
• No calibration required

Model:  PCM-MIO-AD

Analog Output and
Digital I/O Module
• Eight, 12-bit D/A converters with 

0-5V, 0-10V, ±5V, and ±10V
• No calibration required
• 48 lines of digital I/O
• 12 mA sink current per line
• Windows®, Linux, and C drivers
• -40o to +85o C operation

Model:  PCM-MIO-DA

96-Line I/O with
Event Sense
• 96 lines as input, output, or output

with readback
• 48 of the lines can generate interrupt

requests that are edge selectable,
latched and software enabled

• 12 mA sink current per line
• -40o to +85o C operation

Model:  PCM-UIO96A

48-Line I/O with
Event Sense
• 48 lines as input, output, or output

with readback
• 24 of the lines can generate interrupt

requests that are edge selectable,
latched and software enabled

• 12 mA sink current per line
• -40o to +85o C operation

Model:  PCM-UIO48A

Boards stocked for quick availability...Call 817-274-7553.
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PC/104 Communication

Gigabit Ethernet
Controller
• Gigabit PCI Ethernet controller
• Auto-switching from 1Gbps thru 

100 and 10 Mbps
• Full- and half-duplex operation
• IEEE 802.3ab Auto-Negotiation support
• RJ-45 connector on the board
• PC/104-Plus module
• -40o to +85o C operation

Model:  PPM-GIGABIT

Wireless 802.11
Adapter
• IEEE 802.11 wireless adaptercard
• Supports 802.11 miniPCI modules
• Available with or without a card 

installed
• External antenna connector
• PC/104-Plus module
• -40o to +85o C operation

Model:  PPM-WIRELESS

GPS Receiver
• GPS receiver board
• 12 channel simultaneous operation
• Dual sensitivity modes w/auto-switching
• TSIP, TAIP, and NMEA 0183 supported
• Pulse output for accurate time standard
• Programmable address and interrupt

settings
• -40o to +85o C operation

Model:  PCM-GPS

Fast Ethernet
Controller
• IEEE 802.3 10BASE-T and 100BASE-TX

compatible 100 Mbps
• Full- or half duplex at 10 or 100 Mbps 
• Fast Ethernet PCI controller
• RJ-45 Ethernet interface connector
• Adaptive equalization supported
• -40o to +85o C operation

Model:  PPM-10/100

Dual Synchronous 
Serial Controller
• Uses 85230 ESCC
• Two full-duplex, independent
• RS-232 channels with FIFO
• Supports Async, X.25, HDLC, SDLC,

and BISYNC
• DMA supported
• -40o to +85o C operation
• +5V only operation

Model:  PCM-ESCC

Four-channel 
USB 2.0 Module
• OHCI host and EHCI Host Compliant
• Root hub and 4 downstream facing 

ports onboard
• All downstream ports handle low-speed, 

full-speed, and high-speed transactions
• Each port with overcurrent and in-rush 

protection
• PC/104-Plus module
• -40o to +85o C operation

Model:  PPM-USB2

Octal Serial I/O
• Eight independent COM channels
• Two 16C554-compatible quad UARTs

support RS-232/485/422 levels
• 128byte Rx and Tx FIFOs
• Data rates to 115,200bps
• All outputs short circuit protected
• +5V only operation
• -40o to +85o C operation

Model:  PCM-COM8

Quad Serial Module
• Four RS-232 COM ports
• Optional RS-422/485 on each channel
• 16C554 UART with 16-byte Tx and 

Rx FIFOs
• Data rates to 115,200bps
• +5V only operation
• -40o to +85o C operation

Model:  PCM-COM4
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PC/104 Expansion

High Efficiency
Power Supply
• 50W DC/DC power supply
• Input ranges:  6V to 40V
• Output:  +5V @ 10A, +12V @ 2A
• Low output ripple
• Voltage status LEDs
• Quick disconnect connector
• -40o to +85o C operation

Model:  PCM-HE104

PC/104 to ISA 
Bus Adapter 
• High speed, low cost adapter

transfers data at system clock speeds
with no WAIT states

• Direct bus-to-bus interface
• No configuration switches
• Easy-to-use
• Links two bus architectures

Model:  PCM-ISA

ISA to PC/104 Adapter 
• Half-size ISA Bus card accepts PC/104

module plugged into an ISA slot
• Direct bus-to-bus interface
• “In Systems Emulation” for quick-

program development
• Wire-wrap area on board

Model:  ISA-PCM

Single Slot PC Card 
& Cardbus Adapter
• Supports 802.11 a/b/g, Bluetooth, 

1394 Firewire, USB 2.0 PC cards
• Provides 33MHz PCI performance
• Hot insertional and removal support
• Accommodates both 5V/3.3V PC cards
• Low power required
• Single +5V supply

Model:  PPM-Cardbus

Dual COM & LPT
• One LPT printer port
• Two RS-232 COM ports with 

RS-422/485 on each channel
• 16C552 UART with 16-byte Tx and

Rx FIFOs
• Date rates to 115, 200bps
• +5V only operation
• -40o to +85o C operation

Model:  PCM-DSPIO

Prototyping Module 
• 16- or 8-bit universal prototyping

module
• Access to all PC/104 lines and

power buses
• Breadboard area on 0.100” grid 

accepts DIP sockets, connectors, 
and logic

• -40o to +85o C operation
Model:  PCM-WW

CompactFlash Disk
Adapter Module 
• CF Type I or II interface to IDE
• Compatible with Windows and Linux
• On-card automatic power management
• Supports multiple drive operation
• Remote mounting configuration 

available
• -40o to +85o C operation

Model:  PCM-CFlash2

POST Module  
• System diagnostic tool
• BIOS POST codes shown on two 

7-segment displays
• Supports user diagnostic and 

status codes
• LEDs provide visual status of 

power supplies
• -40o to +85o C operation

Model:  PCM-POST
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“The Embedded Systems Authority”...WinSystems®

• Enclosures for PC/104, EPIC, and EBX 
form factors

• SBC mounting plate with standoffs
• Room for cable runs inside the box
• Standard or user-configuration end plates
• Slotted keyways for easy mounting
• Lightweight aluminum is strong but 

will not rust
• Black powder coat finish
• Designed for easy assembly
• Custom end plates at moderate volumes
• RoHS compliant

• Integrated bench-top chassis provides 
easy access to WinSystems SBCs 

• Preloaded with DOS, Linux, or 
Windows® XPe sample image 

• Supports 3.5" floppy disk, removable 
IDE drive and one DVD drive 

• Includes POST card, memory, CFlash
• Light-weight aluminum construction 

with black powder coat finish
• Power supply included

Small Form Factor
Board Enclosures 

Quick Start Kits

17

Quick Start Kits and Enclosures
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Open Frame Panel PCs

WinSystems’ 6.5-, 12.1, and 15-inch open-frame
Panel PCs (PPCs) provides crisp image quality
for HMI industrial applications.  A PPC includes
a color TFT flat panel display, PC-compatible
SBC with Ethernet and touchscreen integrated
into an open-frame enclosure.

The combination of embedded PC functionality
and industrial-grade construction makes these 
units ideal for industrial automation and control 
applications with tight system integration and
minimal space requirements.  A PPC will operate
over the temperature range of -20° to +70°C.

Each PPC’s SBC has an
ample amount of I/O
support onboard.  
More I/O is available
with wired or wireless
Ethernet, USB, or PC/104 
expansion modules.

WinSystems’ Panel PCs support Linux and Windows® XP
embedded plus real time kernels.

• Includes a PC-compatible single board computer (SBC) mounted 

with PC/104 I/O module expansion capability

• Active Matrix color LCD with touch screen

• Thin profile, small size

• Industrial-grade resistive touch screen

• Easy to mount, open-frame design

• Rugged and reliable construction

• Gasket material supplied for better fit into application enclosure

• Extended temperature operation

• Plus award-winning technical support

30-day product evaluations available.18
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These industrial-grade CF cards have higher reliability, longer endurance, lower-power consumption,
and more powerful performance over their commercial-grade counterparts.  They are designed and
manufactured for use in harsh and rugged applications that are mission critical.

WinSystems offers both standard and
high-speed dual channel industrial
CompactFlash cards.  Both are
designed to serve the communica-
tions, networking, transportation,
utility, industrial, server/storage, 
military/aerospace, medical, security,
and surveillance markets.

• 128MB to 16GB storage capacity
• Up to 66MB/s (burst) with 37MB/s Read and

16MB/s Write (sustained)
• Sophisticated error checking and wear leveling
• Withstands 2000 G's shock and 16.3 G's 

of vibration
• -40°C to +85°C operating temperature
• Knowledgeable engineering phone support
• In-stock availability and RoHS compliant

Industrial CompactFlash

WinSystems specializes only in CompactFlash
devices that operate over the entire industrial
temperature range of -40°C to +85°C. 

They support static and dynamic wear level-
ing to insure long life plus error correction
and detection on the data.
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STD BUS OVERVIEW
Here Today, Here Tomorrow

• Worldwide standard IEEE 961

• Open architecture

• Modular

• Small Size

• High Reliability

• Ruggedness

• Serviceability

• Easy to Use

• Continued Availability

Referred to as the “Blue Collar Bus”
because of its well-proven design and
small size, the STD Bus is designed for 
the factory and industrial environments.  

Our engineers designed the original 
STD Bus microprocessor and I/O boards.
We continue to be a dependable, long-
term supplier of STD Bus products. 

As an established STD Bus manufacturer,
we also have over 100 replacement
boards for other manufacturers such as
Pro-Log/ Motorola, Analog Devices, and
Mostek/Mizar to name a few. 

We offer a 30-day trial evaluation period
for our plug-in replacement cards.  This
program provides a cost-effective option
when price, delivery, and continued 
support are critical issues. 

WinSystems’ Long-Term Commitment
We continue to support the STD Bus after 30 years since
our customers still want products.  

Jerry Winfield
President
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Knowledgeable technical support...Call 817-274-7553. 21

STD Bus Products

SBC with Video,
Ethernet, and I/O
• AMD LX800 MHz 0.9W CPU
• Up to one Gigabyte of SDRAM 
• LCD and CRT supported
• Custom splash screen on start-up
• 10/100Mbps Ethernet controller
• 4 USB and 4 COM ports
• 48 digital I/O lines plus LPT
• Audio, CF, IDE and Mouse interfaces
• PC/104-Plus expansion connectors
• -40° to +85° C operation

Model:  LPM-LX800-G

Card Cages and 
Powered Racks
• From 2 to 26 card slots
• 0.75” or 0.625” spacing
• Rack, Table, or Wall mount 

configurations
• 50W or 100W power supplies
• Standalone backplanes
• Rugged construction
• Voltage status LEDs
• Extended temperature operation

Model:  CC and CX Series

Digital I/O Cards
• 144-, 96- or 48-line digital I/O

with interrupt on change-of-state
• 48-line isolated relay driver card
• 48-channel debounced isolated

input card with selectable polarity
• Extender and wire-wrap cards
• -40° to +85° C operation available
• Live telephone engineering support

Analog I/O Cards
• 16 SE/8 DI 12-bit input channels 

with 0-5V, 0-10V, ±5V, and 
±10V range

• Eight, 12-bit output channels with 
0-5V, 0-10V, ±5V, and ±10V range

• 12-bit combination Analog I/O card
• Optional DC/DC converters
• Extended temperature operation

Communication Cards
• Dual and Quad COM cards
• RS-232/422/485 support
• TX and RX FIFOs
• Data rates to 115.2 Kbps
• +5V only operation
• Optional -40° to +85° C operation
• Live telephone engineering support

Legacy CPU and
I/O Products
• Analog, Digital, Serial, Parallel, 

and Communication I/O Modules
• Substitutes for Pro-Log, DY-4, 

and Mostek/Mizar products
• Knowledgeable technical support
• 30-day product evaluation
• STD or CMOS STD Bus
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ABOUT WINSYSTEMS

WinSystems is a leading provider of

embedded products for use in 

industrial environments.  Founded 

in 1981, we have been in business

over 28 years and are an employee-

owned, solid company.   

Our facilities are located in a 55,000

square foot office campus.  This 

houses our design, manufacturing,

and support teams as well as our

WinSystems builds strong business relationships
with our customers by providing high-quality,
cost-effective products along with extraordinary
customer service.

corporate headquarters.  We are 

located in Arlington, Texas, midway

between Dallas and Fort Worth. 

We have made a major capital invest-

ment in both our facilities and 

inventories.   We purchase our own

components to assure that they are

qualified for use on our boards.  We

also maintain both a sizeable in-house

parts inventory and finished goods

Service        Responsiveness        Knowledge        Quality        Trust

22
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stock.  All parts are selected for long term

availability plus monitored for their 

continued status.

We have two surface mount production

lines in-house capable of handling fine-

pitch and ball grid technology. This

includes automatic pc board feeders, 

pick-and-place machines, reflow ovens and

wash systems.  We can run from small to

large lot sizes and also provide custom 

configurations for OEM orders.  

We have X-ray and AOI inspection stations, 

temperature chambers, plus other test

equipment to maintain and verify the 

quality and manufactureability of the 

products.  All boards are subjected to 100% 

functional testing.  A bar code system tracks

each board and lot during the manufactur-

ing process.  Using automated electronic

assembly methods allows us to increase

production and improve response time to

our customers while adhering to our high

quality standards.

Call us today. Our goal is to be your 
embedded product supplier of choice 

both now and in the future.

Customer Applications
WinSystems has a diverse customer base which

ranges from small companies to Fortune 500 

corporations.  Our customers depend on us to

deliver products and services that help them 

do their job better and more easily.

• Robotics

• Industrial Automation

• Test Equipment

• Process Control

• Energy Management

• Telecommunications

• Blood Analyzers

• Lab Instruments

• Security Systems

• Data Logging

• Chemical Processing

• Weighing Systems

• Satellite Stations

• Oceanography

• Laser Systems

• Pipeline Control

• Avionics Test

• Microwave Systems

• Weather Stations

• Telescope Controls

• Transportation

• Power Station 

Monitoring

• Utilities

715 Stadium Drive  •  Arlington, Texas 76011
Phone  817-274-7553  •  FAX  817-548-1358

Web Site:  www.winsystems.com
E-mail:  info@winsystems.com  

Copyright 2010 WinSystems,® Inc.  All rights reserved.
WinSystems®  is a registered trademark of WinSystems, Inc.  PC/104 and the PC/104 logo
are trademarks of the PC/104 Consortium.  SFF-SIG, SUMIT-ISM, COMIT, PICO-I/O are
trademarks of the Small Form Factor Special Interest Group (SFF-SIG).  Product names
of other companies may be trademarks of their respective companies. The infomation
in this document is subject to change without notice.  
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EBX, EPIC and
PC/104 SBCs

Enclosures

715 Stadium Drive  •  Arlington, Texas 76011
Phone  817-274-7553  •  FAX  817-548-1358   

Web Site: www.winsystems.com
E-mail: info@winsystems.com

Panel PCs

Quick Start Kits

SUMIT-ISM and
PC/104 I/O Modules

Transportation

Medical

Mil/COTS & Security

WinSystems®

Communications

Industrial Control

Embedded PCs and
Stackable I/O for

Rugged, Harsh
Applications 
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